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Abstract

Ameasurement of the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 in 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± decays is presented in this
thesis. The analysed data set was recorded by the LHCb detector in proton-proton collision
at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV in the years 2011 and 2012 and corresponds to
an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1. The measured 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries are

𝑆𝑓 = 0.058 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.011 (syst.) ,
𝑆𝑓 = 0.038 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.) .

These results are more precise than and in agreement with previous determinations from
the Belle and BaBar collaborations. Using these values, constraints are placed on the
CKM angle 𝛾 and the CKM quantity sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾). The obtained confidence intervals are
consistent with the current world-average values.

Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit wird eine Messung der 𝐶𝑃-Asymmetrien 𝑆𝑓 und 𝑆𝑓 in 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±-
Zerfällen präsentiert. Der analysierte Datensatz enthält dabei Ereignisse aus Proton-Proton-
Kollisionen bei Schwerpunktsenergien von 7 und 8TeV, die in den Jahren 2011 und 2012
vom LHCb-Detektor aufgenommen wurden und entspricht einer integrierten Luminosität
von 3 fb−1. Die 𝐶𝑃-Asymmetrien sind gemessen als

𝑆𝑓 = 0.058 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.011 (syst.) ,
𝑆𝑓 = 0.038 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.) .

Diese Ergebnisse sind präziser und in Übereinstimmung mit bisherigen Messungen der
Belle- und BaBar-Kollaborationen. Unter Ausnutzung dieser Ergebnisse werden Konfi-
denzintervalle für den CKM Winkel 𝛾 und die CKM Größe sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾) bestimmt. Die
ermittelten Intervalle stimmen mit den aktuellen Weltmittelwerten überein.
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1 Introduction

The aim of particle physics is to understand the fundamental constituents of matter and their
interactions. The theoretical model describing this is the so-called Standard Model (SM) of
particle physics, established in the 1970s. During the last 40 years, all predicted particles
such as the heavy 𝑡 quark and the tau neutrino have been observed experimentally [1–3].
The SM was completed in 2012 when the Higgs Boson as the last missing particle was
discovered [4, 5]. However, as successful as the SM is on the smallest observable scales,
it fails to describe several macroscopic observations and phenomena: neither gravity is
included, which is negligible in the interactions of elementary particles, nor the clear
astronomical hints of dark matter and energy can be explained in the scope of the SM [6,
7]. Furthermore, the matter-antimatter asymmetry, which is observed in today’s universe,
is not accounted for in the SM. According to the Big-Bang theories, matter and antimatter
were generated in equal parts. However, today only galaxies and clusters of matter can be
observed.
In 1960, Andrei Sakharov formulated three necessary criteria for this asymmetry [8]:

1) violation of the baryon number conservation, 2) interactions out of the thermal equilib-
rium and 3) violation of the 𝐶 and 𝐶𝑃 symmetries, i.e. particles and antiparticles behave
differently even when inverting the spatial coordinates. So far, the baryon number is
observed to be an extremly strong symmetry of nature, yielding in a lower bound for the
proton lifetime of roughly 1034 years [9] - greater than the age of the universe. Departures
from the thermal equilibrium are assumed to have occurred during the early development
of the universe [10]. The violation of 𝐶 and 𝐶𝑃 symmetry is allowed in the SM and was
observed experimentally by the Wu and Fitch-Cronin experiments, respectively [11, 12].
However, the magnitude of this last effect is not large enough to explain the asymmetry
in the universe [13] and therefore hints to physics beyond the SM, referred to as New
Physics (NP).

In the SM, 𝐶𝑃 violation is possible in the strong and weak interactions, yet it is only ob-
served in the latter one, stemming from the single complex phase of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [14]. This matrix is unitary by construction, what
can be used for a strong self test of the SM. The unitarity can be represented graphically
by a triangle in the complex plane. Determining the sides and angles of this triangle in
independent measurements allows to overconstrain the position of the apex and to check if
the triangle closes. One important set of measurements is the determination of the CKM
angle 𝛾. This angle is the least well known angle of the triangle and is the only angle that
can be measured using both tree-level and loop processes. In this thesis constraints are
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1 Introduction

placed on the CKM quantity sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾) and the CKM angle 𝛾 using a time-dependent 𝐶𝑃
violation measurement of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± decays. Hereby, a focus is on the large number of
signal candidates, resulting in the challenge to control small experimental effects, such as
the kinematic differences between the flavour-tagging control modes and the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

decay mode.
The analysed data set was recorded by the LHCb experiment located at the Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) at CERN. The LHC, a circular proton-proton collider, is currently the
largest and most powerful particle accelerator in the world. The LHCb experiment is
designed to measure processes involving 𝑏 and 𝑐 hadrons in the forward direction. The
two main fields are the determination of decay widths of rare 𝐵 decays and the precise
measurement of 𝐶𝑃 violation. One of the key challenges to measure 𝐶𝑃 violation time-
dependently is to determine the production flavour of the 𝐵 mesons in the harsh hadronic
environment at the LHC.

The analysis described in this thesis was performed in collaboration between the LHCb
groups from Dortmund and Lausanne. To present the complete analysis, also the contri-
butions from Vincenzo Battista and Conor Fitzpatrick are described; the corresponding
parts are indicated throughout the thesis. Apart from this direct contributions, also Julian
Wishahi and Mirco Dorigo gave helpful input at many stages of the analysis.

The document is structured as follows: in Ch. 2 a short overview about the fundamental
particles and interactions is given and the CKM matrix is introduced. The formalism of
𝐶𝑃 violation is explained and the manifestations of 𝐶𝑃 violation in the 𝐵 meson sector
are presented in Ch. 3, followed by a introduction and comparison of the experimental
techniques to measure the CKM angle 𝛾 in Ch. 4. Subsequently, the LHCb detector is
presented in Ch. 5, experimental techniques used in the analysis , including the flavour-
tagging algorithms providing the initial 𝐵 meson flavour at LHCb, are introduced in Ch. 6
and the analysed sample and the selection of signal candidates are described in Ch. 7. In
Ch. 8 the mass fit to statistically separate signal and background candidates is detailed.
Next, the flavour tagging strategy of the analysis with the training and calibration of the
algorithms is described in Ch. 9. These ingredients are used in the decay-time fit, which is
presented in Ch. 10, together with several performed cross-checks. As the last analysis
steps, the estimation of systematic uncertainties is detailed in Ch. 11 followed by a summary
of the measured 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries and their interpretation in terms of the CKM quantities 𝛾
and sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾) in Ch. 12. Finally, a conclusion of the thesis is given in Ch. 13.
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2 The standard model of particle
physics

The following chapter gives an overview of fundamental particles and how they interact
with each other. The elementary particles and forces are described following Refs. [15–17].
In the following, a short illustration how mediator particles emerge in the SM is given and
discrete symmetries in the SM are introduced. Then, a more detailed discussion of the
weak force is presented.

2.1 Fundamental particles and forces

The SM is a relativistic quantum field theory in which particles are produced and destroyed
with fields 𝜙(𝑥) and the dynamics are described through Lagrangians ℒ (𝜙(𝑥), 𝜕𝜇𝜙(𝑥)).
In total twelve fundamental particles with half-integer spin exist: six quarks and six leptons.
These twelve so-called fermions form all matter. Forces between the fermions are mediated
by bosons which have integer spin. The masses of all these particles arise due to couplings
to the Higgs field. These couplings are mediated by the so-called Higgs boson. A graphical
representation of all fundamental particles is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Both quarks and leptons are classified in three families, where each family comprises a
duplet of two particles. Further, the quarks are divided into up- and down-type quarks. The
up-type quarks are the up (𝑢), charm (𝑐) and top quark (𝑡) having an electric charge of + 2

3 𝑒,
the down-type quarks are the down (𝑑), strange (𝑠) and bottom quark (𝑏) carrying a charge
of − 1

3 𝑒. The six leptons are classified by their electric charge. The electron (𝑒−), muon
(𝜇−) and tauon (𝜏−) are negatively charged (−1𝑒), whereas the corresponding neutrinos
(𝜈𝑒, 𝜈𝜇, 𝜈𝜏) are uncharged. All twelve fermions have an antiparticle with opposite charge.
The differentiation between particles and antiparticles is also denoted as flavour.

As previously mentioned, the fundamental forces in the SM are mediated by particles
with integer spin. The so-called gauge bosons can be directly associated with these
fundamental forces.
The force-carrier particles of the strong interaction are the eight massless gluons (𝑔),

which couple to the so-called colour charge. The only particles beside gluons carrying
colour are the quarks. In contrast to the electrical charge, colour does not have only
one but in total three pairs of distinct charges: red, green, blue and three corresponding
anti-colours. Due to a phenomenon called confinement quarks and gluons cannot exist
as isolated coloured particles but have to form bounded colourless states, i.e. quarks can

3



2 The standard model of particle physics
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Fig. 2.1: Fundamental particles and forces of the SM. For each particle its spin and its possible
colours are given in the bottom right corner. The top right corner shows the electric charge
and the particles masses are shown in the top left part of the boxes. All numerical values
are taken from [18].

only be observed in multi-quark states. Most commonly, three quarks (anti-quarks) form a
baryon (anti-baryon), where each quark carries one of the three colours, or a quark and an
anti-quark form a meson, where the anti-quark carries the anti-colour of the corresponding
quark colour. As gluons carry both, a colour and an anticolour, gluonic self-couplings are
allowed in the SM.

The electromagnetic force is mediated by the photon (𝛾) which couples to the electric
charge. Accordingly, the only fermions not affected by the electromagnetic force are the
uncharged neutrinos. Photons are also uncharged and thus do not couple to themselves.

The third interaction described in the SM is the weak interaction. The associated
particles are the uncharged 𝑍 boson and the charged 𝑊 ± bosons. In contrast to the gluons
and the photon, these are massive particles with masses of 𝑀𝑊 ≈ 80 GeV/c2 [18] and
𝑀𝑍 ≈ 91 GeV/c2 [18]. They couple to all twelve fermions.

The last gauge boson is the Higgs boson (𝐻), which is associated to the Higgs field and
was discovered in 2012 [4, 5]. It has a mass of 𝑀𝐻 ≈ 125 GeV/c2 [18] and interacts with
all massive particles.
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2.2 Symmetries in the standard model

2.2 Symmetries in the standard model

Symmetries play an important role in the field of high energy physics, e.g. because of their
relation to conservation laws (Noether’s theorem). When discussing symmetries in the SM,
one needs to distuingish between continous gauge symmetries and discrete symmetries.
Requiring local invariance of the continous gauge symmetries leads to the interactions in
the corresponding groups 𝑈(1) (electromagnetic interaction), 𝑆𝑈(2) (weak interaction)
and 𝑆𝑈(3) (strong interaction). In this instance the gauge bosons act as generators of the
gauge transformation. This is exemplified for the 𝑈(1) group, where the Lagrangian

ℒ = 𝜓 (𝑖 /𝜕 − 𝑚) 𝜓 − 1
4

𝐹 𝜇𝜈𝐹𝜇𝜈 − 𝑒𝜓𝛾𝜇𝜓⏟
𝑗𝜇

𝐴𝜇 (2.1)

is invariant under the transformation

𝜓 → 𝜓′ = 𝑒−𝑖𝑒𝜃(𝑥)𝜓 , (2.2)
𝐴𝜇 → 𝐴′

𝜇 = 𝐴𝜇 + 𝜕𝜇𝜃. (2.3)

Interpreting the gauge field 𝐴𝜇 as the photon, the interaction term 𝑗𝜇𝐴𝜇 can be identified.
For the 𝑆𝑈(2) and 𝑆𝑈(3) groups equivalent transformations yield the 𝑊 ± and 𝑍 bosons
and the gluons, respectively.

Furthermore there are also three discrete symmetries in the SM:

• The parity operator 𝑃 is unitary (𝑃 † = 𝑃 −1) and reverses the momentum without
flipping the spin of a particle. Hence, it describes spatial inversion 𝑃 𝜓 (𝑡, �⃗�) =
𝜓 (𝑡, −�⃗�).

• The charge conjugation operator 𝐶 is also unitary and transforms particles into their
corresponding antiparticles. Its name is slightly misleading as the operator reverses
not only the electric charge but also changes the sign of all internal quantum numbers.

• The third discrete symmetry is the time reversal 𝑇. It changes the sign of all temporal
components 𝑇 𝜓 (𝑡, �⃗�) = 𝜓 (−𝑡, �⃗�). Contrary to 𝑃 and 𝐶, the time reversal operator
is not unitary but antiunitary, i.e. 𝑇 2 = 1.

All discrete symmetries are conserved by the electromagnetic interaction while the weak
and strong interactions can break them both individually and in combination with one
other discrete symmetry (𝐶𝑃, 𝑃 𝑇, 𝐶𝑇) in the SM. However, the breaking of the discrete
symmetries has so far only been observed by the weak interaction. Moreover, based on the
𝐶𝑃 𝑇 theorem, the combination of all operations is an exact symmetry also for the weak
and strong interactions. It assures that particles and antiparticles have the same invariant
masses and lifetimes.
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2 The standard model of particle physics
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Fig. 2.2: CKM triangle in the complex plane.

2.3 The unitarity triangle

As explained previously, the weak interaction plays a special role in the SM by breaking
the discrete symmetries. Consequently, the eigenstates to the weak interaction are not the
same as the mass eigenstates. Under the assumption of massless neutrinos, this can be
solved by a simple matrix rotation such that the eigenstates to the weak interaction and the
mass are the same for the charged leptons. On the other hand, this is not possible for the
up- and downtype quarks at the same time as none of them is massless. By convention the
weak eigenstates of the downtype quarks 𝑑’, 𝑠’ and 𝑏’ are chosen to be mixtures of their
mass eigenstates 𝑑, 𝑠 and 𝑏:

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑑′

𝑠′

𝑏′

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑉𝑢𝑑 𝑉𝑢𝑠 𝑉𝑢𝑏
𝑉𝑐𝑑 𝑉𝑐𝑠 𝑉𝑐𝑏
𝑉𝑡𝑑 𝑉𝑡𝑠 𝑉𝑡𝑏

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑑
𝑠
𝑏

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

≈
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1 − 𝜆2

2 𝜆 𝐴𝜆3(𝜌 − 𝑖𝜂)

−𝜆 1 − 𝜆2

2 𝐴𝜆2

𝐴𝜆3(1 − 𝜌 − 𝑖𝜂) −𝐴𝜆2 1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑑′

𝑠′

𝑏′

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (2.4)

This transformation matrix, denoted as CKM matrix [14, 19], has four degrees of free-
dom and is unitary by construction. As shown in Eq. (2.4), the matrix elements can be
parametrised in the Wolfenstein parametrisation [20] with three real parameters 𝐴 ≈ 0.81,
𝜆 ≈ 0.22, 𝜌 ≈ 0.13 [18] and one complex phase 𝜂 ≈ 0.36 [18]. It can be seen that the ma-
trix elements become smaller with greater distance to the diagonal and therefore transitions
between the quark families are suppressed.

As a consequence of the unitarity of the matrix, its elements are subject to the following
constraints:

∑
𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑉 ∗
𝑖𝑘 = 𝛿𝑗𝑘 and ∑

𝑗
𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑉 ∗

𝑘𝑗 = 𝛿𝑖𝑘. (2.5)

The equations for which 𝑗≠𝑘 (𝑖≠𝑘) can be represented as triangles in the complex plane,
which are of great importance in modern particle physics. Their angles and sides can be
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2.3 The unitarity triangle

measured experimentally, so that the triangles can be overconstrained and the unitarity of
the matrix can be tested. Experimental measurements of a non-closing triangle would be a
clear sign of physics beyond the SM. Additionally, the complex phase of the CKM matrix
is the only known source of 𝐶𝑃 violation in the SM. Therefore, the size of the triangles is
a measure for the theoretically described size of 𝐶𝑃 violation as it is proportional to the
Jarlskog Invariant 𝐽 [21]. The most commonly used triangle is defined by the equation

𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏 + 𝑉𝑐𝑑𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑏 + 𝑉𝑡𝑑 𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑏 = 0 , (2.6)

as all terms are of similar size ∝ 𝜆3 and can be measured from 𝐵 meson decays. After
normalising with 𝑉𝑐𝑑𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑏, the corresponding triangle

𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏

𝑉𝑐𝑑𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑏

+ 1 +
𝑉𝑡𝑑 𝑉 ∗

𝑡𝑏
𝑉𝑐𝑑𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑏
= 0 (2.7)

is obtained as presented in Fig. 2.2. Its angles can be parametrised using the CKM matrix
elements in the following way:

𝛼 ≡ arg (−𝑉𝑡𝑑 𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑏 𝑉 ∗

𝑢𝑑) ,
𝛽 ≡ arg (−𝑉𝑐𝑑𝑉𝑡𝑏 𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑏𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑑 ) ,

𝛾 ≡ arg (−𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉𝑐𝑏𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑑) .
(2.8)
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3 𝘾𝙋 violation in the 𝘽 meson sector

Since in the SM all physical interactions are conserved under the 𝐶𝑃 𝑇 transformation, the
violation of 𝐶𝑃 is equivalent to a violation of the 𝑇 symmetry. As described in Sec. 2.2, the
𝑇 operator is antiunitary and it therefore transforms numbers into their complex conjugate.
Hence, 𝐶𝑃 transformations only affect the complex phases of the wave functions describing
initial and final states. However, the absolute values of phases describing transitions
between different states are not physically meaningful as the initial and final states can
be rephased convention dependent. The physical meaningful quantities are the relative
phase differences between coherent contributions to a transition as these are invariant
under global phase transformation. There are three types of phases arising in transition
amplitudes: weak phases, changing sign under 𝐶𝑃 transformation (𝐶𝑃 odd), strong phases,
which do not change sign under 𝐶𝑃 transformation (𝐶𝑃 even) and spurious phases, which
usually arise due to conventional phase transformations. The denotations weak and strong
do not mean that the phases originate in weak or strong interactions but only describe their
behaviour under 𝐶𝑃 transformation. Spurious phases are global and, for simplification,
will be ignored in the following discussion as they do not originate from any dynamics.
Consequently, the 𝐶𝑃 transformations of the initial and final states are defined with weak
phases 𝜉𝑖 and 𝜉𝑓 as

𝐶𝑃 |𝐵0⟩ = 𝑒𝑖𝜉𝑖|𝐵0⟩ 𝐶𝑃 |𝐵0⟩ = 𝑒−𝑖𝜉𝑖|𝐵0⟩ ,

𝐶𝑃 | 𝑓 ⟩ = 𝑒𝑖𝜉𝑓| 𝑓 ⟩ 𝐶𝑃 | 𝑓 ⟩ = 𝑒−𝑖𝜉𝑓| 𝑓 ⟩ .
(3.1)

Using this notation the time evolution of neutral mesons is described in this chapter
and subsecently the formalism is applied to the 𝐵0-𝐵0 mixing. Then, the main equations
describing 𝐶𝑃 violation are derived and the three types of 𝐶𝑃 violation are discussed. More
details on these topics can be found in Refs. [22, 23].
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3 𝐶𝑃 violation in the 𝐵 meson sector

3.1 Time evolution of neutral mesons

As previously described in Sec. 2.3 the mass eigenstates and the eigenstates of the weak
interaction are not identical for quarks. The same applies for bound states of quarks like
𝐵 mesons. Studying the system of a neutral particle 𝑃 0 and its antiparticle 𝑃 0, the most
general description to determine the time evolution is the Schrödinger equation

𝑖 𝑑
𝑑𝑡 (

𝑃 0

𝑃 0) = 𝐻 (
𝑃 0

𝑃 0) = (𝑚 − 𝑖
2

𝛤) (
𝑃 0

𝑃 0) (3.2)

with 𝑚 and 𝛤 being hermitian 2x2 matrices. Hence, the matrix 𝐻 is not hermitian and
allows neutral particles 𝑃 0 to decay and not only to oscillate. In possible transitions, virtual
intermediate states contribute to the matrix 𝑀, while real physical states to which 𝑃 0 and
𝑃 0 decay contribute to the matrix 𝛤. Due to the 𝐶𝑃 𝑇 theorem, particles and antiparticles
have the same masses and decay widths and the following constraints apply for the matrix
elements:

𝑚11 = 𝑚22 ≡ 𝑚 , 𝑚12 = 𝑚∗
21 ,

𝛤11 = 𝛤22 ≡ 𝛤 , 𝛤12 = 𝛤 ∗
21 .

(3.3)

Interpreting 𝑃 0 and 𝑃 0 as two states distinguished by an internal quantum number 𝑁𝑞
the matrix elements can be classified by certain types of transitions: transitions with
𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 1 are driven by the diagonal elements while the off-diagonal elements describe
transitions with 𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 2. These 𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 2 processes include so-called particle-antiparticle
oscillations.

To solve Eq. (3.2) and infer the time evolution of the initial states 𝑃 0 and 𝑃 0, the matrix𝐻
needs to be diagonalised to obtain the mass eigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues.
These eigenstates can have different masses and lifetimes, however, the absolute sign of the
mass difference 𝛥𝑚 or decay-width difference 𝛥𝛤 has no physical meaning as interchanging
the two eigenstates would lead to 𝛥𝑚 → −𝛥𝑚 and 𝛥𝛤 → −𝛥𝛤. Instead, only the relative
sign between both quantities is of physical interest. With regard to the 𝐵0 meson system,
in which the eigenstates have quite different masses, in the following the mass eigenstates
are denoted with 𝑃H and 𝑃L, referring to the heavier and lighter eigenstate, respectively.
Using

𝐹 = √(𝑚12 − 𝑖
2

𝛤12) (𝑚∗
12 − 𝑖

2
𝛤 ∗

12) (3.4)

the eigenvalues can be expressed as

𝜇H = 𝑚H − 𝑖
2

𝛤H = 𝑚 + ℛ𝑒(𝐹) − 𝑖
2

(𝛤 − 2ℐ𝑚(𝐹)) ,

𝜇L = 𝑚L − 𝑖
2

𝛤L = 𝑚 − ℛ𝑒(𝐹) − 𝑖
2

(𝛤 + 2ℐ𝑚(𝐹))
(3.5)

with the eigenstates

|𝑃H⟩ = 𝑝|𝑃 0⟩ + 𝑞|𝑃 0⟩ ,

|𝑃L⟩ = 𝑝|𝑃 0⟩ − 𝑞|𝑃 0⟩ .
(3.6)
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3.2 𝐵0-𝐵0 mixing

The parameters 𝑝 and 𝑞 are constrained to fulfil |𝑝|2+ |𝑞|2 = 1 by construction and their
ratio 𝑞

𝑝 can be expressed in terms of the matrix elements:

𝑞
𝑝

=
√√√

⎷

𝑚∗
12 − 𝑖

2 𝛤 ∗
12

𝑚12 − 𝑖
2 𝛤12

=
𝛥𝑚 − 𝑖

2 𝛥𝛤

2 (𝑚12 − 𝑖
2 𝛤12)

(3.7)

where 𝛥𝑚 and 𝛥𝛤 are the differences of the masses and decay widths of the eigenstates of
the weak interaction defined as

𝛥𝑚 = 𝑚H − 𝑚L = 2ℛ𝑒(𝐹 ) and 𝛥𝛤 = 𝛤L − 𝛤H = 4ℐ𝑚(𝐹 ) . (3.8)

This definition is chosen such that it matches the convention used by the Heavy Flavour
Averaging Group (HFLAV) [24].

After diagonalising the Schrödinger equation can be rewritten as

𝑖 𝑑
𝑑𝑡 (

𝑃L
𝑃H) = (

𝜇L 0
0 𝜇H) (

𝑃L
𝑃H) , (3.9)

using the mass eigenvalues from Eq. (3.5) and mass eigenstates from Eq. (3.6), which
can be easily solved and leads to the time evolution of the mass eigenstates with simple
exponential functions 𝑃L,H(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝑖𝜇L,H𝑡𝑃L,H. Inverting Eq. (3.6) the time evolution for the
flavour eigenstates follows:

|𝑃 0(𝑡) ⟩ = |𝑃 0⟩𝑔+ +
𝑞
𝑝|𝑃 0⟩𝑔− ,

|𝑃 0(𝑡) ⟩ = |𝑃 0⟩𝑔+ +
𝑝
𝑞 |𝑃 0⟩𝑔−

(3.10)

with 𝑔± = 1
2 (𝑒−𝑖𝜇H𝑡 ± 𝑒−𝑖𝜇L𝑡). The associated masses and decay widths of the eigenstates

of the weak interaction can be written as

𝑚 =
𝑚H + 𝑚L

2
and 𝛤 =

𝛤H + 𝛤L
2

. (3.11)

3.2 𝘽𝟬-𝘽 𝟬 mixing

As described above, the mixing of the flavour eigenstates 𝐵0
𝑞 and 𝐵0

𝑞 is characterised by the
mass difference 𝛥𝑚, the decay-width difference 𝛥𝛤 and the ratio 𝑞/𝑝. All of these quantities
are connected to the off-diagonal matrix elements 𝑚12 − 𝑖/2 𝛤12 and hence 𝑚12 and 𝛤12
must be calculated to further probe mixing phenomena. In the SM, transitions from 𝐵0

𝑞 to
𝐵0

𝑞 mesons can only happen through 𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 2 dynamics, which can be further separated
into short-distance transitions (transitions at quark-level) and long-distance transitions
(transitions at hadron-level).
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3 𝐶𝑃 violation in the 𝐵 meson sector

𝑏

𝑞

𝑞

𝑏

𝑢, 𝑐, 𝑡

𝑊 ± 𝑊 ±

𝑢, 𝑐, 𝑡

𝑏

𝑞

𝑞

𝑏

𝑊 +

𝑢, 𝑐, 𝑡 𝑢, 𝑐, 𝑡

𝑊 −

Fig. 3.1: Box diagrams of lowest order for 𝐵0
𝑞 -𝐵0

𝑞 -oscillations. Both diagrams are dominated by
the 𝑡 quark exchange[25].

Due to the large mass of the 𝑏 quark, long-distance transitions are expected to be
negligible for the 𝐵0

𝑞 -𝐵0
𝑞 system in the SM.

Transitions at quark-level at lowest order can be represented by Feynman diagrams as
shown in Fig. 3.1. The first corresponding matrix element 𝑚12 can be expressed as

𝑚12 = −
𝐺2
F𝑀2

𝑊

12𝜋2 𝑓 2𝑚𝐵0
𝑞
𝐵ℱ ∗ (3.12)

where 𝐺F is the Fermi constant, 𝑀𝑊 the 𝑊-boson mass, 𝑓 the weak interaction constant
and 𝐵 the bag parameter, which describes strong interaction effects [22]. The quantity ℱ
sums over the different box diagrams containg a 𝑢-, 𝑐- or 𝑡 quark, respectively. Using the
short notation 𝜆𝑖 = 𝑉 ∗

𝑖𝑏 𝑉𝑖𝑞, it can be written as

ℱ = 𝜂1𝜆2
𝑐𝑆0(𝑥𝑐) + 𝜂2𝜆2

𝑡 𝑆0(𝑥𝑡) + 2𝜂3𝜆𝑐𝜆𝑡𝑆0(𝑥𝑐, 𝑥𝑡) (3.13)

where 𝜆𝑢 is eliminated by 𝜆𝑐 and 𝜆𝑡 using Eq. (2.5). Here, 𝜂𝑖 are QCD correction factors
and 𝑆0 are the Inami-Lin functions [26], which go with the up-type-quark masses through
the ratio 𝑥𝑞 ≡ 𝑚2

𝑞/𝑚2
𝑊. In case of 𝑡 = 𝑑 both 𝜆𝑐 and 𝜆𝑡 are of same magnitude 𝜆3, in case

of 𝑞 = 𝑠 both 𝜆𝑐 and 𝜆𝑡 are of magnitude 𝜆2. Hence, the summand containing 𝑆0 (𝑥𝑡) is
dominant and with the replacement 𝜂2 = 𝜂𝐵0

𝑞
one can approximate

ℱ ≈ 𝜂𝐵0
𝑞
𝜆2

𝑡 𝑆0(𝑥𝑡) ≈ 𝑚2
𝑡 . (3.14)

The second matrix element 𝛤12 corresponding to the short-distance transitions is given
by

𝛤12 = ∑
𝑓

⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝐵0
𝑞 ⟩

∗
⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝐵0

𝑞 ⟩ . (3.15)

Here 𝑓 describes the possible physical states to which both 𝐵0
𝑞 and 𝐵0

𝑞 decay. As the mass
of the 𝑡 quark is much larger than the mass of any 𝐵 meson, 𝐵0

𝑞 and 𝐵0
𝑞 cannot decay in any

top-flavoured state. Therefore the contributing diagrams to Eq. (3.15) must be dominated
by the available mass, i.e. by 𝑚𝐵0

𝑞
.
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3.2 𝐵0-𝐵0 mixing

Consequently, the off-diagonal matrix elements 𝑚12 − 𝑖/2𝛤12 are clearly dominated by
𝑚12 as

|
𝛤12
𝑚12 | ∝

𝑚2
𝐵0

𝑞

𝑚2
𝑡

∝ 10−3 . (3.16)

This can be used to derive a prediction of the relative size of 𝛥𝛤 compared to 𝛥𝑚. The
difference between the mass eigenvalues 𝜇H and 𝜇L can be expressed as

𝛥𝜇 = 𝜇H − 𝜇L = 𝛥𝑚 − 𝑖
2

𝛥𝛤 = 2𝐹 . (3.17)

Squaring Eq. (3.17) and separating the real and imaginary parts leads to

𝛥𝑚2 − 1
4

𝛥𝛤 2 = 4 |𝑚12|
2 − |𝛤12|

2 ,

𝛥𝑚𝛥𝛤 = 4ℛ𝑒(𝑚∗
12𝛤12) .

(3.18)

Taking into account the GIM enhancement [27] of 𝑚12 and the bound on 𝛤12 to be of order
𝑚𝐵0

𝑞
(Eq. (3.16)), this can be simplified to

𝛥𝑚 ≈ 2 |𝑚12| ,

𝛥𝛤 ≈
2ℛ𝑒(𝑚∗

12𝛤12)

|𝑚12|
,

(3.19)

which shows that for the 𝐵0-system the decay width difference is expected to be much
smaller than the mass difference.

Further, the ratio 𝑞/𝑝 from Eq. (3.7) can be expressed as

𝑞
𝑝

≈ |𝑚12|
𝑚12

=
𝑚∗

12

|𝑚12|
, (3.20)

by applying the reasoning from Eq. (3.16), i.e. the quantity 𝑞/𝑝 is a pure phase. Using
Eq. (3.12), the ratio can be connected to the CKM matrix elements

𝑞
𝑝

≈ −
𝑉 ∗

𝑡𝑏 𝑉𝑡𝑞

𝑉𝑡𝑏 𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑞

. (3.21)

As explained above, the CKM combination 𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑏 𝑉𝑡𝑞 appears here because the box diagrams

for 𝑚12 shown in Fig. 3.1 are dominated by the top-quark contribution.
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3 𝐶𝑃 violation in the 𝐵 meson sector

3.3 Master equations of 𝘾𝙋 violation

Using the time evolution presented in Sec. 3.1, one can also study the time evolution of
decaying particles. In the following, the notation for the decay amplitudes

𝐴𝑓 = ⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0⟩ , 𝐴𝑓 = ⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0⟩ ,

𝐴𝑓 = ⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0⟩ , 𝐴𝑓 = ⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0⟩ .
(3.22)

is used. Denoting initially produced particles with 𝑃 0(𝑡) (Eq. (3.10)), the probability for
the transition |⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|

2 can be calculated as

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2 =|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0⟩𝑔+ +

𝑞
𝑝⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0⟩𝑔−|

2

= |𝐴𝑓|
2

|𝑔+ +
𝑞
𝑝

𝐴𝑓

𝐴𝑓
𝑔−|

2
= |𝐴𝑓|

2
|𝑔+ + 𝜆𝑓 𝑔−|

2

= |𝐴𝑓|
2

[𝑔+𝑔∗
+ + |𝜆𝑓 |

2𝑔−𝑔∗
− + (𝜆∗

𝑓 𝑔+𝑔∗
− + 𝜆𝑓 𝑔−𝑔∗

+) ] . (3.23)

In analogy the probabilites for an initially produced antiparticle 𝑃 0(𝑡) and a second final
state 𝑓 are given by

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2 = |𝐴𝑓 |

2
|
𝑝
𝑞 |

2

[|𝜆𝑓 |
2𝑔+𝑔∗

+ + 𝑔−𝑔∗
− + (𝜆∗

𝑓 𝑔−𝑔∗
+ + 𝜆𝑓 𝑔+𝑔∗

−) ] , (3.24)

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2 = |𝐴𝑓 |

2
[𝑔+𝑔∗

+ + |𝜆
𝑓 |

2𝑔−𝑔∗
− + (𝜆∗

𝑓
𝑔+𝑔∗

− + 𝜆
𝑓

𝑔−𝑔∗
+) ] , (3.25)

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2 = |𝐴𝑓 |

2
|
𝑞
𝑝|

2

[|𝜆
𝑓 |

2𝑔+𝑔∗
+ + 𝑔−𝑔∗

− + (𝜆∗
𝑓

𝑔−𝑔∗
+ + 𝜆

𝑓
𝑔+𝑔∗

−) ] (3.26)

where the quantities 𝜆𝑓 and 𝜆
𝑓
are defined as

𝜆𝑓 =
𝑞
𝑝

𝐴𝑓

𝐴𝑓
and 𝜆

𝑓
=

𝑞
𝑝

𝐴𝑓

𝐴𝑓
. (3.27)

The transition probabilites can be expressed in terms of the physical quantities 𝛥𝑚, 𝛥𝛤 and
𝛤 by using

𝑔±𝑔∗
± = 1

2
𝑒−𝛤 𝑡

(cosh(
𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡) ± cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡)) , (3.28)

𝑔∗
±𝑔∓ = 1

2
𝑒−𝛤 𝑡

(sinh(
𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡) ± 𝑖 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡)) . (3.29)
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3.3 Master equations of 𝐶𝑃 violation

Substituting this in Eqs. (3.23) to (3.26), one obtains

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2= 1

2
𝑒−𝛤 𝑡|𝐴𝑓 |

2
(1 + |𝜆𝑓 |

2
) [cosh(

𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡) + 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 sinh(

𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡)

−𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) + 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡)] , (3.30)

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2= 1

2
𝑒−𝛤 𝑡|𝐴𝑓 |

2
(1 + |𝜆𝑓 |

2
)|

𝑝
𝑞 |

2

[cosh(
𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡) + 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 sinh(

𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡)

+𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) − 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡)] , (3.31)

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2= 1

2
𝑒−𝛤 𝑡|𝐴𝑓 |

2
(1 + |𝜆

𝑓 |
2
) [cosh(

𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡) + 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

sinh(
𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡)

−𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) + 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡)] , (3.32)

|⟨𝑓 |𝑇 |𝑃 0(𝑡)⟩|
2= 1

2
𝑒−𝛤 𝑡|𝐴𝑓 |

2
(1 + |𝜆

𝑓 |
2
)|

𝑞
𝑝|

2

[cosh(
𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡) + 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

sinh(
𝛥𝛤
2

𝑡)

+𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) − 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡)] (3.33)

where the coefficients in front of the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions are defined as

𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 = −

2ℛ𝑒(𝜆𝑓 )

1 + |𝜆𝑓 |
2 , 𝑆𝑓 =

2ℐ𝑚(𝜆𝑓 )

1 + |𝜆𝑓 |
2 , 𝐶𝑓 =

1 − |𝜆𝑓 |
2

1 + |𝜆𝑓 |
2 , (3.34)

𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

= −
2ℛ𝑒(𝜆

𝑓 )

1 + |𝜆
𝑓 |

2 , 𝑆𝑓 =
2ℐ𝑚(𝜆

𝑓 )

1 + |𝜆
𝑓 |

2 , 𝐶𝑓 =
1 − |𝜆

𝑓 |
2

1 + |𝜆
𝑓 |

2 . (3.35)

These coefficients satisfy the conditions

𝑆2
𝑓 + 𝐶2

𝑓 + 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

2 = 1 and 𝑆2
𝑓

+ 𝐶2
𝑓

+ 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

2 = 1 . (3.36)

Also, they are not necessarily constant over the whole phase space, i.e. for multibody
decays the contributing phases originate from final state interactions as well (i.e. strong
phases), which are not identical for different regions of phase space.
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3 𝐶𝑃 violation in the 𝐵 meson sector

3.4 Classes of 𝘾𝙋 violation

Depending on the type of transition in which 𝐶𝑃 violation occurs, its manifestation is
different. Transitions with 𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 1 are affected by direct 𝐶𝑃 violation, transitions with
𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 2 might be subject to 𝐶𝑃 violation in mixing and transitions affected by both
𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 1 and 𝛥𝑁𝑞 = 2 dynamics can be affected by interference 𝐶𝑃 violation in the
interference of decay and decay after mixing. These three types of 𝐶𝑃 violation are
described in more detail below.

3.4.1 Direct 𝘾𝙋 violation

Direct 𝐶𝑃 violation or 𝐶𝑃 violation in decay means that a specific decay amplitude differs
between the decay of a particle into a specific final state and its corresponding antiparticle
decay into the charge conjugated final state. It is the only type of 𝐶𝑃 violation which
can occur for charged particles. In terms of the 𝐶𝑃 coefficients given in Eq. (3.34) and
Eq. (3.35), this means that 𝐶𝑓 ≠ 𝐶𝑓 or in case of neutral mesons, which decay into one
common final state 𝐶𝑓 ≠ 0. Experimentally, direct 𝐶𝑃 violation can be measured with an
asymmetry such as

𝐴𝐶𝑃 = |⟨ 𝑓 |𝑇 | 𝑃 ⟩|
2 − |⟨ 𝑓 |𝑇 | 𝑃 ⟩|

2

|⟨ 𝑓 |𝑇 | 𝑃 ⟩|
2 + |⟨ 𝑓 |𝑇 | 𝑃 ⟩|

2 =
|𝐴𝑓 /𝐴𝑓 |

2 − 1

|𝐴𝑓 /𝐴𝑓 |
2 + 1

. (3.37)

Naively, one could expect that it is sufficient that one single amplitude contributes to a
transition. For illustration one can consider a decay with just one amplitude

𝐴𝑓 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝛿+𝜙) ,

𝐴𝑓 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝛿−𝜙) (3.38)

where 𝐴 is a real positive number, 𝜙 is the weak phase and 𝛿 the strong phase. From
Eq. (3.38) it immediately becomes obvious that the quantity |𝐴𝑓 |

2 − | 𝐴𝑓 |
2 vanishes

and therefore 𝐶𝑃 is conserved. When instead considering a decay with two contributing
amplitudes with different weak and strong phases

𝐴𝑓 = 𝐴1𝑒𝑖(𝛿1+𝜙1) + 𝐴2𝑒𝑖(𝛿2+𝜙2) ,

𝐴𝑓 = 𝐴1𝑒𝑖(𝛿1−𝜙1) + 𝐴2𝑒𝑖(𝛿2−𝜙2) ,
(3.39)

𝐶𝑃 violation becomes possible if both the weak and the strong phases differ:

| 𝐴𝑓 |
2 − |𝐴𝑓 |

2 = −4𝐴1𝐴2 sin (𝛿1 − 𝛿2) sin (𝜙1 − 𝜙2) . (3.40)

For 𝐵 mesons this has been measured by the LHCb experiment in the decay modes
𝐵0 → 𝐾+𝜋− and 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐾−𝜋+ [28] to be

𝐴𝐶𝑃 (𝐵0 → 𝐾+𝜋−) = −0.080 ± 0.007 (stat.) ± 0.003 (syst.) ,
𝐴𝐶𝑃 (𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐾−𝜋+) = 0.27 ± 0.04 (stat.) ± 0.01 (syst.) ,
(3.41)
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(right). The result of the unbinned maximum likelihood fits are overlaid [28].

which corresponds to a statistical significance of 10.5𝜎 and 6.5𝜎 for the 𝐵0 and the 𝐵0
𝑠

mode, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the invariant mass spectra of 𝐵0 and 𝐵0
𝑠 mesons

decaying into 𝐾+𝜋−.

3.4.2 𝘾𝙋 violation in mixing

Indirect 𝐶𝑃 violation, also denoted as 𝐶𝑃 violation in mixing, implies that the transition
probabilities for a meson 𝑃 0 to oscillate into its antiparticle state 𝑃 0 and vice versa are
different. Due to charge conservation, mixing is only possible for uncharged mesons
and hence this type of 𝐶𝑃 violation cannot occur for charged particles. Using the time
evolution from Eq. (3.10), the probabilities of e.g. initially produced 𝑃 0 (𝑃 0) mesons to
have oscillated into a 𝑃 0 (𝑃 0) at proper-time 𝑡 are

|⟨𝑃 0
|𝑃

0(𝑡)⟩|
2 = 1

4 |
𝑝
𝑞 |

2

(𝑒−𝛤H𝑡 + 𝑒−𝛤L𝑡 − 2𝑒−𝛤 𝑡 cos (𝛥𝑚𝑡)) , (3.42)

|⟨𝑃 0
|𝑃

0(𝑡)⟩|
2 = 1

4 |
𝑞
𝑝|

2

(𝑒−𝛤H𝑡 + 𝑒−𝛤L𝑡 − 2𝑒−𝛤 𝑡 cos (𝛥𝑚𝑡)) . (3.43)

To obtain the same probabilities for both processes, the condition

|
𝑞
𝑝| = |

𝑝
𝑞 | ⇒ |

𝑞
𝑝| = 1 (3.44)
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3 𝐶𝑃 violation in the 𝐵 meson sector

has to be satisfied. According to Eq. (3.7), this means that indirect 𝐶𝑃 violation occurs if
the matrix elements 𝑚12 and 𝛤12 have different complex phases. Using neutral 𝐵 mesons
as an example, the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetry in case of indirect 𝐶𝑃 violation is accordingly defined as

𝐴𝐶𝑃 =
𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐵0) − 𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐵0)
𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐵0) + 𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐵0)

=
1 − |𝑝/𝑞|4

1 + |𝑝/𝑞|4 . (3.45)

However, as neutral 𝐵 mesons do not just oscillate but also decay this asymmetry cannot
be used directly to measure 𝐶𝑃 violation in mixing. Instead, the 𝐵 mesons need to be
reconstructed in flavour specific decays, i.e. only the transitions 𝐵0 → 𝑓 and 𝐵0 → 𝑓 , but
not 𝐵0 → 𝑓 and 𝐵0 → 𝑓 are allowed. Thus, the flavour of the meson at decay can be
inferred from the final state and compared to the initial production flavour. For the 𝐵0 and
𝐵0

𝑠 meson system, 𝐶𝑃 violation in mixing has been measured to be negligible [24], which
is in good agreement with the SM predictions (see Sec. 3.2).

3.4.3 Interference 𝘾𝙋 violation

So far 𝐶𝑃 violation arising from a clash between the phases of two interfering decay
amplitudes or a clash between the phases of 𝑚12 and 𝛤12 has been discussed. The third
possibility is a clash between the phase of 𝑞/𝑝 and the phase of the decay amplitude what
results in the so-called 𝐶𝑃 violation in the interference of decay and decay after mixing.
For this type of 𝐶𝑃 violation the initial particle 𝑃 0 and antiparticle 𝑃 0 must decay into
both the final state 𝑓 and its 𝐶𝑃-conjugate 𝑓 .
Inverting the requirement for 𝐶𝑃 violation in mixing shows that 𝐶𝑃 is conserved in

mixing if there is a phase 𝜉′ such that

𝑚∗
12 = 𝑒2𝑖𝜉′

𝑚12 ,

𝛤 ∗
12 = 𝑒2𝑖𝜉′

𝛤12 ,
(3.46)

which leads directly to 𝑞2/𝑝2 = 𝑒2𝑖𝜉′
(Eq. (3.20)). Using Eq. (3.1) the 𝐶𝑃 conjugated

amplitudes 𝐴𝑓 and 𝐴𝑓 can be expressed as

𝐴𝑓 = 𝑒𝑖(𝜉𝑓−𝜉𝑖)𝐴𝑓 , (3.47)

𝐴𝑓 = 𝑒𝑖(𝜉𝑓+𝜉𝑖)𝐴𝑓 . (3.48)

yielding | 𝐴𝑓 | = |𝐴𝑓 | and |𝐴𝑓 | = | 𝐴𝑓 | after eliminating the phases and shows that these
amplitudes are not subject to direct 𝐶𝑃 violation. Multiplying Eq. (3.47) and Eq. (3.48)
gives the relation

𝐴𝑓 𝐴𝑓 = 𝑒2𝑖𝜉𝑖 𝐴𝑓 𝐴𝑓 . (3.49)

Under the assumption that the phase 𝜉′ of 𝑞/𝑝 and the weak phase 𝜉𝑖 are the same, one finds
𝐶𝑃 conservation and

arg(
𝑝2

𝑞2 𝐴𝑓𝐴∗
𝑓 𝐴𝑓𝐴∗

𝑓 ) = 0 (3.50)
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3.4 Classes of 𝐶𝑃 violation

applies. However, 𝜉𝑖 = 𝜉′ is a very specific case and thus even without the presence
of 𝐶𝑃 violation in decay or mixing, 𝐶𝑃 is not necessarily conserved. This also can be
expressed using the parameters 𝜆𝑓 and 𝜆

𝑓
. In the case of 𝐶𝑃 conservation in decay or

mixing |𝜆𝑓 | = |𝜆𝑓 | = ±1 holds while 𝐶𝑃 is not conserved in case of

arg(𝜆𝑓 ) + arg(𝜆
𝑓 ) ≠ 0 . (3.51)

This means the 𝐶𝑃 coefficients 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 are not affected by this type of 𝐶𝑃 violation,
while for the coefficients (𝑆𝑓, 𝑆𝑓 ) and (𝐴𝛥𝛤

𝑓 , 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

) this condition can be reformulated to

𝑆𝑓 ≠ −𝑆𝑓 and 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 ≠ 𝐴𝛥𝛤

𝑓
. (3.52)

In case that both, particle and antiparticle, decay into only one common final state these
conditions simplifies to arg(𝜆𝑓 ) ≠ 0 and 𝑆𝑓 ≠ 0, 𝐴𝛥𝛤

𝑓 ≠ 0.
𝐶𝑃 violation in the interference of decay and decay after mixing was first observed by

the 𝐵-factories BaBar [29] and Belle [30] in the so-called golden mode 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0
𝑆. This

measurement is the most prominent one for this type of 𝐶𝑃 violation allowing to determine
sin(2𝛽). For 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆 no 𝐶𝑃 violation in decay and mixing is expected and with the
current experimental precision 𝛥𝛤 = 0 can be assumed. Therefore, the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetry in
this case can be expressed as

𝐴𝐶𝑃(𝑡) =
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆) − 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0
𝑆)

𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0
𝑆) + 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆)
≈ 𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑑𝑡) (3.53)

where the parameter 𝑆𝑓 can be identified with sin(2𝛽). The most recent measurement of 𝑆𝑓
was performed by LHCb [31] yielding a result of

𝑆𝑓 = 0.731 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.) , (3.54)

and is consistent with the SM expectation. The resulting time-dependent signal yield
asymmetry is shown in Fig. 3.3
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4 The CKM angle 𝞬

As mentioned before, overconstraining the CKM triangle relations following from the
unitarity of the CKM matrix is a null test of the SM. The CKM angle 𝛾 is one of five
observables (two sides, three angles) parametrising the CKM triangle described in Eq. (2.7).
The current experimental constraints on this triangle are shown in Fig. 4.1. One can see
that 𝛾 is currently the least well known parameter. Hence, a more accurate determination
of 𝛾 is one of the main tasks of current research in the field of flavour physics.
This chapter is organised as follows: firstly, a description on how 𝛾 can be accessed in

general is given in section Sec. 4.1, especially the determination using tree-level decays
(Sec. 4.1.1) and loop-processes (Sec. 4.1.2) is emphasized, followed by the explanation
how the decay mode 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± can be used to derive constraints on 𝛾 in Sec. 4.2.

4.1 Accessing the angle 𝞬

From the form in Eq. (2.8) it can be seen that the angle 𝛾 is the sole angle which is
independent of CKM elements involving the top quark. This makes 𝛾 the only angle, which
can be determined from tree-level decays in a theoretically clean way. On the other hand,
the experimental challenges are large as transitions sensitive to 𝛾 need to be proportional to
𝑉𝑢𝑏, i.e. such transitions are highly suppressed by order 𝒪(𝜆3). So either the precision of
single measurements is limited due to small interference effects and branching fractions or
in addition to the tree-level transition also penguin contributions of similar size contribute.
These gluonic penguins usually carry a weak phase different from the one in the tree-level
diagram.
The latter possibility is briefly discussed using the example of the 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝜌𝐾0
𝑆 decay.

Similar to the case of the golden mode 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0
𝑆, the final state 𝜌𝐾0

𝑆 is a 𝐶𝑃-eigenstate
and only the parameter 𝜆𝑓 needs to be calculated. Using the amplitudes

𝐴𝑓 = ⟨𝜌𝐾0
𝑆|𝑇 |𝐵0

𝑠 ⟩ = − 1
2𝑞𝐾

⟨𝜌𝐾0|𝑇 |𝐵0
𝑠 ⟩ ∝ − 1

2𝑞𝐾
𝑉 ∗

𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑢𝑑 ,

𝐴𝑓 = ⟨𝜌𝐾0
𝑆|𝑇 |𝐵0

𝑠⟩ = 1
2𝑝𝐾

⟨𝜌𝐾0|𝑇 |𝐵0
𝑠⟩ ∝ 1

2𝑝𝐾
𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗

𝑢𝑑

(4.1)

where 𝑞𝐾 and 𝑝𝐾 are the mixing parameters for the neutral kaon system, similar to what is
shown in Eq. (3.7) for the 𝐵0 meson system. With 𝑞𝐾/𝑝𝐾 = 𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑠𝑉𝑐𝑑/𝑉𝑐𝑠𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑑 [22] the parameter
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𝜆𝑓 can be expressed in terms of the CKM matrix elements

𝜆𝑓 = −
𝑞𝐾
𝑝𝐾

𝑞
𝑝

⟨𝜌𝐾0|𝑇 |𝐵0
𝑠⟩

⟨𝜌𝐾0|𝑇 |𝐵0
𝑠 ⟩

= −
𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑠𝑉𝑐𝑑
𝑉𝑐𝑠𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑑

𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑏 𝑉𝑡𝑠

𝑉𝑡𝑏 𝑉 ∗
𝑡𝑠

𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑑

𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑢𝑑

. (4.2)

what simplifies 𝜆𝑓 being a pure phase when using the Wolfenstein parametrisation shown
in Eq. (2.4)

𝜆𝑓 = 𝑒−2𝑖𝛾 . (4.3)

However, the final state 𝜌 in 𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝜌𝐾0

𝑆 has a 𝑢𝑢 and a 𝑑𝑑 component. Therefore, not
only the tree-level transition 𝑏 → 𝑢 [𝑢𝑑] but also the transition 𝑏 → 𝑑 [𝑑𝑑] via the gluonic-
penguin is possible beside the spectator 𝑠-quark (see Fig. 4.2). For both diagrams the CKM
factor is ∝𝐴𝜆3 but the weak phases are 𝛾 and 𝛽 for the tree-level diagram and the penguin,
respectively. The effect of an additional contributing amplitude with a weak phase differing
from the one of the tree-level process can be quantified by considering two weak phases
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4.1 Accessing the angle 𝛾

contributing to the transitions 𝐴𝑓 (𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝜌𝐾0

𝑆) and𝐴𝑓 (𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝜌𝐾0

𝑆)

𝐴𝑓 = 𝐴1𝑒𝑖( 𝛷𝐴1+𝛿1) + 𝐴2𝑒𝑖( 𝛷𝐴2+𝛿2) ,

𝐴𝑓 = 𝜂𝑓 [𝐴1𝑒𝑖( −𝛷𝐴1+𝛿1) + 𝐴2𝑒𝑖( −𝛷𝐴2+𝛿2)
] .

(4.4)

As shown in Eq. (3.20), the quantity 𝑞/𝑝 is a pure phase and hence one can derive 𝑞/𝑝 = −𝑒2𝑖𝛷M,
resulting in

𝜆𝑓 = −𝜂𝑓 𝑒2𝑖𝛷M
𝐴1𝑒𝑖( −𝛷𝐴1+𝛿1) + 𝐴2𝑒𝑖( −𝛷𝐴2+𝛿2)

𝐴1𝑒𝑖( 𝛷𝐴1+𝛿1) + 𝐴2𝑒𝑖( 𝛷𝐴2+𝛿2)
(4.5)

with the weak phases 𝛷𝐴𝑖
and the strong phases 𝛿𝑖 with 𝑖 = 1, 2. The phases 𝛷𝐴1

, 𝛷𝐴2
and 𝛷M are not invariant under global phase transformations, but the relative phases
𝛷1 ≡ 𝛷𝐴1

− 𝛷M, 𝛷2 ≡ 𝛷𝐴2
− 𝛷M and 𝛥 = 𝛿2 − 𝛿1 can be measured. The form of 𝜆𝑓 in

Eq. (4.5) already shows that a penguin contribution makes it impossible to measure the
single phases 𝛷1 and 𝛷2. However, even with the approximation that 𝑟 = 𝐴2/𝐴1 is small,
i.e. both contributing amplitudes are not of same magnitude, one finds

𝜆𝑓 = −𝜂𝑓 𝑒−2𝑖𝛷1 1 + 𝑟𝑒𝑖(𝛥−𝛷2+𝛷1)

1 + 𝑟𝑒𝑖(𝛥+𝛷2−𝛷1)

≈ −𝜂𝑓 𝑒−2𝑖𝛷1 [1 + 2𝑟 sin𝛥 sin(𝛷2 − 𝛷1) − 2𝑖𝑟 cos𝛥 sin(𝛷2 − 𝛷1)] . (4.6)

Obviously if a gluonic-penguin contributes with a different weak phase from the one of
the tree-level diagram, i.e. 𝑟 ≠ 0 and 𝛷1 ≠ 𝛷2, it is not possible to measure a single weak
phase. Even in the case of vanishing final state interactions, i.e. 𝛥 = 0, 𝜆𝑓 can just be
written as

𝜆𝑓 = −𝜂𝑓 𝑒−2𝑖( 𝛷1−𝛿𝛷1) , (4.7)

where 𝛿𝛷1
is defined by

tan (𝛿𝛷1) =
𝑟 sin(𝛷1 − 𝛷2)

1 + 𝑟 cos(𝛷1 − 𝛷2)
. (4.8)

For the decay 𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝜌𝐾0

𝑆, the amplitudes 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 can be identified as the tree-level
and gluonic-penguin amplitudes, respectively, where the phases 𝛷1 and 𝛷2 would represent
the CKM angles 𝛾 and 𝛽, such that 𝛾 cannot not be determined.

Additionally, it is important to note that hadronic matrix elements cannot be calculated
reliably [22]. Consequently, in case they do not cancel out as they do if only one amplitude
contributes to a specific decay, the resulting 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries cannot be interpreted without
large uncertainties that need to be propagated into the determination of the sides and angles
of the unitarity triangle.
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4 The CKM angle 𝛾

Therefore, the current strategy to decrease the uncertainty on 𝛾 is to measure it in many
different decay modes and combine the results into one value for the angle 𝛾 [33]. These
decay modes can be divided into the two mentioned classes: the first class are tree-level
processes where either decays of charged 𝐵 mesons or neutral 𝐵 mesons are exploited.
The second class are processes involving penguin contributions, similar to the contribution
to 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝜌𝐾0
𝑆 described above.

4.1.1 Determination of 𝞬 in tree-level decays

As 𝛾 is propotional to the phase of the matrix element 𝑉𝑢𝑏, a natural way to measure its
value is to exploit interference effects between the Cabibbo-favoured 𝑏 → 𝑐 transitions and
the Cabibbo-suppressed 𝑏 → 𝑢 transitions. This interference appears in decay channels
such as 𝐵+ → 𝐷𝐾+ and 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷∓
𝑠 𝐾±. In the first case exploring different 𝐷 decay chaines

requires slightly different experimental methods, whereas in the latter case a time-dependent
analysis is needed.
The basic principle when exploiting decays of charged 𝐵 mesons is always the same.

The initial 𝐵± meson decays into 𝐷0𝐾± or 𝐷0𝐾± and subsequently the 𝐷 meson is
reconstructed in a final state common to both 𝐷0 and 𝐷0. Therefore the amplitudes for the
decay of the 𝐵 meson can be defined as

𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝐾+) = 𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑐𝑠 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝛿+𝛾) ,

𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝐾+) = 𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑏𝑉𝑢𝑠 =𝐴𝑒𝑖𝛿 ,

(4.9)

where theweak phase is directly idenitified as 𝛾, the parameters 𝛿 and 𝛿 are the strong phases
and 𝐴 and𝐴 are the moduli of the amplitudes. For the 𝐷-meson decay the amplitudes can
be defined accordingly as

𝐴(𝐷0 → 𝑓) = 𝐴𝐷𝑒𝑖𝛿𝐷 ,

𝐴(𝐷0 → 𝑓) =𝐴𝐷 𝑒𝑖𝛿𝐷 .
(4.10)

Hence, the transition of 𝐵+ → 𝑓 𝐾+ has two contributing amplitudes, which produce an
interference term containing 𝛾 in the total decay rate

|𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝑓 𝐾+)|
2 = 𝐴2𝐴2

𝐷 (1 + 𝑟2
𝐵𝑟2

𝐷 + 2 𝑟𝐵𝑟𝐷 cos(𝛥 + 𝛥𝐷 + 𝛾)) , (4.11)

where the notations 𝑟𝐵 = 𝐴/𝐴, 𝑟𝐷 = 𝐴𝐷/𝐴𝐷, 𝛥 = 𝛿 − 𝛿 and 𝛥𝐷 = 𝛿𝐷 − 𝛿𝐷 are used. To obtain
the total decay rate for the 𝐵− decay only the sign of 𝛾 must be reversed.

The first method exploiting this interference is the so-called GLW method [34, 35]. The
idea is simply to reconstruct the intermediate 𝐷 meson in 𝐶𝑃 eigenstates such as 𝐾+𝐾−

(𝐶𝑃-even) or 𝐾0
𝑆𝜋0 (𝐶𝑃-odd). As a consequences of such choice the unknowns from the

𝐷 decay can be reduced because 𝑟𝐷 = 1 and 𝛥𝐷 = 0, so the total decay rates for e.g. a
𝐶𝑃-even 𝐷 decay can be written as

|𝐴(𝐵± → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾±)|
2 = 𝐴2𝐴2

𝐷 (1 + 𝑟2
𝐵 + 2𝑟𝐵 cos(𝛥 ± 𝛾)) . (4.12)
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4.1 Accessing the angle 𝛾

Experimentally, for the 𝐶𝑃-even final state of the 𝐷0 (𝐷0) meson a 𝐶𝑃 asymmetry

𝐴GLW
𝐶𝑃 = |𝐴(𝐵− → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾−)|

2 − |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾+)|
2

|𝐴(𝐵− → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾−)|
2 + |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾+)|

2 =
2𝑟𝐵 sin(𝛥) sin(𝛾)

1 + 𝑟2
𝐵 + 2𝑟𝐵 cos(𝛥 ± 𝛾)

(4.13)

and a 𝐶𝑃 ratio

𝑅GLW
𝐶𝑃 = |𝐴(𝐵− → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾−)|

2 + |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾+)|
2

2 |𝐴(𝐵− → 𝐷0𝐾−)|
2 = 1+𝑟2

𝐵+2𝑟𝐵 cos(𝛥) cos(𝛾) (4.14)

can be measured. If the 𝐷 meson in the denominator of 𝑅GLW
𝐶𝑃 is reconstructed in a hadronic

final state such as 𝐾𝜋, decays proceeding via a 𝐷0 or a 𝐷0 cannot be distinguished as
both decay into 𝐾+𝜋− and 𝐾−𝜋+. However, this can be avoided by instead measuring the
double ratio

𝑅GLW
+ = |𝐴(𝐵− → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾−)|

2 + |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝐾+)|
2

|𝐴(𝐵− → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝜋−)|
2 + |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝑓𝐶𝑃 𝜋+)|

2 × 1
𝑅𝐾/𝜋

(4.15)

with

𝑅𝐾/𝜋 = |𝐴(𝐵− → 𝐷 (→ 𝐾−𝜋+) 𝐾−)|
2 + |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝐷 (→ 𝐾+𝜋−) 𝐾+)|

2

|𝐴(𝐵− → 𝐷 (→ 𝐾−𝜋+) 𝜋−)|
2 + |𝐴(𝐵+ → 𝐷 (→ 𝐾+𝜋−) 𝜋+)|

2 , (4.16)

where 𝑓𝐶𝑃 denotes always a 𝐶𝑃-even final state of the 𝐷 meson from Eq. (4.9). This
double ratio 𝑅GLW

+ is identical to 𝑅GLW
𝐶𝑃 when neglecting all terms proportional to 𝑟2

𝐷,
𝑟2
𝐵𝜋

= (𝐴(𝐵+→𝐷0𝜋+)/𝐴(𝐵−→𝐷0𝜋−))2 or 𝑟𝐷𝑟𝐵𝜋
which are of 𝒪(1%). However, the GLWmethod

has two disadvantages: firstly, the interference term is proportional to 𝑟𝐵 (see Eq. (4.12))
which is of order 10% and therefore decreases the sensitivity on 𝛾. Secondly, there is not
a single solution for 𝛾, but an eight-fold discrete ambiguity due to the fact that 𝛾 and 𝛥
always appear together in the product of two sine or cosine functions as in Eq. (4.13) and
Eq. (4.14).
The second, so-called ADS method [36] directly counteracts the first disadvantage of

the GLW method. Instead of using decays into 𝐶𝑃-eigenstates of the 𝐷 meson, the 𝐷 is
reconstructed in a final state for which 𝐷0 → 𝑓 is suppressed relative to 𝐷0 → 𝑓 (e.g. 𝑓
could be 𝐾−𝜋+). This enhances the interference term to be of the same order as the other
ones, but on the other hand 𝑟𝐷 and 𝛥𝐷 do not cancel as before. Hence, to determine 𝛾 from
similar asymmetries and ratios as for the GLW method, external input for both quantities
𝑟𝐷 and 𝛥𝐷 is needed.
The last method described in this section using charged 𝐵 decays probably is the most

sophisticated one. The GGSZ method [37] makes use of multibody 𝐷 decays like 𝐾0
𝑆𝜋+𝜋−.

On the one hand, this requires an analysis of the Dalitz plane as the strong phase originating
from the 𝐷 decay varies over the Dalitz plane, but on the other hand 𝛾 can be extracted
without the disadvantages of the GLW or the ADS method. The basic idea however of
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4 The CKM angle 𝛾

exploiting the interference between 𝐵+ decays via 𝐷0 or 𝐷0 mesons is the same as for
the GLW and ADS methods. In case of multibody 𝐷 decays the interference term can be
expressed in the form cos(𝜙) 𝑐𝑖 ± sin(𝜙) 𝑠𝑖, where 𝜙 is the difference (sum) of the strong
phase 𝛿𝐵 originating from the 𝐵− (𝐵+) decay and 𝛾. The coefficients 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖 contain the
varying strong phases from the 𝐷 decay. Using 𝑘 pairs of bins which are symmetrically
around the 𝑚𝐾0

𝑆𝜋− ↔ 𝑚𝐾0
𝑆𝜋+ axis in the Dalitz plot, and exploiting the symmetry of the 𝑐𝑖

and 𝑠𝑖 around this axis leads to 4𝑘 equations. These are related to the 2𝑘 + 3 unknowns 𝑐𝑖,
𝑠𝑖, 𝑟𝐵, 𝛿𝐵 and 𝛾, so that a partition of the 𝐷 meson Dalitz plot into four or more bins allows
to determine all unknowns.
Finally it is important to mention, that the described methods can be applied to any

decay of type 𝐵± → 𝐷𝑋± where X is any state with the flavour of a kaon.
When exploiting decays of uncharged 𝐵 mesons like 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷∓
𝑠 𝐾± or 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± to

determine the angle 𝛾, the procedure is different as this class of decays is only affected by 𝐶𝑃
violation in the interference of decay and decay after mixing and therefore a time-dependent
analysis is required in order to achieve sensitivity on 𝛾. The basic formalism has already
been described in Sec. 3.3. Due to the 𝐶𝑃 conservation in the decay, 𝐶𝑓 = −𝐶𝑓 and the
number of independent coefficients as given in Eq. (3.34) and Eq. (3.35) is reduced to five.
Furthermore the 𝐶𝑃 coefficient 𝐶𝑓 contains the ratio 𝑟𝐵, while via the coefficients 𝑆𝑓, 𝑆𝑓 ,
𝐴𝛥𝛤

𝑓 , 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓

the phase information are measurable. This experimental technique to measure

𝐶𝑃 violation can also be applied to 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± and therefore it will be described more
thoroughly in Sec. 4.2.

4.1.2 Determination of 𝞬 in loop processes

Instead of exploiting decays where 𝛾 can be accessed via the interference in tree-level
diagrams also processes containing loop transitions can be used to infer information about 𝛾.
The first and probably most obvious possibility is to derive a result for 𝛾 from experimental
measurements of other CKM triangle quantities as the remaining two angles of the CKM
triangle, 𝛼 and 𝛽, which are only accesible in loop processes. As an example, the angle 𝛽
can be measured quite precisely in the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆 while the angle 𝛼 is accessible
via an isospin analyses of the decays 𝐵0 → 𝜋+𝜋−, 𝐵0 → 𝜋0𝜋0 and 𝐵+ → 𝜋+𝜋0 [38] or
measurements of longitudinally polarized 𝐵0 → 𝜌𝜌 decays [39, 40]. Though, the best
precision is achieved when performing a global fit using all available inputs as performed
by the CKMfitter and UTfit collaborations [32, 41].

However, such tests of a closing CKM triangle do not directly indicate a specific process
which is affected by effects of New Physics (NP). Therefore, a more direct determination
of 𝛾 is also important. A possibility for such determination is to extract 𝛾 from 𝐶𝑃 violation
measurements in 𝐵0 → 𝜋𝜋 and 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐾+𝐾− [42, 43]. For this, the U-spin flavour
symmetry of strong interactions between the two decay channels, i.e. the decays are related
by interchanging all 𝑑-quarks with 𝑠-quarks, is exploited.
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Fig. 4.3: Feynman diagrams of the Tree-level (left) and penguin (right) contributions to 𝐵0 → 𝜋+𝜋−

(𝑞 = 𝑑) and 𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝐾+𝐾−(𝑞 = 𝑠) [25].

In order to do so, the transition amplitudes and 𝐶𝑃 observables for the decay modes
𝐵0 → 𝜋+𝜋− and 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐾+𝐾− have to be defined. In Fig. 4.3, the dominant 𝑏 → 𝑢 [𝑢𝑑]
processes are shown, which leads to the transition amplitude

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝜋+𝜋−) = 𝜆𝑢 (𝐴𝑢
cc + 𝐴𝑢

pen) + 𝜆𝑐𝐴𝑐
pen + 𝜆𝑡𝐴𝑡

pen (4.17)

where the amplitudes 𝐴𝑞
pen and 𝐴𝑞

c describe the penguin and charged-current contributions,
respectively. Furthermore, the short notation 𝜆𝑞 = 𝑉𝑞𝑑𝑉 ∗

𝑞𝑏 with 𝑞 = 𝑑, 𝑠 was applied. Mak-
ing use of the unitarity of the CKM matrix and applying the Wolfenstein parametrisation
[20] allows to determine the parameter 𝜆𝑓 and the corresponding 𝐶𝑃 coefficients

𝐶𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 = − [
2𝑑 sin(𝜃) sin(𝛾)

1 − 2𝑑 cos(𝜃) cos(𝛾) + 𝑑2 ] ,

𝑆𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 = [
sin(2𝛽 + 2𝛾) − 2𝑑 cos(𝜃) sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾) + 𝑑2 sin(2𝛽)

1 − 2𝑑 cos(𝜃) cos(𝛾) + 𝑑2 ] .
(4.18)

The quantities 𝑑 and 𝜃 are defined as

𝑑𝑒𝑖𝜃 = 1
(1 − 𝜆2/2) 𝑅𝑏 (

𝐴𝑐𝑡
pen

𝐴𝑢
cc + 𝐴𝑢𝑡

pen)
(4.19)

with 𝐴𝑞𝑡
pen = 𝐴𝑞

pen − 𝐴𝑡
pen and the CKM factor 𝑅𝑏 = 1/𝜆 |𝑉𝑢𝑏/𝑉𝑐𝑏|, where 𝜆 is the Wolfenstein

parameter introduced in Eq. (2.4). The 𝐶𝑃 coefficient 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 is neglected as the decay width

difference for 𝐵0 mesons is expected to be negligibly small.
Equivalently to this, the 𝐶𝑃 coefficients for 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐾+𝐾− decays can be calculated as

𝐶𝐵0
𝑠→𝐾+𝐾−

𝑓 =
[

2 ̃𝑑′sin(𝜃′) sin(𝛾)

1 − 2 ̃𝑑′cos(𝜃′) cos(𝛾) + ̃𝑑′2 ]
,

𝑆𝐵0
𝑠→𝐾+𝐾−

𝑓 =
[
sin(𝜙𝑠 + 2𝛾) − 2 ̃𝑑′cos(𝜃) sin(𝜙𝑠 + 𝛾) + ̃𝑑′2sin(𝜙𝑠)

1 − 2 ̃𝑑′cos(𝜃′) cos(𝛾) + ̃𝑑′2 ]
,

𝐴𝛥𝛤,𝐵0
𝑠→𝐾+𝐾−

𝑓 =−
[
cos(𝜙𝑠 + 2𝛾) + 2 ̃𝑑′cos(𝜃′) cos(𝜙𝑠 + 𝛾) + ̃𝑑′2 cos(𝜙𝑠)

1 − 2 ̃𝑑′cos(𝜃′) cos(𝛾) + ̃𝑑′2 ]

(4.20)
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Figure 2: The dependence of Adir
CP(Bd → π+π−) on γ fixed through the CP-violating

Bs → K+K− observables for a specific example discussed in the text.
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Fig. 4.4: Dependence of 𝐶𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 (𝐴dir) on 𝛾 (left) and 𝑆𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 (𝐴mix) on 𝛽 (right) for a specific
example as given in Ref. [42].

where the short notation ̃𝑑′ = (1−𝜆2/𝜆2) 𝑑′ was applied. Assuming the U-spin flavour
symmetry to be exact, implies 𝑑′ = 𝑑 and 𝜃′ = 𝜃.

This theoretical setup can now be used in several strategies to determine 𝛾 among other
observables as 𝛽, 𝑑 and 𝜃. In the following, the basic idea of most strategies will be briefly
outlined. The first approach [42] uses an external input for the phase 𝜙𝑠, so that the four
unknows 𝑑, 𝜃, 𝛽 and 𝛾 can be determined using only the four observables𝐶𝐵→ℎℎ

𝑓 , and𝑆𝐵→ℎℎ
𝑓 .

As shown in Ref. [42], the parameters 𝑑 and 𝜃 can be expressed as functions of 𝛾 and the
𝐶𝑃 coefficients 𝐶𝐵0

𝑠→𝐾+𝐾−

𝑓 and 𝑆𝐵0
𝑠→𝐾+𝐾−

𝑓 . Inserting this into 𝐶𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 then allows to
determine 𝛾 up to a two-fold ambiguity as shown in Fig. 4.4. Using these two solutions
for 𝛾 and inserting them together with the obtained expressions for 𝑑 and 𝜃 into 𝑆𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓
gives another twofold ambiguity for 𝛽 (see Fig. 4.4). Hereby, for both ambiguities the
assumption is made that 𝛾 ∈ [0, 180]° and 𝛽 ∈ [0, 180]°. If additionally the phase 𝛽 is
used, this ambiguities can be resolved by expressing 𝑑 and 𝜃 as functions of 𝛾 and the 𝐶𝑃
coefficients 𝐶𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 and 𝑆𝐵0→𝜋+𝜋−

𝑓 and consequently fixing the contours in the 𝛾 − 𝑑
plane. However, assuming a 15% and 20% U-spin-breaking effect on the parameters 𝑑 and
𝜃 as proposed in Ref. [44], respectively, an additional uncertainty on the extracted value of
𝛾 of roughly 20% could arise [45]. Adding also the modes 𝐵0 → 𝜋0𝜋0 and 𝐵+ → 𝜋0𝜋+

also allows to either constrain NP effects in the 𝑏→ 𝑠 penguin contributions or in mixing
[43].

4.1.3 Comparison of tree-level and loop determinations of 𝞬

Both strategies described in the previous sections were and are used to determine the
angle 𝛾. As shown before, the determination from tree-level decays provides theoretically
clean measurements, which are only affected by low sensitivity or discrete ambiguities.
Comparing these measurements with measurements of loop-processes could provide aa
constraint on potentially contributing NP effects. However, to properly compare the
different approaches, the experimental uncertainties need to be reduced to a sensible
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amount. Therefore, the current experimental status and required improvements in the
experimental precision are discussed below.

At LHCb, the measurements exploiting tree-level processes are studied in many different
decay modes and combined into one single 𝛾-combination. The most recent combination
was presented in Ref. [33] yielding a result of

𝛾 = (74.0+5.0
−5.8)°. (4.21)

This result includes 15 different decay modes, of which ten were analysed using data
corresponding to 3 fb−1 collected at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. The remaining
five measurements use additional data corresponding to 2 fb−1 collected at centre-of-mass
energies of 13 TeV. Deriving constraints on 𝛾 by performing a global fit using all available
inputs gives

𝛾 = (65.4+0.97
−1.16)° and 𝛾 = (65.8 ± 1.9)° , (4.22)

determined by the CKMfitter [32] and UTfit [41] collaborations, respectively. Determining
𝛾 from loop processes with a similar strategy exploiting U-spin-symmetry as outlined in
Sec. 4.1.2 leads to

𝛾 = (63.5+7.2
−6.7)° (4.23)

where inputs from the BaBar, Belle, CDF and LHCb collaborations were used [46]. In
contrast to the combination of tree-level measurements, the inputs from LHCb are based
on analyses using only 1 fb−1 collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV.
The determinations from the global fits are by far the most precise. Furthermore the

results using loop processes seem to agree quite well, while there seems to be the potential
for a tension between the determinations using loop-processes and tree-level transitions.
However, the discrepancy between the result from Eq. (4.21) and Eq. (4.22) is only ≈ 1.5𝜎
due to the large uncertainties, i.e. the precision with which 𝛾 is determined in tree-level
decays must be increased to draw a reliable conclusion.

4.2 Measuring 𝞬 in 𝘽𝟬 → 𝘿∓𝞹± decays

The decay channel 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± allows to measure 𝐶𝑃 violation in the interference between
decay and decay after mixing as both 𝐵0 and 𝐵0 mesons can decay in the final states 𝐷−𝜋+

and 𝐷+𝜋− as shown in Fig. 4.5. More precisely, the amplitudes of the 𝑏 → 𝑐 [𝑢𝑑] and
𝑏 → 𝑢 [𝑐𝑑] transitions interfer. Consequently, measuring the resulting 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries
gives access to the weak and strong phases originating from these transitions. Neglecting
constants such as the Fermi constant, which cancels in the amplitude ratio anyway, the
amplitudes of the four contributing transitions can be expressed in terms of the CKM
matrix elements 𝑉𝑖𝑗 , hadronic matrix elements 𝑀 and𝑀 and potential strong phases 𝛥 and
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Fig. 4.5: Feynman diagrams of the Cabibbo-favoured 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+ (left) and Cabibbo-suppressed
𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+ (right) decays [25].

𝛥:

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) = 𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑏 × 𝑀𝑒𝑖𝛥 , (4.24)

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) = 𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑑 × 𝑀 𝑒𝑖𝛥 , (4.25)

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−) = 𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑐𝑑 × 𝑀 𝑒𝑖𝛥 , (4.26)

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−) = 𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑑𝑉𝑐𝑏 × 𝑀𝑒𝑖𝛥 . (4.27)

Denoting the final state 𝐷−𝜋+ and 𝐷+𝜋− as 𝑓 and 𝑓 , respectively, and using the expression
for 𝑞/𝑝 from Eq. (3.21) the parameters 𝜆𝑓 and 𝜆

𝑓
can be defined as

𝜆𝑓 =
𝑞
𝑝

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+)
𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+)

= −
𝑉 ∗

𝑡𝑏 𝑉𝑡𝑑
𝑉𝑡𝑏 𝑉 ∗

𝑡𝑑

𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑑

𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑏

𝑀
𝑀

𝑒𝑖𝛿 , (4.28)

𝜆
𝑓

=
𝑞
𝑝

𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)
𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)

= −
𝑉 ∗

𝑡𝑏 𝑉𝑡𝑑
𝑉𝑡𝑏 𝑉 ∗

𝑡𝑑

𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑑𝑉𝑐𝑏

𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑐𝑑

𝑀
𝑀

𝑒−𝑖𝛿 (4.29)

where the abbreviation 𝛿 = 𝛥 − 𝛥 was applied. Using the definition of the angles of
the unitarity triangle from Eq. (2.8) the fraction of CKM matrix elements can be further
simplified to

𝜆𝑓 = − |
𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑐𝑑
𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉𝑐𝑏

|
𝑀
𝑀

𝑒−𝑖(2𝛽+𝛾−𝛿) = −𝑟𝑒−𝑖(2𝛽+𝛾−𝛿) , (4.30)

𝜆
𝑓

= − |
𝑉 ∗

𝑢𝑑𝑉 ∗
𝑐𝑏

𝑉 ∗
𝑢𝑏𝑉 ∗

𝑐𝑑
|

𝑀
𝑀

𝑒−𝑖(2𝛽+𝛾+𝛿) = −1
𝑟

𝑒−𝑖(2𝛽+𝛾+𝛿). (4.31)

Here, the ratio of the CKMmatrix elements and the ratio of hadronic matrix elements were
combined into the parameter 𝑟. Thus, the decay allows to probe 2𝛽 + 𝛾 together with the
strong phase difference 𝛿.

Looking at the four contributing decay rates, the expressions from Eqs. (3.30) to (3.33)
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Fig. 4.6: First higher-order corrections to the Cabibbo-favoured 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+ (left) and Cabibbo-
suppressed 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+ (right) decays [25].

reduce to

𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐷−𝜋+) = 𝐴
2

𝑒𝛤 𝑡[1 − 𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) + 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ] , (4.32)

𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐷−𝜋+) = 𝐴
2

𝑒𝛤 𝑡[1 + 𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) − 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ] , (4.33)

𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐷+𝜋−) = 𝐴
2

𝑒𝛤 𝑡[1 − 𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) + 𝐶𝑓cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ] , (4.34)

𝛤(𝐵0(𝑡)→ 𝐷+𝜋−) = 𝐴
2

𝑒𝛤 𝑡[1 + 𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) − 𝐶𝑓cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ] , (4.35)

when assuming that the decay width difference 𝛥𝛤 is zero and 𝑞/𝑝 is a pure phase. Ad-
ditionally

( )
𝐴 = 𝐴(𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±) (1 + |𝜆( )

𝑓 |
2
) was used. From 𝛥𝛤 = 0 follows, that the

parameters 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 and 𝐴𝛥𝛤

𝑓
do not contribute to the decay widths while the remaining 𝐶𝑃

parameters

𝑆𝑓 =
2𝑟 sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾 − 𝛿)

1 + 𝑟2 , (4.36)

𝑆𝑓 =
2𝑟 sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾 + 𝛿)

1 + 𝑟2 , (4.37)

𝐶𝑓 = −𝐶𝑓 = 1 − 𝑟2

1 + 𝑟2 (4.38)

give access to the weak phase 2𝛽 + 𝛾 and the strong phase difference 𝛿 up to a two-fold
ambiguity in the range [0, 180] °. Alternatively using inputs from other measurements of
𝛽, the CKM angle 𝛾 can be determined. Estimating the ratio of interfering amplitudes 𝑟 by
expressing the CKM matrix elements in the Wolfenstein parametrisation and assuming
𝑀/𝑀 ≈ 𝒪(1) leads to

𝑟 ≈
𝑉𝑢𝑏𝑉𝑐𝑑
𝑉𝑢𝑑𝑉𝑐𝑏

=
𝜆2√𝜌2 + 𝜂2

1 − 𝜆2/2
≈ 2% (4.39)

what is in good agreement with the experimental determinations [47, 48]. As the parameters
𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are proportional to this ratio the interference and thus the sensitivity on 𝛾 is
expected to be quite small.
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4 The CKM angle 𝛾

So far, only the tree-level contributions shown in Fig. 4.5 have been taken into account.
Therefore, also possible contributions from penguin contributions are briefly discussed
in the following. The first irreducible error on the determination of 𝛾 arises from the box
diagrams as shown in Fig. 4.6. These contributions carry potentially a different weak phase
and thus induce a shift 𝛿𝛾 as shown in Sec. 4.1. However only the contribution to the
𝑏→ 𝑐 [𝑢𝑑] transition needs to be taken into account as effects of 𝑏→ 𝑢 [𝑐𝑑]-transitions are
suppressed by 𝜆2 and can be neglected. In good approximation 𝛿𝛾 can be calculated by
investigating the effect on effective couplings leading 𝛿𝛾 ≈ 10−6 to 10−4 [49]. This shift is
much smaller than any expected experimental uncertainty expected in the next years and
can therefore safely be ignored.
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5 The LHCb experiment

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a circular proton-proton collider at the European
Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN). Along with ATLAS, CMS and ALICE, the
LHCb experiment is one of the four major experiments at the LHC. The experiment is
specialized on precision measurements of physics processes involving 𝑏- and 𝑐-quarks.
Below, first the LHC is briefly introduced, followed by a more detailed description of the
LHCb detector and its components, based on Refs. [50] and [51]. At the end of this chapter
the LHCb software stack will be outlined shortly.

5.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is a ring accelerator at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland, with a circumference
of about 27 km. It is designed to collide protons at a centre-of-mass energy of up to
√𝑠 = 14TeV at a luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 [53]. Two proton beams are accelerated in
opposite directions and brought to collision at four points, where the ATLAS, CMS, ALICE
and the LHCb experiments are located. The first protons in the LHC were accelerated in
2008.
The LHC operates in running periods, the first from 2010 to 2012 (Run I), followed

by the long shutdown 1 in 2013 and 2014. During Run I, the proton beams consisted of
about 1380 proton bunches, colliding at centre-of-mass energies of √𝑠 = 7TeV (2010
and 2011) and 8 TeV (2012) [54]. For the currently ongoing second running period (Run
II) the energy and the number of proton bunches per beam were increased to √𝑠 = 13TeV
and 2220, respectively [54]. The latter was achieved by reducing the bunch spacing from
50 ns to 25 ns.
Before the protons are injected into the LHC accelerator ring, they have to be pre-

accelerated. This is first done in a linear accelerator, the LINAC 2, followed by the booster,
the proton synchrotron (PS) and the super-proton synchrotron (SPS), all of which are
circular accelerators. From the SPS, the protons are then injected into the LHC ring with
an energy of 450GeV [53] (see Fig. 5.1). In order to keep the high-energetic protons on
their circular path, 1232 superconducting dipole magnets with a length of 14.3m each and
a field strength of up to 8.33T are in operation.
As already mentioned, four major experiments are located at the LHC. ATLAS and

CMS are general-purpose experiments collecting data at maximum luminosity, ALICE
mainly studies quark-gluon plasmas and the fourth experiment, LHCb, performs primarily
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5 The LHCb experiment

Fig. 5.1: Schematic view of the CERN accelerator complex. The protons for the LHC are first pre-
accelerated to an energy of 450GeV in the LINAC 2, the booster, the proton synchrotron
(PS) and the super proton synchrotron (SPS). Their path is indicated in the illustration by
the light grey arrows [52].

precision measurements in the field of flavour physics, especially with 𝑏- and 𝑐-hadrons.

5.2 The LHCb detector

In contrast to the three other experiments, the LHCb detector does not cover the entire
spatial angle, but is designed as a single-arm forward spectrometer with an angular coverage
of about 10 to 300mrad in the bending plane. The detector geometry is based on the fact
that the mainly investigated 𝑏𝑏-quark pairs have a high probability of being produced
in forward or backward direction (see Fig. 5.2). Despite the limited angular coverage,
about 25% of produced 𝑏𝑏 quark pairs are within the detector acceptance. Furthermore,
it is important at LHCb to resolve individual processes as detailed as possible. This is
easier for events with less particles traversing the detector, i.e. for events with ideally
only one proton-proton collisions occuring simultaneously. Therefore, LHCb does not
use the maximum luminosity provided by the LHC, but a constant luminosity of about
4 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 [54]. This is adjusted by reducing the overlap of the colliding proton
bunches in the LHCb detector compared to the other experiments. However, since the
collision rate during Run I with 20MHz was still too high to store all events directly,
powerful trigger systems are in place, which already make an initial selection of the data
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Fig. 5.2: Angular distribution of the 𝑏𝑏-quark pairs with respect to the beam axis in a proton-proton
collision with a centre-of-mass energy of √𝑠 = 8TeV as expected from simulations; the
LHCb detector acceptance is shown in red (left). Simulated pseudo-rapidity distribution
for two 𝑏-quarks produced in a proton-proton collision with a centre-of-mass energy of
√𝑠 = 8TeV where the yellow box represents the acceptance of a general-purpose detector
as CMS or ATLAS and the red box shows the LHCb detector acceptance (right) [55].
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Chapter 2

The LHCb Detector

2.1 Detector layout

LHCb is a single-arm spectrometer with a forward angular coverage from approximately 10 mrad
to 300 (250) mrad in the bending (non-bending) plane. The choice of the detector geometry is
justified by the fact that at high energies both the b- and b-hadrons are predominantly produced in
the same forward or backward cone.

The layout of the LHCb spectrometer is shown in figure 2.1. The right-handed coordinate
system adopted has the z axis along the beam, and the y axis along the vertical.

Intersection Point 8 of the LHC, previously used by the DELPHI experiment during the LEP

Figure 2.1: View of the LHCb detector.

– 2 –

Fig. 5.3: Schematic structure of the LHCb detector: The VELO, the two RICH detectors, as well
as the tracking system with magnet, calorimeter and the muon chambers. The collision
point is located on the left side, enclosed by the VELO [50]. The 𝑧-coordinate is defined
along the beam pipe, the 𝑥- and 𝑦-coordinates are defined vertically to the beam pipe.
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5 The LHCb experiment

and preserving as interesting physics processes as possible.
During the injection and accelerating phases of the LHC beam instabilities may arise,

which could cause a significant damage in detector components close to the beam pipe.
To protect the detector from such incidents, it is equipped with several safety systems.
The main protection system is the beam conditions monitor (BCM), which measures the
particle flux in close vicinity of the beam pipe at two locations downstream and upstream
of the VELO [56]. In case of any unexpected beam displacement the BCM is able to
remove the beam-permit signal and therefore to dump the LHC beam in order to protect
the detector equipment. Accordingly, the BCM is powered by the LHC-mains through an
uninterruptible power supply.

In the following, the individual components of the LHCb detector (see Fig. 5.3) based on
Ref. [50] are explained, separately for the components of the tracking system, the particle
identification system and the LHCb trigger. Though it is important to note that neither
the components described in Sec. 5.2.1 nor the components described in Sec. 5.2.2 are
exclusively used for tracking or particle identification purposes, but always a combination
of all components is needed for the final reconstruction.

5.2.1 The tracking system

The tracking system consists of the VELO, which encloses the collision point, the TT and
the tracking stations T1-T3. Furthermore, a dipole magnet bending the tracks of charged
particles is part of the tracking system.

The VELO

The vertex locator (VELO) is the detector component closest to the collision point. It
is used to resolve primary and secondary vertices with high precision. The VELO is
composed of 21 semicircular silicon modules which can be moved up to 8mm to the beam.
These measure the 𝑟 and 𝜙 coordinates of the hits left by a traversing charged particle and
are mounted along the beam axis as shown in Fig. 5.4. Furthermore, the inner part close to
the collision point of the protons is distinguished from an outer part downstream of the
nominal interaction point.
To reconstruct a track for a tranversing particle in the VELO, it is required that the

particle generates hits in at least three stations. To achieve an angular acceptance of
300mrad of the VELO under this condition, the distance between the inner stations is
smaller than 5 cm with a sensor radius of 42mm. This small distance leads to a quite short
extrapolation distance from the first measured hit to the interaction point. The resolution
of the interaction point, also denoted as primary vertex (PV), depends on the number of
tracks forming the vertex. For a PV with 25 tracks, the resolution was 13 µm in the 𝑥 and 𝑦
coordinates and 71 µm in 𝑧 in Run I [51]. For particles, which are created at 𝑧 = 10.6 cm
downstream of the nominal interaction point, the lower limit of the angular accceptance is
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Figure 5.1: Cross section in the (x,z) plane of the VELO silicon sensors, at y = 0, with the detector
in the fully closed position. The front face of the first modules is also illustrated in both the closed
and open positions. The two pile-up veto stations are located upstream of the VELO sensors.

5.1.1 Requirements and constraints

The ability to reconstruct vertices is fundamental for the LHCb experiment. The track coordinates
provided by the VELO are used to reconstruct production and decay vertices of beauty- and charm-
hadrons, to provide an accurate measurement of their decay lifetimes and to measure the impact
parameter of particles used to tag their flavour. Detached vertices play a vital role in the High Level
Trigger (HLT, see section 7.2), and are used to enrich the b-hadron content of the data written to
tape, as well as in the LHCb off-line analysis. The global performance requirements of the detector
can be characterised with the following interrelated criteria:

• Signal to noise1 ratio (S/N): in order to ensure efficient trigger performance, the VELO
aimed for an initial signal to noise ratio of greater than 14 [29].

• Efficiency: the overall channel efficiency was required to be at least 99% for a signal to noise
cut S/N> 5 (giving about 200 noise hits per event in the whole VELO detector).

1Signal S is defined as the most probable value of a cluster due to a minimum-ionizing particle and noise N as the
RMS value of an individual channel.

– 16 –

Fig. 5.4: View through the (𝑥, 𝑧)-plane of the VELO at 𝑦 = 0 with closed modules (top). View
from the beam direction onto a module in closed and open state (bottom). The two halves
for 𝜙- (blue) and 𝑟-measurement (red) are shown [50].

15mrad.
To cover the full azimuthal acceptance, the two detector halves of each module overlap.

This is possible because the 𝑧-positions of the respective halves are shifted by 1.5 cm with
respect to each other (see Fig. 5.4).

Tracking stations

The tracking stations comprise the Tracker Turicensis (TT) and the three tracking stations
T1 to T3 . The stations T1 to T3 are further divided into an inner area close to the beam
pipe, the Inner Tracker (IT), and more distant areas from the beam pipe, denoted as Outer
Tracker (OT). A dipole magnet is located between the TT and the tracking station T1, which
is described in Sec. 5.2.1. Technologically, both the TT and the IT are silicon trackers
(ST).

The STs are made of silicon strips with a width of 200 µm, what leads to a spatial
resolution of 50 µm [51] in the IT and the TT. The TT is directly located downstream of
the RICH1 while the IT is installed in the central part around the beam pipe of the three
stations T1 to T3. It covers a region 120 cm wide and 40 cm high as shown in Fig. 5.5.
The OT is a detector made of drift tubes filled with gas. The drift time of ionized

gas atoms and their electrons is measured in the drift tubes and from this drift time the
ionization spot is determined. The gas mixture in the drift tubes consists of 70% argon,
28.5% C𝑂2 and 1.5% O2. This composition guarantees fast drift times of about 35 ns
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Figure 5.23: View of the four IT detector boxes arranged around the LHC beampipe.

Figure 5.24: Layout of an x detection layer in the second IT station.

IT detector modules

An exploded view of a detector module is shown in figure 5.25. The module consists of either one
or two silicon sensors that are connected via a pitch adapter to a front-end readout hybrid. The
sensor(s) and the readout hybrid are all glued onto a flat module support plate. Bias voltage is
provided to the sensor backplane from the strip side through n+ wells that are implanted in the n-
type silicon bulk. A small aluminium insert (minibalcony) that is embedded into the support plate
at the location of the readout hybrid provides the mechanical and thermal interface of the module
to the detector box.

Silicon sensors. Two types of silicon sensors of different thickness, but otherwise identical in
design, are used in the IT.17 They are single-sided p+-on-n sensors, 7.6 cm wide and 11 cm long,
and carry 384 readout strips with a strip pitch of 198 µm. The sensors for one-sensor modules
are 320 µm thick, those for two-sensor modules are 410 µm thick. As explained in section 5.2.4
below, these thicknesses were chosen to ensure sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratios for each
module type while minimising the material budget of the detector.

17The sensors were designed and produced by Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu City, Japan.
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Fig. 5.5: Schematic view of a layer of IT with readout electronics. One station consists of four
such layers, whereby the middle layers are rotated around the 𝑧-axis to obtain additional
angular information [50].

and a high spatial resolution of 205 µm [51]. The momentum resolution of the OT is
approximately 0.4%, with an overall reconstruction efficiency of 80% [50].
All tracking stations, i.e. both, the TT and the stations T1 to T3, are constructed out of

four layers each with the middle layers rotated by ±5° around the beam axis so that the
𝑦-coordinate of a hit left by a traversing particle can be determined.

The dipole magnet

As mentioned previously, the dipole magnet is located between the TT and the tracking
station T1. It covers an acceptance of ±250mrad vertically and ±300mrad horizontally.
The magnet is designed as a conventional magnet with saddle-shaped coils. The integrated
magnetic field strength is 4 Tm for tracks with a length of 10m. Its strength along the
𝑧-axis is shown in Fig. 5.6. Tracks of charged particles are bent within the accelerator
plane (𝑥-plane) due to the vertical magnetic field. The relative precision of the magnetic
field required to achieve the desired momentum resolution is of 𝒪(10−4). During data
taking, the polarity is inverted regularly to prevent systematic effects due to e.g. different
performances detector areas which the particles traverse.

5.2.2 The particle identification system

The particle identification system consists of two ring-imaging cherenkov (RICH) detectors,
the first upstream of the TT, the second downstream of the tracking station T3. Further,
downstream of the second RICH detector, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
are located, followed by the muon chambers.

The RICH detectors

An important factor at LHCb is the particle identification, especially the distinction between
pions and kaons. To realize this, LHCb has two ring imaging Cherenkov detectors, RICH1
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Figure 4.3: Magnetic field along the z axis.

is important to control the systematic effects of the detector, by changing periodically the direction
of the magnetic field. To this purpose, the impact of hysteresis effects on the reproducibility of the
magnetic field has to be taken into account.

The magnetic field has been measured in the complete tracking volume inside the magnet
and in the region of the VELO and the tracking stations, and also inside the magnetic shielding for
the RICH1 and RICH2 photon detectors. The precision of the measurement obtained for the field
mapping in the tracking volume is about 4⇥10�4, as shown in figure 4.2. The main component,
By, is shown in figure 4.3 for both polarities, together with the result of the model calculation. The
overall agreement is excellent; however, in the upstream region of the detector (VELO, RICH1) a
discrepancy of about 3.5% for the field integral has been found which can be attributed both to the
precision of the TOSCA model computation and to the vicinity of the massive iron reinforcement
embedded in the concrete of the hall. In all other regions the agreement between measurement and
calculation is better than 1%.

In conclusion, the three components of the magnetic field have been measured with a fine
grid of 8 x 8 x 10 cm3 spanning from the interaction point to the RICH2 detector (i.e. over distance
of about 9 m) and covering most of the LHCb acceptance region. The precision of the field map
obtained is about 4⇥10�4 and the absolute field value is reproducible for both polarities to better
than this value, provided the right procedure for the demagnetization of the iron yoke is applied.
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Fig. 5.6: Magnetic field along the 𝑧-axis [50].

and RICH2. These detectors exploit the Cherenkov effect, where electromagnetic radiation
is emitted when a charged particle passes through a medium faster than the speed of light
in that medium. This electromagnetic radiation is emitted with an opening angle 𝜃, where
𝜃 depends on the speed of the particles and the refractive index 𝑛 of the medium:

cos(𝜃) = 1
𝑛𝛽

. (5.1)

Together with the momentum information from other detector components, different
particels can be distuingished. Since the momentum spectrum changes with the polar
angle, the RICH system consists of the two components RICH1 and RICH2. RICH1
identifies particles with small momenta of about 1GeV to 60GeV [50] with a mixture of
aerogel and C4𝐹10, while RICH2 uses a C𝐹4 gas and distinguishes particles with larger
momenta in the range of 15GeV to 100GeV [50].
Averaging over the momentum, the efficiency to identify a kaon as such is about 95%

with a pion misidentification rate of about 10%. This latter number can be reduced by
slightly stricter requirements yielding a pion misidentification rate of about 3% at a loss in
kaon identification efficiency of about 10% [51].

The calorimeters

The calorimeters have various functions. On the one hand they support the 𝑒-, 𝛾- and
hadron identifications, on the other hand they measure particle energies and positions.
They also select candidates for the first trigger stage, the L0 trigger, which makes first
decisions already 4 µs after a proton-proton interaction. Overall, the calorimeter setup
at LHCb follows the classical arrangement: an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is
followed by a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL), where the ECAL is e.g. responsible for the 𝑒
identification.
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Figure 6.21: Lateral segmentation of the SPD/PS and ECAL (left) and the HCAL (right). One
quarter of the detector front face is shown. In the left figure the cell dimensions are given for the
ECAL.

6.2.1 General detector structure

A classical structure of an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) followed by a hadron calorimeter
(HCAL) has been adopted. The most demanding identification is that of electrons. Within the
bandwidth allocated to the electron trigger (cf. section 7.1.2) the electron Level 0 trigger is required
to reject 99% of the inelastic pp interactions while providing an enrichment factor of at least 15
in b events. This is accomplished through the selection of electrons of large transverse energy
ET . The rejection of a high background of charged pions requires longitudinal segmentation
of the electromagnetic shower detection, i.e. a preshower detector (PS) followed by the main
section of the ECAL. The choice of the lead thickness results from a compromise between
trigger performance and ultimate energy resolution [122]. The electron trigger must also reject a
background of p0’s with high ET . Such rejection is provided by the introduction, in front of the
PS, of a scintillator pad detector (SPD) plane used to select charged particles. A thin lead converter
is placed between SPD and PS detectors. At Level 0, the background to the electron trigger will
then be dominated by photon conversions in the upstream spectrometer material, which cannot
be identified at this stage. Optimal energy resolution requires the full containment of the showers
from high energy photons. For this reason, the thickness of ECAL was chosen to be 25 radiation
lengths [123]. On the other hand, the trigger requirements on the HCAL resolution do not impose
a stringent hadronic shower containment condition. Its thickness is therefore set to 5.6 interaction
lengths [124] due to space limitations.

The PS/SPD, ECAL and HCAL adopt a variable lateral segmentation (shown in figure 6.21)
since the hit density varies by two orders of magnitude over the calorimeter surface. A segmenta-
tion into three different sections has been chosen for the ECAL and projectively for the SPD/PS.
Given the dimensions of the hadronic showers, the HCAL is segmented into two zones with larger
cell sizes.

All calorimeters follow the same basic principle: scintillation light is transmitted to a Photo-
Multiplier (PMT) by wavelength-shifting (WLS) fibres. The single fibres for the SPD/PS cells are
read out using multianode photomultiplier tubes (MAPMT), while the fibre bunches in the ECAL
and HCAL modules require individual phototubes. In order to have a constant ET scale the gain in
the ECAL and HCAL phototubes is set in proportion to their distance from the beampipe. Since
the light yield delivered by the HCAL module is a factor 30 less than that of the ECAL, the HCAL
tubes operate at higher gain.
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Fig. 5.7: Lateral division of the PS, SPD and ECAL (left) and HCAL (right). For all components
one quarter of the front view of the detector can be seen. The area cut out for the beam
pipe is shown in black. [50].

To suppress backgrounds from charged pions, the Preshower (PS) detector is installed
upstream of the ECAL. For the trigger, backgrounds from 𝜋0 with high transverse energy
𝐸T are suppressed by the scintillating pad detector (SPD). Since the hit density varies by
two orders of magnitude over the calorimeter surface, the lateral division of the calorimeters
increases closer to the beam pipe (see Fig. 5.7).

The muon chambers

The detection of muons is of fundamental importance at LHCb. They are used in the
reconstruction of many 𝐶𝑃-sensitive decays, such as 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆 in which the 𝐽/𝜓 is
reconstructed in the decay into two muons, as well as in the reconstruction of rare 𝐵
decays with flavour-changing neutral currents, such as 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝜇+𝜇−. There are five muon
chambers at LHCb. The chamber M1 is located upstream of the calorimeters, while M2
to M5 are positioned downstream of the HCAL. The individual stations consist of 80 cm
thick iron absorbers, so that the minimum momentum of a muon to pass all five stations
must be 6GeV. Stations M1 to M3 have a relatively high spatial resolution along the
𝑥-coordinate. They are mainly used to identify the track directions and to measure the
transverse momentum 𝑝T of the muon candidates with a resolution of 20%. The stations
M4 and M5 are used for particle identification of traversing muons.

5.2.3 Trigger

In contrast to the general-purpose experiments ATLAS and CMS, the LHCb experiment
does not operate at the maximum luminosity of 𝐿 = 7 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 provided by
the LHC in Run I but at a constant instantaneous luminosity of 𝐿 = 4 × 1032 cm−2 s−1

in order to reduce the pile-up per bunch crossing. Nevertheless, to be stored, the data
rate must still be reduced from about 20MHz to about 4 kHz. Two trigger stages are
available for this purpose: the first stage (L0) works synchronously to the interaction rate
of 40MHz and reduces it to 1MHz, whereupon the second trigger stage, the high-level
trigger (HLT), processes the data independently of the interaction rate. At a luminosity
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of 𝐿 = 4 × 1032 cm−2 s−1, events containing a 𝐵 meson are generated at a rate of about
15 kHz. Furthermore, many partial decay widths of the 𝐵 mesons are smaller than 10−3, so
that the trigger system is optimized to select these interesting decays for subsequent analyses
with maximum efficiency, while the backgrounds created in the hadronic environment at
the LHC are suppressed to the minimum.

The Level 0 trigger is a pure hardware trigger. It identifies hadrons, electrons and photons
which have maximum transverse energies 𝐸T, as well as the two muons with the highest
transverse momenta 𝑝T. The L0 consists of three components: A L0 pile-up system, the L0
calorimeter trigger and the L0 muon trigger. The aim of the pile-up system is to distinguish
between events with one or more visible proton-proton interactions. The calorimeter and
muon components search for the maximum 𝐸T or 𝑝T for the corresponding particles.

The HLT is a C++ application and runs on the Event Filter Farm (EFF), a large-capacity
computer at CERN. Every application has full access the full information of an event.
However, since the data rate coming from the L0 trigger is very high, the HLT consists of
two stages. The HLT1 reconstructs the partial candidates in the VELO and in the tracking
stations, which the L0 transfers. In addition for photons and neutral pions the absence of
charged particles that could be associated with these candidates is confirmed. Overall,
the HLT1 has the task of reducing the data rate to such an extent that a full full pattern
recognition is possible in the next step, the HLT2. At a sufficiently low data rate, the HLT2
then even reconstructs specific 𝐵 decays .

5.3 The LHCb software stack

The LHCb software is based on the Gaudi framework [57], in which different software
packages are running. The order in which the various packages are executed is shown in
Fig. 5.8. The first action on the data recorded by the detector happens in the HLT through
the software package Moore [58, 59] as described in Sec. 5.2.3. Afterwards the raw data is
reconstructed in Brunel [60–62] and the particles are combined in so-called protoparticles.
These protoparticles contain track information and particle identification (PID) information
of the concerning particle. The data is then available as so-called Data Summary Tape Files
(DSTs) and is further processed for analysis in DaVinci. In the DaVinci software project, a
first preselection (stripping) takes place and the final reconstruction of the different decays
is done. After the stripping, the data has the form of so-called nTuples, which can be
analysed by individual analysts.

The generation and simulation of events within the LHCb detector is implemented in the
Gauss package. The proton-proton-collisions and the hadronisation process are generated
using Pythia [63, 64], which runs with a special LHCb configuration [65]. Decays and the
interaction with the detector are then simulated using the EvtGen [66] and Geant4 [67, 68]
packages, respectively. This is followed by the Boole project, in which the data is digitized
so it can then be further processed in the same way as the raw data collected by the detecor.
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Fig. 5.8: Sequence of data processing within the LHCb software. In red the steps to simulate data,
in blue the processing of real data is shown. The software packages are displayed in
rectangles, the transferred data formats in circles.

Furthermore, the generated information (truth information) is stored and can be retrieved
after the simulated events have been processed. Thus, in addition to the detector response,
the initially generated states are also known for simulated events, which is important to
check the reliability of reconstruction steps or experimental techniques such as the flavour
tagging described in Ch. 9.
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In this chapter several experimental techniques used in the analysis are introduced. First,
three statistical tools are described: a multivariate classifier called boosted decision tree
(BDT) is described in Sec. 6.1 based on Ref.[69]. In the analysis, BDTs are used in the
selection of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates and when determining the production flavour of the
𝐵0 mesons. The maximum-likelihood method which is used to fit the invariant 𝐵0 mass
and to estimate the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries is detailed in Sec. 6.2 [69]. The last statistical tool, the
sPlot technique [70], is described in Sec. 6.3, which is used to statistically separate signal
from background candidates. Finally, the flavour tagging is introduced in Sec. 6.4, which
provides algorithms to infer the initial flavour of 𝐵0 and 𝐵0

𝑠 mesons at LHCb.

6.1 Boosted decision trees

Decision trees are multivariate classifiers, i.e. they analyse multiple randomly distributed
variables simultaneously in contrast to simple univariate analyses that examine each variable
individually. A decision tree classifies a data set of different types of events by applying
hierarchically ordered logical rules to different properties of these events. The tree always
consists of a root node and an arbitrary number of sub nodes, as well as at least two leaves.
For binary decision trees, as used in the scope of this thesis, the rule applied at each node
has only two possible outcomes. Figure 6.1 shows a decision tree with a depth of two, i.e.
two consecutive binary decisions are made before the events are assigned to the classes 𝐴
and 𝐵, depending on their final leave. In principle, each decision tree starts applying a rule
to the variable with the best separation power (here 𝑣1) in the root node. Subsequently,
further rules are applied in the lower sub nodes until certain limits are reached, e.g. a
minimum number of events in each leave.
Before applying a decision tree to a data sample, first it needs to be trained with data

samples labelled according to their class. Furthermore, an estimate of the separating power
of the different variables is needed. An easy way for example is to maximise the difference
𝛥𝑁 = 𝑁𝑟 − 𝑁𝑤 between right (𝑁𝑟) and wrong (𝑁𝑤) assignments in a node. However,
the cut point of the binary rule remains random to some extent, since the value 𝛥𝑁 only
changes when the cut-point is shifted by so much that it hits the nearest variable value.
A slightly more complicated, but very popular measure is the following: the purity 𝑃 of
events from class 𝐴

𝑃𝐴 =
𝑁𝐴

𝑁𝐴 + 𝑁𝐵
, (6.1)
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Fig. 6.1: Binary decision tree with a depth of two, dividing events into the classes 𝐴 and 𝐵 based
on the variables 𝑣𝑖.

where 𝑁𝑖 are the number of events from class 𝐴 and 𝐵, becomes 0 or 1 if the classification
is perfect. Therefore, minimising the Gini Index [69]

𝐺 = 𝑃𝐴 (1 − 𝑃𝐴) + 𝑃𝐵 (1 − 𝑃𝐵) (6.2)

provides presumably the variable with the largest separation power. As the selection of
variables depend on the chosen variables and applied cuts in higher nodes of the decision
tree, correlations are automatically taken into account.

The overall classification performance can be improved by not only using one moderately
effective classifier but instead calculating the weighted average of many different decision
trees. In order to do so, many decision trees are grown. Each time a new tree is built, events,
which were assigned to the wrong class by the previous tree, are weighted (boosted) in order
to reduce the probability that they are wrongly classified again. Such a combination of
decision trees is denoted as boosted decision tree (BDT). Well known boosting algorithms
are the gradient boosting technique [71] or the adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) method [72].
Since the latter is used in the selection of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates in Ch. 7 and the
development of flavour-tagging algorithms in Ch. 9 it is shortly described here.
Considering a boosted decision tree consisting of 𝑇 trees, where the trees are distin-

guished by the subscript 𝑡. The first decision tree is trained with 𝑁 events equally weighted
providing a hypothesis ℎ1(𝑥𝑖) being 1 (−1) for signal (background) for the 𝑖-th event. This
hypothesis is compared with the label 𝑦𝑖 and the total error rate is calculated as

𝜀1 =
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖
1 |ℎ1(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑦𝑖| , (6.3)

where 𝑝𝑖
1 = 𝑤𝑖

1/∑𝑖 𝑤𝑖
1 is the normalised weight for each event. This can be generalised by

replacing the subscript 1 with 𝑡. Using this error rate the weights for the next tree are
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computed using the boost weight

𝛼𝑖 = (
𝜀𝑡

1 − 𝜀𝑡 )

𝛽(1−|ℎ𝑡(𝑥𝑖)−𝑦𝑖|)
(6.4)

as 𝑤𝑖
𝑡+1 = 𝛼𝑤𝑖

𝑡, where 𝛽 is the boosting factor, which, in simple terms, modifies the learning
rate during the training. The final BDT output is then given by

ℎ𝑓(𝑥𝑖) = 1
𝑇

𝑇

∑
𝑖=1

ln (𝛼𝑖) × ℎ𝑡(𝑥𝑖) , (6.5)

which is distributed between −1 and 1, implying that an event is more likely signal (back-
ground) when the value is close to 1 (−1).
When training a BDT, some caveats must be taken into account. On the one hand, the

labelled data samples used in the training are usually only proxies for the real data. For
example, differences between simulated events and real data can lead to a bad performance
of the BDT. Furthermore, the BDT can learn to distinguish the training data samples by
statistical fluctuations. This phenomenon, denoted as over-fitting or overtraining, can be
avoided by splitting the labelled training data sample before developing the BDT. The first
half is then used as training data set and following the BDT is applied to the second data
set denoted as test sample. If the BDT output distributions on both data sets are the same,
it can be assumed that there is no overtraining.
To train BDTs, various implementations exist. In the course of this thesis always the

implementation from TMVA [73] is used.

6.2 The maximum-likelihood method

The maximum-likelihood method is a common tool for parameter estimation from a data
sample. In simple terms, the parameter values are selected as an estimate according to
which the shape of the observed data appears most probable. This estimation is possible in
either one or multiple dimensions. Assuming 𝑛 measurements of a set of observables �⃗� the
maximum-likelihood function is given as

ℒ(𝑎) = 𝒫 (�⃗�1|𝑎) × 𝒫 (�⃗�2|𝑎) × ... × 𝒫 (�⃗�𝑛|𝑎) =
𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

𝒫 (�⃗�𝑖|𝑎) , (6.6)

where 𝒫 (�⃗�𝑖|𝑎) are the properly normalised probability densitiy function (PDF) with a
set of parameters 𝑎 to estimate. The function ℒ(𝑎) gives the probability of obtaining the
measured values for a set of parameters 𝑎 in a sample �⃗�𝑖. However, even if the maximum-
likelihood function becomes maximal for the maximum probability of obtaining the data
set �⃗�𝑖, it is not a probability density in the parameters 𝑎. Extending the function in Eq. (6.6)
with a Poisson term

ℒ(𝑎) = 𝑒−𝑛𝑛𝑁

𝑁!

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

𝒫 (�⃗�𝑖|𝑎) , (6.7)
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where 𝑛 is the number of expected events, although the sample containts 𝑁 measurements
allows to distinguish different categories of events by summing up several likelihood
functions. Usually, the negative logarithmic likelihood function is minimised because
this is numerically more stable and it leads to the same results, since the logarithm is a
monotone function.

Besides, it is possible to use an external input to constrain a parameter 𝜇 to be 𝜇0 ±𝛥𝜇 by
means of a Gaussian function. This implies that the likelihood is multiplied by a Gaussian
with the mean and width set to 𝜇0 and 𝛥𝜇, respectively. In this analysis, the maximum-
likelihood fits were implemented using the Root framework [74], which makes use of the
Minuit package [75] for the minimisation of the likelihood function.

6.3 The sPlot technique

The sPlot technique [70] uses a maximum-likelihood fit to calculate the so-called sWeights
by performing a sPlot fit to one or multiple discriminating observables. Considering a
data sample, containing a mixture of 𝑁𝑐 different categories of events, the sWeights are
per-event weights 𝑠𝑤, which allow to reconstruct the distributions of variables separately
for each category present in the initial sample. However, one important assumption is
that the sWeights are applied to observables, which are independent of the discriminating
observables. To perform a sPlot fit the PDFs for all categories of events are needed, so
that the sWeights can be calculated as

𝑠𝑤 =
∑𝑁𝑐

𝑗=1 𝑉𝑛𝑗 𝑓𝑗(𝑦𝑒)

∑𝑁𝑐
𝑘=1 𝑁𝑘 𝑓𝑘(𝑦𝑒)

, (6.8)

where the sums iterate over all categories of events. Moreover, the functions 𝑓𝑖 are the
corresponding PDFs of the discriminating set of observables 𝑦 for an event 𝑒, 𝑁𝑘 is the
yield in the corresponding category and 𝑉 the covariance matrix of the yields. In practice,
a first fit to the observables 𝑦 is performed to determine the parameters of the PDFs 𝑓𝑖(𝑦),
before all parameters except for the yields are fixed and the sWeights are calculated in a
second fit. The normalisation of the sWeights is such that the sum over the weights for one
category provides the number of events 𝑁 of this category in the sample. The statistical
uncertainty on this number of events is defined for each bin 𝛿𝑥 by

𝜎𝑁 =
√ ∑

𝑒⊂𝛿𝑥
(𝑠𝑤)2 . (6.9)

In the scope of this analysis, signal and background candidates for the signal decay
𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± and for the flavour tagging control modes 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 and 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ are
separated using this technique by performing fits to the invariant mass distributions (more
details in Ch. 8 and Ch. 9). The choice of the invariant mass as discriminating observable
has two advantages: on the one hand, it is independent of the decay-time, for which the
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Fig. 6.2: Schematic overview of all available 𝐵0 tagging algorithms.

distribution of signal candidates is needed to e.g. extract the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries. On the other
hand, the distributions of the different contributions in the distribution are well known and
allow a reliable parametrisation.

6.4 Flavour tagging

To measure interference 𝐶𝑃-violation the production flavour of 𝐵-mesons under study
must be known. At LHCb this is inferred using the so-called flavour tagging. A decision
(tag) 𝑑 whether a 𝐵 candidate was initially produced as a 𝐵0-meson or a 𝐵0-meson and a
probability-estimate (mistag) 𝜂 of being wrong with this decision is provided by the flavour
tagging algorithms (taggers). They can be divided into two classes: opposite side (OS)
and same side (SS) algorithms. In the following, a general description of the different
algorithms available at LHCb, their performance characteristics and their calibration is
given.

6.4.1 Tagging algorithms

At LHCb several tagging algorithms exist to infer the initial 𝐵 flavour of which some differ
for 𝐵0 and 𝐵0

𝑠 mesons. In Fig. 6.2 a schematic representation of the tagging algorithms for
𝐵0 mesons is shown. They can be separated into so-called opposite side (OS) and same
side (SS) algorithms.
The OS algorithms exploit the production and decay of the second 𝑏-quark which is

produced in the proton-proton collision. By partially reconstructing single decay products
as electrons, muons, kaons and 𝐷-mesons associated with the decay of the opposite side
𝑏-hadron the initial flavour is inferred. Furthermore, charged tracks which originate from
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a secondary vertex, which is displaced from the PV, are used to make a decision on the
production flavour of the signal 𝐵-meson. As the hadronisation and the decay of the OS
𝑏-hadron is independent of the signal 𝐵-meson, these algorithms can be used for both 𝐵0

and 𝐵0
𝑠 mesons. Based on [76, 77] the OS algorithms are briefly described below:

• The OS muon and OS electron tagger use the charge of muons and electrons from
semileptonic 𝑏→ 𝑋𝑙− decays to take a decision on the initial 𝐵-flavour. The charged
leptons are selected using a simple cut-based selection. To suppress contributions
from 𝑏→ 𝑐→ 𝑙+ decays, which would give the wrong tag decision, for example the
transverse momentum of the muon (electron) is required to be larger than 1.2GeV/c
(1.0GeV/c). Electrons have additionally to satisfy criteria on electron identification
variables such as the ratio 𝐸/𝑝 > 0.8. Here 𝐸 denotes the energy deposited in the
ECAL and 𝑝 the electron momentum. If more than one muon or electron per event
survives the selection, the lepton with the highest transverse momentum is chosen to
define the flavour of the signal 𝐵. The mistag is estimated with an artificial neural
network, which takes as inputs event properties as the number of PVs and tracks in
the event, 𝐵-properties as the transverse momentum and various geometrical and
kinematic properties of the tagging lepton.

• The OS kaon tagger explores the charge of kaons produced in the decay chain
𝑏 → 𝑐 → 𝑠. Very similar to the lepton taggers the tagging kaon is selected using
rectangular cuts based on kinematic and PID observables. In case multiple kaons per
event pass this selection, the kaon with the highest transverse momentum is fed into
an artificial neural network with similar inputs as for the lepton taggers to calculate
the mistag estimate 𝜂.

• The OS charm tagger selects 𝐷-mesons produced via 𝑏 → 𝑐 decays. In case of a
charged 𝐷-meson the charge of the meson directly hints at the initial flavour, in
case of an uncharged 𝐷-meson the charge of the produced kaon is used to infer the
flavour of the signal 𝐵-meson. In contrast to the other single track taggers, a BDT is
used to select the 𝐷-meson and estimate the mistag. As the OS charm is the newest
development on the OS it was developed to have a small overlap concerning the
used tagging particles with the other taggers.

• The OS vertex charge tagger is the only algorithm which does not reconstruct single
particles, but uses the weighted charge of a secondary vertex (SV) associated with
the opposite side 𝑏-hadron instead. In order to do this, the track pair with the highest
probability of originating from the opposite side 𝑏-hadron is used to build a vertex.
Following, particles which are compatible with coming from this two-track vertex
but not from the PV are added to it. Finally all tracks of the final SV are weighted
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with their transverse momentum, 𝑝T, and used to calculate a charge

𝑄vtx =
∑𝑖 𝑝𝑘

T(𝑖)𝑄𝑖

∑𝑖 𝑝𝑘
T(𝑖)

, (6.10)

where the parameter 𝑘 is optimised to maximise the performance of the tagging
algorithm. Based on this charge the initial flavour of the signal 𝐵-meson is then
determined.

The SS algorithms use remnants of the hadronisation of the signal 𝐵-meson to infer the
initial flavour. As the companion quark of the 𝑏-quark is different for 𝐵0 and 𝐵0

𝑠 -mesons,
different algorithms must be used to deduce the initial flavour of the signal 𝐵.
In case of a 𝐵0 (𝑏𝑑) a free 𝑑-quark is produced which can hadronise to a pion or

proton. Additionally, the production mechanisms, e.g. via the strong decay of an excited
𝐵∗∗+ → 𝐵(∗)0𝜋+ can be exploited [78]. The SS pion and SS proton taggers use the charge
of these companion particles to infer a tag decision. They were developed on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

decays assuming 𝑆𝑓 = 𝑆𝑓 = 0, i.e. the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± is 𝐶𝑃-conserving. Therefore a
potential bias of the analysis cannot be excluded when using these algorithms and they
are retrained on 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0. The basic strategy is similar to the one in Ref. [78]: First,
tagging particles from the same region of phase space as the signal 𝐵 are selected using
requirements on PID, kinematic and geometrical observables. Then, these particles are
all used to train a BDT, which further selects the final tagging particle and estimates the
mistag. This means in case multiple particles per event pass the selection, the SS pion and
SS proton taggers do not select the particle with highest transverse momentum but for all
particles the BDT response is calculated and the tagging candidate with the largest BDT
response is chosen to infer the initial flavour of the signal 𝐵.

On the other hand the hadronisation of a 𝐵0
𝑠 (𝑏𝑠) leads to a 𝑠-quark which can hadronise

to a kaon [79]. The SS kaon tagger was developed to identify such kaons and works similar
for kaons as the SS pion tagger for pions produced in 𝐵0 events. Since this analysis covers
decays of neutral 𝐵0 mesons and the SS kaon tagger is not used, this algorithm is not
discussed any further.

6.4.2 Performance characteristics

The predictions of the flavour tagging algorithms are not perfect. Of 𝑁 reconstructed
candidates only 𝑁′ candidates get a tag 𝑑 and mistag 𝜂 assigned, while 𝑁U are untagged.
The 𝑁′ candidates can be further divided into 𝑁W candidates which are wrongly tagged
and 𝑁R correctly tagged candidates. These imperfections can be reflected by a tagging
efficiency

𝜀tag =
𝑁R + 𝑁W

𝑁R + 𝑁W + 𝑁R + 𝑁U
(6.11)
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and a mistag probability

𝜔 =
𝑁W

𝑁R + 𝑁W
. (6.12)

Therefore, in an analysis using flavour tagging to infer the initial 𝐵 flavour, the number
𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) (𝑁𝐵0(𝑡)) of measured initial 𝐵0 (𝐵0) candidates are

𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) = (1 − 𝜔)𝑁 true
𝐵0 (𝑡) + 𝜔𝑁 true

𝐵0 (𝑡) ,

𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) = 𝜔𝑁 true
𝐵0 (𝑡) + (1 − 𝜔)𝑁 true

𝐵0 (𝑡)
(6.13)

where 𝑁 true
𝐵0 and 𝑁 true

𝐵0 denotes the true number of initial 𝐵0 and 𝐵0 candidates, respectively.
These quantities need to be transferred further into measurements of 𝐶𝑃-asymmetries such
as

𝐴𝐶𝑃(𝑡) =
𝑁 true

𝐵0 (𝑡) − 𝑁 true
𝐵0 (𝑡)

𝑁 true
𝐵0 (𝑡) + 𝑁 true

𝐵0 (𝑡)
. (6.14)

For a measured asymmetry the true numbers of initial 𝐵0- and 𝐵0-mesons need to be
replaced with the observed yields which leads to

𝐴meas
𝐶𝑃 (𝑡) =

𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) − 𝑁𝐵0(𝑡)
𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) + 𝑁𝐵0(𝑡)

= (1 − 2𝜔)𝐴theo
𝐶𝑃 (𝑡) (6.15)

with the dilution 𝐷 = 1 − 2𝜔. However, experimentally not only the dilution affects the
measured asymmetry but also intrinsic asymmetries 𝐼 like an unequal production of 𝐵0-
and 𝐵0-mesons might influence a measurement so that the measured asymmetry can be
expressed as

𝐴meas
𝐶𝑃 (𝑡) = 𝐷𝐴𝐶𝑃(𝑡) + 𝐼 . (6.16)

As the mistag probability is defined in the range [0, 0.5] the dilution can take values between
0 and 1. A large dilution factor is equivalent to a vanishing mistag and hence leads to
a smaller experimental sensitivity as will be shown below. To simplify the following
discussion the intrinsic asymmetries and dilution are assumed to be time-independent,
even if that is not generally valid. The theoretical asymmetry can then be expressed as

𝐴𝐶𝑃(𝑡) = 1
𝐷 (𝐴meas

𝐶𝑃 (𝑡) − 𝐼) . (6.17)

Assuming that all quantities are uncorrelated and gaussian distributed the uncertainty on
the theoretical asymmetry is given by

𝜎2
𝐴𝐶𝑃

= (
𝜕𝐴𝐶𝑃
𝜕𝑁𝐵0 )

2
𝜎2

𝑁𝐵0
+ (

𝜕𝐴𝐶𝑃
𝜕𝑁𝐵0 )

2
𝜎2

𝑁𝐵0
+ (

𝜕𝐴𝐶𝑃
𝜕𝐼 )

2
𝜎2

𝐼 + (
𝜕𝐴𝐶𝑃
𝜕𝐷 )

2
𝜎2

𝐷

= 1
𝐷2

1
𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) + 𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) (1 − 𝐴meas

𝐶𝑃 (𝑡)) +
𝜎2

𝐼

𝐷2 +
𝐴2

𝐶𝑃(𝑡)
𝐷2 𝜎2

𝐷 .
(6.18)
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Neglecting the uncertainties on the intrinsic asymmetries and dilution factor and further
assuming that the measured asymmetries are small, this expression can be reduced to

𝜎2
𝐴𝐶𝑃

= 1
𝐷2

1
𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) + 𝑁𝐵0(𝑡)

. (6.19)

Here it is useful to identify the number of measured 𝐵0- and 𝐵0-candidates as

𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) + 𝑁𝐵0(𝑡) = 𝜀(𝑡)𝑁 (6.20)

where 𝜀 includes all efficiencies either in the trigger, reconstruction, selection or the flavour
tagging. Regarding the flavour tagging this means that the uncertainty on a 𝐶𝑃-asymmetry
is given by

𝜎𝐴𝐶𝑃
= 1

√𝜀tag𝐷2𝑁
= 1

√𝜀eff𝑁
(6.21)

where the effective tagging efficiency 𝜀eff = 𝜀tag𝐷2 is introduced. As one can see, this
efficiency defines the experimental sensitivity of the measurement as it effectively reduces
the number of candidates. It also becomes obvious that the tagging efficiency introduced in
Eq. (6.11) and the mistag probability defined in Eq. (6.12) are not individually suitable for
determining the performance of different tagging algorithms. Instead the tagging efficiency,
which is also denoted as tagging power, must be used.

Rather than using an average mistag 𝜔 the mistag estimate 𝜂 of the various tagging
algorithms can be used. To do this, the estimated mistag has to be calibrated with a
calibration function 𝜔(𝜂) (more details on the calibration are given in Sec. 6.4.3), what
gives a per-event tagging power, defined as

𝜀eff = 1
𝑁

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝐷2
𝑖 = 1

𝑁

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

(1 − 2𝜔(𝜂𝑖))
2 . (6.22)

Here the sum is iterating over all candidates and for untagged candidates the mistag
probability is defined to be 0.5 (𝐷𝑖 = 0).

When considering only tagged candidates, the effective tagging efficiency reduces to a
pseudo tagging power, which is effectively the same as the average of the dilution squared
in the respective sample:

⟨𝐷2⟩ = 1
𝑁R + 𝑁W

𝑁R+𝑁W

∑
𝑖=1

(1 − 2𝜔(𝜂𝑖))
2 . (6.23)

6.4.3 Combination and calibration of flavour tagging algorithms

To improve the overall performance of the flavour tagging, the individual algorithms are
combined to form one single tag decision and mistag for the OS (𝑑OS and 𝜂OS) and a tag
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decision and mistag for the SS (𝑑SS and 𝜂SS). This is done by calculating the combined
probability, that a 𝐵-candidate contains a 𝑏-quark

𝑃 (𝑏) =
𝑝(𝑏)

𝑝(𝑏) + 𝑝(𝑏)
and 𝑃 (𝑏) = 1 − 𝑃 (𝑏) . (6.24)

The probabilities 𝑝(𝑏) and 𝑝(𝑏) are defined as

𝑝(𝑏) = ∏
𝑖

(
1 + 𝑑𝑖

2
− 𝑑𝑖 (1 − 𝜂𝑖)) (6.25)

and
𝑝(𝑏) = ∏

𝑖
(

1 − 𝑑𝑖
2

+ 𝑑𝑖 (1 − 𝜂𝑖)) (6.26)

where 𝑑𝑖 (𝜂𝑖) are the tag decisions (mistag estimates) of the individual tagging algorithms.
The combined tag decision and mistag are now defined as 𝑑 = −1 and 𝜂 = 1 − 𝑃 (𝑏) if
𝑃 (𝑏) > 𝑃 (𝑏) and as 𝑑 = +1 and 𝜂 = 𝑃 (𝑏) if 𝑃 (𝑏) < 𝑃 (𝑏).
As mentioned before, the output of the flavour tagging algorithms is mostly the result

of multivariate classifiers, which are trained on flavour specific 𝐵 decays. This output is
then transformed into a mistag estimate 𝜂 and crosschecked on another flavour specific
validation sample. However, the training and validation samples are usually different
from the signal decay used in a 𝐶𝑃-violation measurement. This differences are caused by
different trigger and selection criteria and can influence the distributions which are used
by the multivariate classifier to estimate the mistag. Consequently, the mistag must be
calibrated on a dedicated flavour specific decay, which shows at best kinematically similar
distributions compared to the signal decay. For the OS taggers this is most often done
using charged decay modes, as the charge of the final state particles allows to directly infer
the production flavour. Instead, to calibrate the SS taggers a decay mode with the same
initial 𝐵 flavour is needed, as these taggers highly depend on the hadronisation process.
In the course of this analysis, the OS taggers are calibrated using 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+, where the
bachelor pion allows to infer the initial flavour, while the SS taggers are calibrated using
𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0.
So far, for all analyses at LHCb a linear calibration function of the form

𝜔(𝜂) = ̃𝑝0 + ̃𝑝1 (𝜂 − ⟨𝜂⟩) , (6.27)

where the arithmetic mean ⟨𝜂⟩ of the estimated mistag is used to decorrelate the calibration
parameters 𝑝0 and 𝑝1, was sufficient. Using this calibration function, a perfect calibration,
i.e. 𝜔 = 𝜂, would result in ̃𝑝0 = ⟨𝜂⟩ and ̃𝑝1 = 1. Yet, the performance of the tagger can
depend on the initial 𝐵 flavour: If the interaction rates of charged decay products (e.g. the
kaons used by the OS kaon tagger) with the detector material depend on the charge, the
mistags will also depend on the flavour of the initial 𝐵 meson. Such asymmetry yields in
an additional dilution factor, which needs to be understood and properly described. This
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can be achieved by using different calibration functions for 𝐵0- and 𝐵0-mesons. In the
simple linear case these calibration functions are

𝜔 = 𝑝0 + 𝑝1 + (𝜂 − ⟨𝜂⟩) ,
𝜔 = 𝑝0 + 𝑝1 + (𝜂 − ⟨𝜂⟩) .

(6.28)

These different calibration parameters are furthermore linked to each other via the average
calibration parameters ̃𝑝𝑖 used in Eq. (6.27) and corresponding differences 𝛥𝑝𝑖 defined as

̃𝑝𝑖 =
𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖

2
and 𝛥𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 . (6.29)

However, due to the large number of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± signal candidates small effects that
were hidden in the statistical uncertainties before become significant. Therefore more
sophisticated calibration functions are needed to calibrate the flavour tagging algorithms.
Possible models are the so-called generalised linear models (GLM) [80] haing the following
form:

( )𝜔 (𝜂) = 𝑔 (ℎ(𝜂)) = 𝑔
(

𝑔−1(𝜂) +
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

( ̃𝑝𝑖
( )+

𝛥𝑝𝑖
2 ) 𝑓𝑖(𝜂)

)
. (6.30)

The functions 𝑓𝑖 are denoted as basis functions, which for example can be simple poyno-
mials or natural spline functions [81]. To minimise the correlation between the ̃𝑝𝑖 and 𝛥𝑝𝑖
parameters the basis functions are orthogonalised using the Gram-Schmidt method [82].
The function 𝑔 is referred to as link function, which is usually defined as the inverse cu-
mulative distribution function, to map all input values to the range [0, 1], i.e. an interval
which can be interpreted as a probability. As the mistag is only defined in the range [0, 0.5]
it is possible, that after applying a calibration function with this link function the mistag is
larger than 0.5. In this case an arbitrary decision has to be taken how such candidates are
further treated. Possible options are to either flip the corresponding tag decision 𝑑 → −𝑑
and adjust the mistag 𝜔 → 1 − 𝜔 or to mark the candidate as untagged with a mistag of
0.5. The latter possibility leads to fit instabilities in the decay-time fit when the calibration
parameters are not fixed, but allowed to float or constrained by means of a Gaussian func-
tion. This is due to the fact that for a floating or constrained calibration the ratio of tagged
and untagged candidates varies during the minimisation and the changes to the likelihood
are not continous. On the other hand, a flip of the tagdesicion may yield in a bias of the
𝐶𝑃-parameters as shown in Sec. 10.2.1. Therefore, the modified logistic function

𝑔(ℎ) = 1
2 (1 + 𝑒ℎ)

(6.31)

is used in the course of this thesis as link function, which maps all input values into the
range [0, 0.5] and hence assures that all calibrated mistags are well defined.

To not rely on possible binning effects on the estimated mistag 𝜂 or the mistag probability
𝜔, the calibration functions are determined using an unbinned maximum-likelihoodmethod,
the so-called binomial regression [83].
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7 Data sample and selection

This analysis is done on the data sample recorded by the LHCb experiment in 2011 and
2012 at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV, respectively. In 2011, the detector collected
1 fb−1, while in 2012 2 fb−1 were recorded.

Before doing a sPlot fit physical backgrounds with different 𝐶𝑃 characteristics turning up
in the same invariant mass region as the signal 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates need to be removed
as they cannot be distinguished in this dimension. Furthermore, as much combinatorial
background as possible is rejected for two main reasons. On the one hand a cleaner sample
simplifies the parametrisation of the invariant mass as the signal shape becomes more
significant and on the other hand the background contamination, which dilutes the sWeights
for the final decay-time fit in Ch. 10 is reduced. In this chapter, the used data samples as well
as the simulated samples are described in Sec. 7.1. The selection procedure is reported in
Sec. 7.2, divided into preselection and trigger requirements (Sec. 7.2.1), vetoes to suppress
e.g.misidentified background candidates (Sec. 7.2.2) and a multivariate classifier to reduce
combinatorial background (Sec. 7.2.3 and Sec. 7.2.4). Last, the handling of multiple
𝐵 candidates in one event is presented in Sec. 7.2.5 and the selection performance is given
in Sec. 7.2.6.

7.1 Data and simulation samples

Candidates from the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±1 are reconstructed in the hadronic 𝐷∓ → 𝐾±𝜋∓𝜋∓

decay with one additional pion, which will be denoted as bachelor pion in the following.
The 𝐷 decay is chosen despite the purely hadronic final state, as it is the one with the
largest decay width. It is reconstructed inclusively, i.e. no resonances such as the decay via
a 𝐾∗0 meson into a 𝐾𝜋 final state are excluded.
To distinguish between the charged hadrons in the final state, a likelihood function

assuming the respective particle to be a pion or kaon (proton) is computed for every particle
using information from the PID system. Then, the difference between the two logarithmic
likelihoods is calculated, which in the following is referred to as DLL𝐾𝜋 (DLL𝑝𝜋) [51].

As the PID observables are not described well in the simulation, selection requirements
on such observables can result in different distributions in other correlated observables.
Therefore the DLL𝐾𝜋 and DLL𝑝𝜋 variables are corrected using calibration samples of
kinematically-clean 𝐷∗+ → 𝐷0(→ 𝐾−𝜋+) 𝜋+ decays. The correction is done in bins of

1Charge conjugation is implied throughout the whole document if not stated otherwise
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Tab. 7.1: Simulated samples used in this analysis with a short note in which analysis step the samples
are used and the number of available candidates before applying any analysis specific
selection step. Charged 𝐷 mesons are always generated with the decay 𝐷− → 𝐾+𝜋−𝜋−,
uncharged 𝐷 mesons with the decay 𝐷0 → 𝐾+𝜋−.

Sample Analysis step Candidates [106]

𝐵0 → 𝐷±𝜋∓ all steps 3.2
𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷−
𝑠 (→ 𝐾+𝐾+𝜋−) 𝜋+ selection 1.2

Λ0
𝑏 → Λ−

𝑐 (→ 𝐾+𝑝𝜋−) 𝜋+ selection 0.46
𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+ mass fit 0.26
𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜌+(→ 𝜋+𝜋0(→ 𝛾𝛾)) mass fit 0.62
𝐵0 → 𝐷∗−(→ 𝐷−𝜋0) 𝜋+ mass fit 0.16
𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾∗+(→ 𝐾+𝜋0) mass fit 0.03
𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓(→ 𝜇+𝜇−) 𝐾∗0(→ 𝐾+𝜋−) flavour tagging 3.5
𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ flavour tagging 5.1
𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝐾+ flavour tagging 0.05
𝐵+ → 𝐷∗(→ 𝐷0𝛾) 𝜋+ flavour tagging 0.06
𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝐾∗+(→ 𝐾+𝜋0) flavour tagging 0.04
𝐵0 → 𝐷0𝜋+𝜋− flavour tagging 0.05

transverse momentum 𝑝T and pseudorapidity 𝜂. For every candidate in the simulation, the
corresponding PID distribution of the calibration sample in the (𝑝T, 𝜂)-bin is built and used
to randomly sample a PID value [84]. Possible effects due to the chosen (𝑝T, 𝜂)-binning are
evaluated in the systematic uncertainties described in Ch. 11. The simulated samples used
in this analysis are listed in Tab. 7.1, together with a short reference, in which analysis step
they are needed.

Last, to obtain the correct correlations and uncertainties between vertex positions,
particle momenta, decay times and invariant masses, kinematic fits to the whole decay
chain are performed on data and simulated events [85]. These fits allow to determine
several parameters such as decay times, particle momenta, track positions and the corre-
sponding uncertainties and correlations. In total, three of these fits are performed: To
determine observables correlated with the decay time, the PV is constrained to the known
position of the proton-proton collision. Observables correlated with the invariant mass
stem from a fit, where the mass of the 𝐷− meson is constrained to its known mass of
𝑚PDG

𝐷− = 1869.61MeV/c2 [18]. A third fit is performed without any constraint as this would
lead to wrong results for selection steps like optimising the vetoes described in Sec. 7.2.2.
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7.2 Selection

As a first step, the so-called stripping is applied to build 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates with
𝐷± → 𝐾∓𝜋±𝜋±. The stripping is a first loose preselection common to a set of kinematically
similar decays. Events with more than 500 tracks, which are constructed from hits in the
VELO and the tracking stations T1 to T3, are rejected. The criteria on the charged tracks
depend on whether the charged track is considered as the bachelor particle, or as a 𝐷−

daughter. Three of these charged tracks are then used to form a 𝐷− meson, where the
(transverse) momentum of one of the three tracks has to exceed (500MeV/c) 5GeV/c and
its track 𝜒2/ndof has to be less than 2.5. This 𝐷− meson is then combined with a charged
bachelor track to form a 𝐵0 meson. Finally a boosted decision tree trained on simulation is
applied, and its response is required to be larger than 0.05. These requirements together
with all cuts on single particles given in Tab. 7.2, consisting of cuts to the vertex 𝜒2

IP, where
the 𝜒2

IP is defined as the difference in the vertex-fit of a given PV reconstructed with and
without the originating particles, momenta, track and vertex fit qualities and flight direction
quantities, aim to select 𝐵0 decays into a charged 𝐷∓ meson including 𝐷∗∓ mesons and
pion, where the 𝐷∓ mesons decays into three hadrons from combinatorial backgrounds
candidates. Thereby, the term combinatorial background means candidates originating
from random combinations of tracks in an event. Following the stripping, a decay-specific
selection described in the following is applied.

7.2.1 Preselection and trigger requirements

Before applying further selections to reduce the various background components, require-
ments on the trigger are made. In principle there are two different classes of trigger
decisions at LHCb: a trigger can fire due to a particle or event property directly connected
to the signal decay - denoted as trigger on signal (TOS) - or it can fire due to some property
separate to the signal decay what is denoted as a decision independent of the signal (TIS).
Furthermore, each trigger stage has various lines, triggering on different event properties
and thus being differently effective depending on the specific decay. Hence, a requirement
on which trigger line has fired and whether this decision is TOS or TIS results in character-
istic distributions of observables such that a decision which requirement is made needs to
be done analysis specific.

For this analysis, no specifc requirements at the L0 level are applied, i.e. events from all
available L0 trigger lines and also both TOS and TIS triggered events are accepted. On the
HLT1 level, the 𝐵0 candidates are required to be TOS on the Hlt1TrackAllL0Decision
line. At the HLT2 trigger stage, the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates are required to form a SV
out of two, three or four tracks with a significant separation from the PV, i.e. they need
to be TOS on one of the Hlt2Topo lines. More details on the trigger lines can be found
in Ref. [86]. In Fig. 7.1, the invariant mass distributions of the 𝐵0 and 𝐷− candidates
are shown. The 𝐵0 peak is clearly visible together with structures from the partially
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7 Data sample and selection

Tab. 7.2: Stripping cuts for the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± with 𝐷± → 𝐾∓𝜋±𝜋±. For the charged tracks, the
more stringent requirements on the bachelor pion are given in brackets. The decay vertex
of the 𝐵0 meson is denoted as SV, for the impact parameter the shortcut IP is used and
the distance of closest appraoch of the 𝐷− daughter particles w.r.t. each other is denoted
as DOCA.

charged tracks requirements

track 𝜒2/ndof < 3.0(2.5)
momentum 𝑝 > 1(5)GeV/c

transverse momentum 𝑝T > 100(500)MeV/c
𝜒2
IP w.r.t. any PV > 4.0

track ghost probability < 0.4

𝐷− meson requirements

∑ 𝑝T (ℎℎℎ) > 1800MeV/c
DOCA < 0.5mm

𝑚𝐷− 1769.92 to 2068.49MeV/c2

SV 𝜒2/ndof < 10.0
vertex separation 𝜒2 to any PV > 36.0
cos of ∢ [|PV, 𝐷−-Vtx| , 𝑝(𝐷−)] > 0.0

𝐵0 meson requirements

SV 𝜒2/ndof < 10.0
reconstructed decay time 𝑡 > 0.2 ps
𝜒2
IP w.r.t. the associated PV < 25.0

cos of ∢ [|PV,SV| , 𝑝(𝐵0)] > 0.999
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Fig. 7.1: Invariant mass distributions of the 𝐷−𝜋+ combination using the kinematic decay chain fit
with a 𝐷− mass constraint (right) and of the 𝐾+𝜋−𝜋− combination without any constraint
(right).
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7.2 Selection

Tab. 7.3: Preselection cuts applied after the trigger requirements.

𝐷− daughter requirements

DLL𝐾𝜋 for pions < 8.0
DLL𝐾𝜋 for kaons > −2.0

𝐷− and 𝐵0 meson requirements

|𝑚𝐾+𝜋−𝜋− − 𝑚PDG
𝐷− | < 35MeV/c2

𝐵0 decay time > 0.2 ps

reconstructed decays 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜌+ and 𝐵0 → 𝐷∗−𝜋+ in the lower mass region. The
distribution of the invariant mass of the 𝐷 meson shows the 𝐷− peak around 1870MeV/c2

and a 𝐷∗− peak at 2010MeV/c2. After the trigger requirements, some loose sanity cuts to
remove clear combinatorial background candidates are applied. These cuts are listed in
Tab. 7.3.

7.2.2 Background vetoes

When a multivariate classifier is trained on and applied to a data sample, this sample should
at best only consist of the candidates which are supposed be separated by the classifier.
In this case the classifier described in Sec. 7.2.3 is supposed to separate 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

signal candidates and combinatorial background candidates. Therefore, backgrounds due
to kinematic failures as misidentifications of particles in the reconstruction and wrong
associations between a 𝐵0 candidate and a PV are vetoed.

Mass vetoes

First, the investigated sources of backgrounds which arise due to failures in the reconstru-
cion, and if necessary, the applied vetoes are described. Such failures can be missed neutral
particles or misidentified particles in the reconstruction.

The first type of backgrounds arises from the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜇+𝜈𝜇. When missing the
neutrino and misidentifying the muon as a pion this decay would falsely be reconstructed
as the signal decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±. This is vetoed with a binary requirement on the bachelor
particle not to be a muon. This binary requirement is based on the momentum of the track
of the corresponding particle and the number and the region of the muon stations where
hits are found [87].
The following kinematic backgrounds are all due to misidentification of particles in

the final state. Misidentification between protons and pions can lead to backgrounds
from Λ0

𝑏 → Λ−
𝑐 𝜋+ decays where the Λ−

𝑐 decays into a kaon, a pion and an antiproton. To
identify such background candidates a proton-mass hypothesis is applied to both daughter
pions of the 𝐷− meson. After combining the three 𝐷 daughters again a peak around the
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Fig. 7.2: Invariant mass distributions of the 𝐾𝜋𝑝 combinations for both daughter pions of the 𝐷−

meson. The distributions are shown without the veto (black) and with the veto applied
(blue). The left (right) plot shows the proton-mass hypothesis applied to the pion with
lower (higher) transverse momentum.

Λ+
𝑐 mass becomes visible in the distributions shown in Fig. 7.2. The distributions look

different, because the pions are originally sorted by transverse momentum. To remove
this background a two-stage veto is applied: In the first stage candidates are rejected if the
invariant mass of the three hadrons is inside a ±30MeV/c2 window around the nominal
Λ−

𝑐 mass 𝑚PDG
Λ−

𝑐
= 2286.46MeV/c2 and the DLL𝑝𝜋 is larger than −8.0. At the second stage,

the mass window is enlarged to ±50MeV/c2 around the nominal Λ−
𝑐 mass, but the DLL𝑝𝜋

requirement is loosened, only requiring DLL𝑝𝜋 > −5.0. This strategy is adopted in order to
remove allΛ−

𝑐 candidates, where the width of themass windowswas optimised on simulated
Λ−

𝑐 candidates showing a resololution about 20MeV/c2, after applying the reconstruction
for 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates and subsequently again the proton mass hypothesis. After the
preselection, (99.720 ± 0.004) % of the Λ0

𝑏 → Λ−
𝑐 𝜋+ candidates are rejected. This veto

rejects another (76.6 ± 0.6) % at a signal efficiency of (93.48 ± 0.06) %.
In the same way as pions and protons can be misidentified, kaons can be falsely identified

as one of the 𝐷− daughter pions. Such misidentification gives rise to a potential background
contamination from 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷−
𝑠 𝜋+ candidates. As previously, the kaon mass hypothesis is

applied to both pions and the three 𝐷− daughters are combined. However, these distribu-
tions do not show a clear mass peak. Therefore, they are compared for different kinematic
regions of the invariant [𝐾+𝜋−𝜋−] 𝜋+ mass: after applying the kaon mass hypothesis to the
pions, 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷−
𝑠 𝜋+ candidates should end up in a 𝐵0

𝑠 signal region, whereas no 𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝐷−

𝑠 𝜋+

candidates are expected in the upper-mass sideband 𝑚[𝐾+𝜋−𝜋−]𝜋+ > 5500MeV/c2. There-
fore, the invariant mass distributions of the 𝐾𝐾𝜋 system are compared for candidates from
the 𝐵0

𝑠 signal range 5330MeV/c2 to 5400MeV/c2 and a background range 5500MeV/c2

to 5700MeV/c2. The visible difference in Fig. 7.3 stems from the fact that those two
distributions arise from different kinematic regions. To further ensure that no significant
contamination from 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷−
𝑠 𝜋+ candidates is present in the data, resonances like 𝐾∗0-

or 𝜙 mesons, which arise in possible 𝐷−
𝑠 decays are studied. Those resonances would

become visible in the 𝐾𝐾 (𝜙) and 𝐾𝜋 (𝐾∗0) invariant mass distributions. Figure 7.4
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Fig. 7.3: Invariant mass distributions of the 𝐾𝐾𝜋 combinations for both daughter pions of the
𝐷− meson. The distributions are shown in the 𝐵0

𝑠 signal region from 5330MeV/c2 to
5400MeV/c2 (black) and in a background region from 5500MeV/c2 to 5700MeV/c2

(blue) In the left (right)plot the kaon-mass hypothesis is applied to the pion with lower
(higher) transverse momentum.
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Fig. 7.4: Invariant mass distributions of the 𝐾𝜋 (left) and 𝐾𝐾 (right) combinations for the daughter
pion of the 𝐷− meson with larger transverse momentum with the daughter kaon or remain-
ing daughter pion, respectively. The distributions are shown in the in the 𝐵0

𝑠 signal region
from 5330MeV/c2 to 5400MeV/c2 (black) and in a background region from 5500MeV/c2

to 5700MeV/c2 (blue). Only candidates with 1940MeV/c2 < 𝑚𝐾𝐾𝜋 < 2040MeV/c2 are
considered.

shows representatively the invariant mass distributions of the 𝐾𝐾 (𝐾𝜋) combinations of
the the daughter kaon with the pion with larger transverse momentum under the kaon mass
hypothesis (under the initial pion mass hypothesis). In addition to the beforehand defined
signal and background regions, only candidates within a range from 1940 to 2040MeV/c2

from Fig. 7.3 are considered for these plots as the invariant mass of true 𝐷+
𝑠 candidates

would be in this range. Consequently, one would expect a peaking structure in these plots
in case of a significant contamination with 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷−
𝑠 𝜋+ decays. As no distribution in

Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 shows such a structure, background candidates from 𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝐷−

𝑠 𝜋+

decays are assumed to be negligible.
The last considered background comes from 𝐵0 →

( )
𝐷 𝐾𝜋 decays, arising due to a

kaon-pion misidentification of the bachelor particle or a 𝐷− daughter particle followed
by a combination of the bachelor particle with a 𝐷− daughter particle. Performing the
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Fig. 7.5: Invariant mass distributions for the combinations of the bachelor particle with the 𝐷−

daughter pion with higher transverse momentum. The distributions shows the kaon
hypothesis is applied to the bachelor pion (left) and the kaon hypothesis applied to the 𝐷−

daughter pion(right).

four possible combinations of the bachelor particle with the kaon mass hypothesis applied
with the two 𝐷− daughter pions shows that all distributions have a flat shape. Hence,
backgrounds from 𝐵0 →

( )
𝐷 0𝐾𝜋 decays are assumed to be negligible as well. In Fig. 7.5,

the combinations of the bachelor track with the 𝐷− daughter pion with higher transverse
momentum are shown for illustration.

Wrongly associated PVs

The average number of 𝑝𝑝-collisions per bunch crossing at LHCb is 𝜈 = 2.5. Therefore, a
considerable amount of events has more than one PV and in these events a 𝐵0 candidate
can be associated with each of them. Besides that, an event can also contain more than one
𝐵0 candidate; in this case the 𝐵0 candidate is chosen randomly (more details in Sec. 7.2.5).
However, in case of multiple PVs per event, the 𝐵0 candidate can be associated with
the wrong PV leading to an incorrect decay time for this candidate. Usually a decay-
time dependent selection efficiency is expected at LHCb, which strongly increases at
small decay times up to ≈ 2 ps and shows a flat or slightly dropping distribution for high
decay times. This efficiency, further denoted as decay-time acceptance, is caused by
the track reconstruction in the VELO and certain trigger requirements (more details are
given in Sec. 10.1.2). Yet, due to the wrong PV association, a large unexpected tail at
high decay times arises. This can be checked on simulation, where the true decay time
is known. Weighting each (𝐵0,PV)-pair with an exponential using the true lifetime of
the 𝐵0 candidates, shows an excess of (𝐵0,PV)-pairs at high decay times (see Fig. 7.6).
In the simulation, the true 𝑧-position of the PV is known and can be compared with
the reconstructed 𝑧-position. Requiring that the distance between the true 𝑧-position of
the PV and the reconstructed 𝑧-position does not exceed five times the uncertainty on
the reconstructed 𝑧-position removes the wrong associated (𝐵0,PV)-candidates from the
sample and the expected decay time acceptance becomes visible (Fig. 7.6). As this approach
cannot be applied to data, a criterion is developed requiring for each (𝐵0,PV)-candidate
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Fig. 7.6: Decay time distribution of simulated𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates, weighted with an exponential
using the true lifetime of the 𝐵0 candidates. At high decay times an excess of (𝐵0,PV)-
candidates can be seen (left). After applying a cut on the distance between the true and
the reconstructed 𝑧 position of the PV the expected acceptance distribution at LHCb is
visible (right).
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Fig. 7.7: Distributions of the MinIP𝜒2 variable with the chosen cut point at 16.5 in a narrow
range (left) and the decay time of simulated 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates, wheighted with an
exponential using the simulated 𝐵0 lifetime after applying the cut on MinIP𝜒2 (right).
The MinIP𝜒2 the distribution also remains flat for larger values.

the impact parameter 𝜒2 (𝜒2
IP) with any other PV in the event (denoted as MinIP𝜒2) to

be larger than a certain value. This means that in case this MinIP𝜒2 is too small, the
two corresponding PVs cannot be distinguished sufficiently well from each other, and the
(𝐵0,PV)-candidate is rejected. Events which contain just one PV are always kept. The
cut on the MinIP𝜒2 variable is optimised such that 98% of the events in the simulated
𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± sample are retained. In Fig. 7.7, the distribution of the MinIP𝜒2 variable
together with the cut point at 16.5 and the resulting decay-time-acceptance distribution of
simulated candidates after rejecting candidates with MinIP𝜒2 ≤ 16.5 is shown.

In contrast the PV could also be chosen using some “best” PV criterion, e.g. choos-
ing the PV with the smallest 𝜒2

IP with respect to the 𝐵0 candidate. Such a criterion also
removes most of the wrongly associated PVs, but potentially biases the decay time distri-
bution, whereas the strategy described above treats all PVs equally and thus the decay time
distribution remains unbiased.
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Tab. 7.4: List of input variables used in the training of the BDT

𝐵0 candidate
cos of ∢ [|PV,SV| , 𝑝(𝐵0)]

SV 𝜒2

𝐷− candidate

𝜒2
IP w.r.t. the SV

𝜒2
IP w.r.t. the associated PV
radial flight distance

flight distance 𝜒2 w.r.t. the SV
𝐷− vertex 𝜒2/ndof

transverse momentum 𝑝T
cos of ∢ [|SV, 𝐷−-Vtx| , 𝑝(𝐷)]

bachelor 𝜋
𝜒2
IP w.r.t. the associated PV
transverse momentum 𝑝T

track 𝜒2/ndof

𝐷− daughters 𝜒2
IP of the associated PV

decay chain fit 𝜒2 of the kinematic fit with PV constraint

7.2.3 Development of a MVA classifier

Combinatorial background is suppressed using a multivariate analysis (MVA), more pre-
cisely a BDT is used. In this case, 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates should be separated from
combinatorial background candidates and therefore the BDT needs to be provided with
proxies for these classes of candidates. As proxy for the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates, simulation
based on the conditions of the 2012 data taking is used. The upper mass sideband of the
2012 data with 𝑚[𝐾−𝜋+𝜋+]𝜋− > 5500MeV/c2 mimics the background. Both proxy samples
are divided into a training and a test sample of same size. Since the BDT should be applied
to the dataset after all specific backgrounds like Λ0

𝑏 → Λ−
𝑐 𝜋+ or the wrong PV associations

are removed, all previous selection steps are applied to the signal- and background-proxy
samples for the training. In total, the BDT uses 16 input variables which are listed in
Tab. 7.4 and shown in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9. To reduce the number of input variables, from
pairs of variables which have a correlation of > 97% with each other the variable with
the smaller separation power is removed. The final variables cover mostly various 𝜒2

IP
variables, flight distances, momenta and flight directions in order to obtain a classifier
output which is independent of the invariant mass of the 𝐵0 meson as this is used in Ch. 8
to further identify signal candidates. The BDT consists of 1700 decision trees with a
maximum depth of four. The variables are scanned at 20 points to find the optimal cut
value and each node has to contain at least 2.5% of the training candidates. The boosting
algorithm (AdaBoost [72]) is chosen with a boost factor 𝛽 = 0.5. The approach to find
this configurations is iteratively, i.e. the complexity of the BDT is increased as long as no
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Fig. 7.8: Distributions of the input variables used in the BDT training. The black (blue) points
represent the signal-proxy (background-proxy) samples.
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Fig. 7.9: Distributions of the input variables used in the BDT training. The black (blue) points
represent the signal-proxy (background-proxy) samples.
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Fig. 7.10: Comparison of BDT responses on the training and test sample.

overtraining is visible. The final overtraining check is shown in Fig. 7.10 where the good
agreement between the BDT output distributions on the training and test samples is also
indicated at least for the background by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [69]. For this test the
empirical distribution functions are compared and the supremum of all deviations between
the two studied distributions is calculated. The given values represent the confidence
values that the distributions are the same.

7.2.4 BDT selection optimisation

To optimise the cut on the BDT response, the uncertainties on the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 are used. For the optimisation, all preselection cuts, the vetoes for background from
semileptonic decays and Λ0

𝑏 → Λ−
𝑐 𝜋+ decays and the veto for wrongly associated PVs are

applied to the full Run I data set. To determine the uncertainty on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 depending
on the BDT response the following strategy is adopted: the BDT output is scanned with
a step size of 0.01 within a narrow range from −0.15 to 0.1 and with a step size of 0.05
in the outer regions. For each cut on the BDT response a fit to the invariant 𝐵0 mass in
the range 5200MeV/c2 to 5500MeV/c2 using the pion-sample is performed. This fit is
used to determine sWeights [70] and to obtain the mass shape which corresponds to the
respective cut on the BDT output. Applying the sWeights to other observables such as the
decay time makes these distributions appear like signal-only [88]. The tagging efficiencies,
the shapes of the mistag distributions of the OS and SS tagging algorithms and the shape
of the decay-time acceptance are obtained for these sWeighted distributions. The shape
of the latter is obtained in the same way as described in Sec. 10.1.2. At each cut point
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Fig. 7.11: Uncertainty on 𝑆𝑓 (left) and 𝑆𝑓 (right) as a function of the BDT response.

the invariant mass distribution is generated using the obtained signal and background
yields and shapes from the mass fit. For the mistag and decaytime distribution, signal and
background are both generated using the signal shapes. The generated values for the 𝐶𝑃
parameters are taken from simulation. For this pseudoexperiment sample the statistical
uncertainty on the 𝐶𝑃 parameters is then determined: after determining sWeights from a fit
to the invariant 𝐵0 mass distribution, a 𝐶𝑃 fit to the sWeighted decay time distribution is
performed, where the flavour tagging calibration is assumed to be perfect. In Fig. 7.11,
the uncertainties on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are shown as a function of the BDT response. The final cut
point is chosen to be 0.0, to minimise the background as much as possible while achieving
the best possible sensitivity.

7.2.5 Multiple 𝘽 candidates

In the stripping and trigger, all used variables rely on the association of the 𝐵0 candidate
with the PV to which the candidate has the smallest 𝜒2

IP, also denoted as best PV. To be
consistent with this strategy for each event also the best PV in terms of 𝜒2

IP is chosen, after
the wrong associations are rejected in Sec. 7.2.2. Events where the formerly best PV is
no longer present after the selection are removed. Besides, events can contain more than
one 𝐵0 candidate. After the stripping this is the case for 9% of the events and 18 to 20%
of the 𝐵0 candidates share the same event. This is reduced after applying the described
selection steps, so that after selection only 0.4% of the events contain multiple candidates
and 0.8% of the 𝐵0 candidates share one event. Following the proposal in Ref. [89]. the
remaining candidates are assumed to be equally likely signal candidates and one candidate
per event is chosen at random.

7.2.6 Selection performance and cross checks

The final selection performance is determined on the upper mass sideband of the data with
𝑚[𝐾−𝜋+𝜋+]𝜋− > 5500MeV/c2 and simulated 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates. The corresponding
signal efficiencies 𝜀sig and background rejections 1 − 𝜀bkg are given in Tab. 7.5. The low
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7.2 Selection

Tab. 7.5: Performances of all selection steps. As proxy for the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates, simulation
is used, while the rejection of the combinatorial background is calculated on data for
candidates with 𝑚𝐷∓𝜋± > 5500MeV/c2. All efficiencies are calculated with respect to the
previous selection step indicated by the vertical lines. The overall performance is given
in the last row.

Selection step 𝜀sig 1 − 𝜀bkg
preselection (93.61 ± 0.06) % (85.20 ± 0.02) %

Λ±
𝑐 -veto (93.48 ± 0.06) % (9.85 ± 0.03) %

semileptonic veto (98.96 ± 0.03) % (7.66 ± 0.03) %
mass vetoes combined (92.51 ± 0.07) % (16.77 ± 0.04) %

wrongly associated PVs veto (97.75 ± 0.04) % (15.81 ± 0.04) %
BDT selection (83.63 ± 0.10) % (97.18 ± 0.01) %

overall (70.7 ± 0.1) % (99.911 ± 0.002) %
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Fig. 7.12: Distribution of the invariant 𝐵0 mass distribution with the selected signal region between
the red shaded areas (right) and the resulting invariant 𝐷− mass distribution (right).

background suppression of the vetoes is expected as the vetoes aim to suppress specific
backgrounds but not the combinatorial background, which is used to determine the given
efficiencies.

Finally, the contamination with non-resonant 𝐵0 → 𝐾+𝜋−𝜋−𝜋+ decays is determined,
as such background would show the same structure as 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates in the
invariant 𝑚𝐾+𝜋−𝜋−𝜋+ distribution but the weak phase would be different. To probe this, two
strategies are implemented, both using the data sample after applying all selection steps,
except for the cut on the invariant 𝐷− mass given in Tab. 7.3: for the first strategy the
invariant 𝐷− mass is plotted for candidates in a tight 𝐵0 signal window from 5240MeV/c2

to 5320MeV/c2 as shown in Fig. 7.12. Combinatorial background candidates in the
resulting 𝐷− mass distribtution could stem from non-resonant 𝐾±𝜋∓𝜋∓𝜋± candidates.
from this 𝐷− mass distribution, the non-resonant contamination is estimated to a maximum
at the percent level . In the second strategy a cut on the invariant 𝐷− mass distribution
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Fig. 7.13: Distributions of the invariant 𝐷− mass with the excluded signal region in the red shaded
areas (left) and the resulting invariant 𝐵0 mass distribution with the fit overlaid (right).
The red dashed line describes the combinatorial background, the blue dotted line the
signal component.

removing the 𝐷− peak is applied. Then the invariant 𝐵0 mass without constraint on the 𝐷−

mass is inspected and a fit using an exponential to model the background and a Gaussian
with fixed shape from simulation to model the signal is performed to estimate the number of
non-resonant 𝐵0 → 𝐾+𝜋−𝜋−𝜋+ candidates (see Fig. 7.13). This fit yields 645 ± 242 signal
candidates which is negligible compared to the expected number of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± signal
candidates. Therefore the contamination of the sample with non-resonant background
candidates is assumed to be negligible.
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After the full selection, the data sample is split into two samples using the DLL𝐾𝜋 of the
bachelor pion, referred to as pion and kaon sample: the pion sample has DLL𝐾𝜋 ≤ 5.0 and
the kaon sample DLL𝐾𝜋 > 5.0. This distinction is useful when separating 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

from 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+ candidates as no dedicated selection cut is needed. Instead this separa-
tion is done statistically in the fit to the invariant mass distribution.
The invariant 𝐵0 mass distributions of candidates with known initial flavour based on

one of the flavour tagging algorithms are fitted simultaneously in these samples in order
to calculate sWeights [70], which are used in the following analysis steps to statistically
separate signal from background candidates. It is important to note that the work described
in this chapter was done by a collaborator. However, since this is an essential part of the
analysis required to follow the subsequent steps, it is not omitted completely, but the extent
to which e.g. experimental techniques are described is less comprehensive compared to
the other parts.
When parametrising the invariant 𝐵0 mass, all contributing components need to be

described. Backgrounds from semileptonic decays, Λ0
𝑏 → Λ−

𝑐 𝜋+ decays and 𝐵0
𝑠 → 𝐷−

𝑠 𝜋+

decays are either removed in the selection or found to be at a negligible level. However,
besides the signal component and the combinatorial background both, the pion- and
kaon sample show additional backgrounds which arise due to missing neutral particles
in the reconstruction or pion-kaon-misidentifications. In the pion sample contributions
from 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜌+(→ 𝜋+𝜋0) and 𝐵0 → 𝐷∗−(→ 𝐷−𝜋0/𝛾) 𝜋+ decays arise, the kaon sample
shows a component from𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾∗+(→ 𝐾+𝜋0) and also𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜌+(→ 𝜋+𝜋0) decays
which need to be described. Furthermore, both samples show a cross-feed component
from each other. The number of cross-feed 𝐵0 → 𝐷𝐾 candidates in the pion sample is
expressed from the yield in the kaon sample and vice versa as

𝑁𝐾
𝐵0→𝐷𝜋 =

1 − 𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝜋)𝜋

𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝜋)𝜋

× 𝑁𝜋
𝐵0→𝐷𝜋 ,

𝑁𝜋
𝐵0→𝐷𝐾 =

1 − 𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝐾)𝐾

𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝐾)𝐾

× 𝑁𝐾
𝐵0→𝐷𝐾 .

(8.1)

Here, the quantities 𝑁𝑌
𝐵0→𝐷𝑋 (𝑋, 𝑌 = 𝜋, 𝐾) are the numbers of 𝐵0 → 𝐷𝑋 candidates in

the 𝑌 sample, while 𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝑋)𝑌 are the corresponding efficiencies of the DLL𝐾𝜋
requirements on simulation.
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8 Mass fit

Before describing the mass fit to data Sec. 8.2, the probability density functions (PDFs)
used for the different components are introduced in the following.

8.1 Probability densitiy functions

The various peaking components in the invariant mass distributions are described by a
phenomenological approach, where the description is first estimated on simulated decays.
In contrast, the combinatorial background is determined directly in the fit to data. For the
pion sample, the following PDFs are used to parameterise the peaking components:

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷±𝜋∓: The signal component is described by a double-sided Hypatia and a
Johnson SU function. Assuming a symmetric peak of the distribution, the Hypatia
function [90] is defined as

ℐ (𝑚; 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜆, 𝜁 , 𝑎1, 𝑛1, 𝑎2, 𝑛2) ∝

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩

𝐺(𝑚, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜆, 𝜁), −𝑎1 < 𝑚−𝜇
𝜎 < 𝑎2

𝐺(𝜇−𝑎1𝜎,𝜇,𝜎,𝜆,𝜁)

(1−𝑚𝑅−1
1 )

𝑛1 , −𝑎1 > 𝑚−𝜇
𝜎

𝐺(𝜇−𝑎2𝜎,𝜇,𝜎,𝜆,𝜁)

(1−𝑚𝑅−1
2 )

𝑛2 , 𝑎2 < 𝑚−𝜇
𝜎

(8.2)

with
𝑅𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖

𝐺(𝜇 − 𝑎𝑖𝜎, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜆, 𝜁)
𝐺′(𝜇 − 𝑎𝑖𝜎, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜆, 𝜁)

− 𝑎𝑖𝜎 , (8.3)

where 𝐺(𝑚, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜆, 𝜁 , 𝑎, 𝑛) is a limit case of the generalised hyperbolic function

𝐺(𝑥, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜆, 𝜁) =

((𝑥 − 𝜇)2 + 𝐴2
𝜆(𝜁)𝜎2)

1
2 𝜆− 1

4 𝐾𝜆− 1
2

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝
𝜁√1 + (

𝑚 − 𝜇
𝐴𝜆(𝜁)𝜎)

2⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

.
(8.4)

The quantities 𝐾𝜆(𝜁) are the cylindrical harmonics also needed to parametrise

𝐴2
𝜆(𝜁) =

𝜁𝐾𝜆(𝜁)
𝐾𝜆+1(𝜁)

. (8.5)

This parametrisation describes a distribution with a Gaussian core with mean 𝜇 and
width 𝜎. The parameters 𝜆 and 𝜁 are further degrees of freedom to model the shape
of the peak while the parameters 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑛𝑖 describe power-law tails to both sides of
the distribution. The Johnson SU function [91] is defined as

𝒥(𝑚; 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝛿, 𝛾) ∝ 1

√2𝜋 ((𝑚 − 𝜇)2 + 𝜎2)
× 𝑒− 1

2 (𝛾+𝛿 sinh−1
(

𝑚−𝜇
𝜎 ))

2
𝛿 . (8.6)
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8.1 Probability densitiy functions

The mean 𝜇′ of this distribution, which features a single peak though its overall
shape is completely determined by its parameter values, is given by

𝜇′ = 𝜇 − 𝑒
1

2𝛿2 𝜎 sinh(
𝛾
𝛿) . (8.7)

Thereby, the parameter 𝜇 describes the location of the peak, 𝜎 mainly contributes to
the width of the distribution and 𝛿 and 𝛾 parametrise the shape.

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+: The cross-feed component is parametrised by a double-sided Hypatia
function as described in Eq. (8.2).

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜌+(→ 𝜋+𝜋0): The first partially-reconstructed background is described
by a single-sided Crystal Ball function and a Gaussian function. The single-sided
Crystal Ball function is defined as

𝒞ℬ(𝑚; 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝛼, 𝑛) ∝
⎧⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

𝑒− (𝑚−𝜇)2

2𝜎2 , 𝑚−𝜇
𝜎 > −𝛼

𝐴 (𝐵 − 𝑚−𝜇
𝜎 )

−𝑛
, 𝑚−𝜇

𝜎 ≤ −𝛼
(8.8)

with
𝐴 = (

𝑛
|𝛼|)

𝑛
𝑒− |𝛼|2

2 and 𝐵 = 𝑛
|𝛼|

− |𝛼| . (8.9)

The parameters 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and width of a Gaussian core, while the
parameters 𝑎 and 𝑛 describe a power-law tail.

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷∗−(→ 𝐷−𝜋0) 𝜋+: The second partially-reconstructed component is mod-
elled by the sum of a single-sided Crystal Ball function defined in Eq. (8.8) and a
Gaussian function.

For the kaon sample the peaking components are modelled as following:

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+: The signal component ist described by a single-sided Hypatia function.
The single-sided Hypatia can be derived from the double-sided Hypatia function as
described in Eq. (8.2) by setting the parameters 𝑛2 = 0 and 𝑎2 → +∞, i.e. fixing 𝑎2
to a large value.

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷±𝜋∓: The cross-feed component is parametrised by a double-sided Hypatia
function as described in Eq. (8.2).

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜌+(→ 𝜋+𝜋0): The partially reconstructed and further misidentified back-
ground is parametrised by a sum of two Gaussian functions. The sum is normalised
using fractions 𝑓 and 1 − 𝑓 for the two Gaussian functions.

• 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾∗+(→ 𝐾+𝜋0): The partially reconstructed background is modelled with
a Gaussian function.

The combinatorial background is described with a sum of two exponentials in the pion
sample, while for the kaon sample a single exponential function is sufficient.
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8 Mass fit

Tab. 8.1: Fitted yields of the signal 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± component and the combination of all backgrounds
in Fit B.

Parameter Yield

𝑁𝜋
𝐵0→𝐷𝜋 479 045 ± 732
𝑁𝜋

bkg 34 381 ± 300

8.2 Fit to data

To determine sWeights [70], the invariant 𝐵0 mass is fitted in two stages: first, a simulta-
neous binned extended maximum-likelihood fit in the range [5090, 6000]MeV/c2 of the
invariant-mass is performed to the pion and kaon samples (Fit A). This allows to control the
contamination with 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+ candidates in the pion sample. A binned fit is performed
due to the very large number of candidates. In this fit, the mean and width parameters of the
signal components in the pion and kaon samples are floated, while for the tail parameters
the values are taken from simulation, multiplied by a scale factor, which is then floated
to allow for differences between the simulation and data. All yields in the fit are floating,
except for the cross-feed yields, which are constrained using Eq. (8.1), i.e. the efficiencies
𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝜋)𝜋 and 𝜀PID(𝐵0 → 𝐷𝐾)𝐾 are constrained by means of a Gaussian function
to their values determined from simulated 𝐵0 → 𝐷±𝜋∓ and 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+ candidates.
Furthermore, the mean parameters of the 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾∗+ in the kaon sample and of the
cross-feed 𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝐾+ and 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± components are floated. All other parameters
are fixed to values determined from simulated events. In Fig. 8.1, the invariant 𝐷𝜋 and
𝐷𝐾 mass distributions with the fit projections overlaid are shown.
After Fit A, an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the pion sample is performed for

which all background components are combined into one single background component
and the shapes are fixed to the values found in Fit A. Furthermore, the fit range is reduced
to [5220, 5600]MeV/c2 in order to prevent a dilution of the sWeights [70] in later steps
of the analysis as all background components, which are neither combinatorial nor close
to the signal are removed. In this second fit (Fit B) only two parameters are floating: the
yield 𝑁𝜋

𝐵0→𝐷𝜋 of the signal 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± component and a yield 𝑁𝜋
bkg for the combination

of all backgrounds. These fitted yields are given in Tab. 8.1.
As a crosscheck, the full sample is also split by year, polarity and final state and the

whole fit procedure is repeated. The sums of the yields of the corresponding sub samples
are then compared to the result given in Tab. 8.1. All comparisons show satisfactory good
agreement as shown in Tab. 8.2.
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Fig. 8.1: Invariant mass distributions of the 𝐷𝑋 mass in the pion sample (top) and kaon sample
(bottom). The fit projections of Fit A are overlaid.

Tab. 8.2: Fitted signal yields in fit B to the pion sample split by year of data taking, magnet polarity
and finalstate. The last column shows the sum for each split and can be compared with
the fitted signal yield in the nominal fit B (Tab. 8.1).

2011 2012 Sum
138 300 ± 400 342 400 ± 600 480 700 ± 700

Magnet up Magnet down Sum
226 300 ± 500 2523 ± 500 478 600 ± 700

𝐷−𝜋+ 𝐷+𝜋− Sum
242 100 ± 500 237 300 ± 500 479 400 ± 700
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

The aim of the presented analysis is a determination of the CKM angle 𝛾 in a time-
dependent measurement of 𝐶𝑃 violation in the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±. As can be seen
from the time-dependent decay rates in Eqs. (4.32) to (4.35) and the corresponding coef-
ficients in Eqs. (4.36) to (4.38) the angle 𝛾 is accessible via the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 . To distinguish between the different decay rates and measure these asymmetries, the
production flavour of 𝐵 mesons under study must be known. In this chapter, the tagging
strategy for this analysis is outlined in Sec. 9.1 and the required retraining and calibration
of the SS and OS tagging algorithms is presented in Sec. 9.2 and Sec. 9.3, respectively.
The work presented in the last section was done by a collaborator and is added to delineate
the whole analysis procedure, but the explanations are less extensive than for the same side
tagging algorithms.

9.1 Flavour tagging strategy

In this analysis the combination of all available OS algorithms is used, while for the SS
both taggers designed to infer the initial flavour of 𝐵0 mesons are combined into one single
tag decision and mistag. The OS taggers were all developed and trained on a data sample
of 𝐵+ → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾+ decays, except for the OS charm tagger, whose BDT was trained on a
mixed sample of simulated 𝐵+ → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾+, 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 and 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐽/𝜓𝜙 decays. As the
OS taggers are independent of the initial signal 𝐵 they can be used in this default version.
As control channel the decay 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ is used. As mentioned before, the SS pion
and the SS proton taggers were developed and trained on a data sample of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

decays, assuming no 𝐶𝑃 violation. The use of these algorithms could therefore bias the
measurement of 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 and hence both taggers are retrained (more details given in
Sec. 9.2.2 and Sec. 9.2.3).
To include the flavour tagging in the decay rates given in Eqs. (4.32) to (4.35) the

expressions for the 𝐶𝑃-parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 need to be extended to

𝑆𝑓 → (𝛥− − 𝛥+) 𝑆𝑓 ,
𝐶𝑓 → (𝛥− − 𝛥+) 𝐶𝑓 .

(9.1)

Similar equations hold also for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 . The coefficients 𝛥± contain the calibration
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

functions and tagging efficiencies 𝜀OStag and 𝜀SStag. They are defined as

𝛥± = 1
2

𝜀OS
tag [1 − 𝜀SS

tag + 𝑑OS (1 − 𝜀SS
tag − 2𝜔(𝜂OS) (1 + 𝜀SS

tag))]

± 1
2

𝜀OS
tag [1 − 𝜀SS

tag + 𝑑OS (1 − 𝜀SS
tag − 2𝜔(𝜂OS) (1 + 𝜀SS

tag))] (9.2)

for candidates which are only tagged by the OS tagger combination. To obtain the expres-
sion for candidates only tagged by the SS taggers, all superscripts need to be exchanged
with OS ↔ SS. For candidates tagged by both, the OS tagger combination and the SS
taggers the coefficients can be written as

𝛥± = 1
4

𝜀OS
tag𝜀SS

tag [
1 +∑

𝑗=OS, SS

𝑑𝑗 (1 − 2𝜔(𝜂𝑗)) + 𝑑OS𝑑SS (1 − 2𝜔(𝜂𝑗) + 2𝜔(𝜂OS)𝜔(𝜂SS))]

± 1
4

𝜀OS
tag𝜀SS

tag [
1 +∑

𝑗=OS, SS

𝑑𝑗 (1 − 2𝜔(𝜂𝑗)) + 𝑑OS𝑑SS (1 − 2𝜔(𝜂𝑗) + 2𝜔(𝜂OS)𝜔(𝜂SS))]
. (9.3)

The flavour specific control samples (𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ for the OS, 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 for the SS)
are used to determine the functional form of the calibration function 𝜔(𝜂). Unlike other
flavour tagged analyses at LHCb the calibration parameters can be determined directly in
the decay-time fit as floating nuisance parameters of the likelihood function in 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±.
This is possible because the parameters 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 are fixed to 1 and −1, respectively, as
the ratio 𝑟 (see Eq. (4.39)) is expected to be too small to allow a significant measurement of
these parameters. As a result, the cosine term allows to determine the calibration parameters
independently of the sine term. A qualitative explanation of this is given in Fig. 9.1.

When determining all calibration parameters directly in the signal sample no assumptions
for the portability of the calibration from a control channel is needed. This portability in
principle can be limited due to kinematic differences between the control sample and the
signal sample leading to different flavour tagging calibrations. It is probed using simulated
events of both, the control sample and the signal sample. When checking the portability
of the calibrations from 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ and 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 to 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± a bias on 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 of roughly the size of their statistical uncertainty arises. This bias can be reduced
when floating the calibration parameters (more details on this are given in Sec. 10.2).
Furthermore, the precision of the calibration parameters for the SS tagger combination
obtained in the decay-time fit to 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± is much smaller compared to the precision
on the control channel, while for the OS tagger combination the uncertainty on the signal
sample increases only slightly compared to the uncertainty obtained on the control sample.
However, determining the calibration parameters in the final decay-time fit leads to an
increased statistical uncertainty on the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 due to the additional
degrees of freedom in the fit. This is compensated by the fact that the systematic uncertainty
for the portability of the calibration, which is often the largest systematic uncertainty for
flavour tagged analyses at LHCb, is not needed.
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9.2 Same side tagging calibration
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Fig. 9.1: Time-dependent asymmetries for 𝐵0 versus 𝐵0 for the 𝐷−𝜋+ (left) and 𝐷+𝜋− (right) final
states. The values for the 𝐶𝑃 parameters are taken from simulation and no experimental
dilutions are included. Since the deviation of the sum of both trigonometric functions
from a single cosine function is very small due to the tiny values of 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , the maximal
sensitivity is achieved in the regions of the zero-points, i.e.where the amplitude of cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡)
and sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) are of similar size. These regions are denoted as “sensitive regions” in both
plots. In the “non-sensitive regions”, where the cosine-function is completely dominating,
additional diluting effects due to the tagging calibration can be determined.

A quantitative validation of this strategy was done by a collaborator on pseudoexper-
iments: Generating pseudoexperiments and floating the parameters 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 in the fit
showed a non-negligible bias for the parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , while fixing the coefficients 𝐶𝑓
and 𝐶𝑓 in the fit showed unbiased results on all fitted parameters. Therefore this strategy is
adopted for the extraction of the calibration parameters. Finally it should be noted here
that possible deviations from the assumption of 𝐶𝑓 = −𝐶𝑓 = 1 are taken into account in
the systematic uncertainties in Ch. 11.

For these reasons, the studies presented in the following sections do not aim to obtain the
calibration parameters. Instead, on the one hand, they are used to determine the functional
form of the calibration function, which is used in the decay-time fit described in Sec. 10.1.3.
On the other hand, the obtained parameter values of the calibration function can be used as
reference values for the decay-time fit, as even if they are not expected to agree perfectly,
the parameter sets obtained on the respective control sample and on the signal decay should
be in similar.

9.2 Same side tagging calibration

The SS tagger combination is retrained and calibrated on the data sample of 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0

candidates corresponding to 3 fb−1, recorded in 2011 and 2012 at centre-of-mass energies
of 7 TeV and 8TeV, respectively. It is used because 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 is the only flavour-
specific decay mode of 𝐵0 mesons with a sufficient large statistic beside the signal mode
of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± at LHCb. The strategy follows mainly the one which was used to train
the original taggers on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±, described in Ref. [78]. Only one additional step is
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

implemented: The distributions of 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates are kinematically weighted to
match the distributions of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates. The general procedure is similar for
both tagging algorithms and follows these steps:

• The 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 sample is selected and a fit to the invariant mass is performed
in order to separate the signal and background components statistically. Using the
sPlot [70] methodweights are calculated, which allow to obtain the signal-component
distributions of other variables. This is reported in Sec. 9.2.1

• The distributions of transverse momentum 𝑝T, pseudo-rapidity 𝜂′ and azimuthal
angle 𝜙 of the 𝐵0 candidate, the number of tracks and the number of PVs in the
event and a distribution of HLT2 trigger decisions for 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates are
weighted to match those of the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates. This has two reasons: first,
the performance of the BDT is potentially improved when applying it to 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±,
second, the portability of the functional form of the calibration is assured, and the
obtained calibration parameters can be better compared and used as reference values.

• The tagging particles, whose charge is correlated with the initial 𝐵 flavour are
selected

• Finally, the data sample is divided into three sub samples:

– The first third of the sample is used to train a BDT to separate correctly
and wrongly charged tagging particles. Hereby correctly tagged means that
the charge of the tagging particle indicates the correct tag, while wrongly
tagged denotes exactly the opposite situation: The tagging particles’ charge
is indicating the wrong tag decision. To reduce the number of oscillated 𝐵0

mesons, only 𝐵0 mesons with a decay-time smaller than the first maximum of
the oscillation are used. Therefore, following the procedure in Ref. [78], 𝐵0

mesons used in the training are required to have a a decay-time smaller than
2.2 ps.

– On the second sub sample the BDT is tested in order to avoid effects as over-
training. Furthermore, both, the first training sample and this second testing
sample are used to determine the mistag as a function of the BDT response.
For this latter step the requirement on the 𝐵0 decay-time is removed, as a full
time-dependent analysis of the 𝐵0 oscillation is performed.

– On the last third of the data sample the SS taggers are combined and the
functional form of the calibration is determined together with reference values
for the calibration parameters.
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9.2 Same side tagging calibration

Tab. 9.1: Stripping cuts for the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 with 𝐽/𝜓 → 𝜇+𝜇− and 𝐾∗0 → 𝐾+𝜋−. DOCA
denotes the distance of closest approach of the respective 𝐾∗0 or 𝐽/𝜓 mesons and 𝑚𝑝+𝑝−

denotes the invariant mass of the 𝜇+𝜇− or 𝐾+𝜋− combination.

𝜇 requirements

transverse momentum 𝑝T > 500MeV/c
DLL𝜇𝜋 > 0.0

resonances-requirements 𝐽/𝜓 𝐾∗0

transverse momentum 𝑝T - > 500MeV/c
DOCA 𝜒2 < 20.0 < 30.0

|𝑚𝑝+𝑝− − 𝑚PDG
𝐽/𝜓 | 150MeV/c2 300MeV/c2

decay vertex 𝜒2 < 16.0 < 25.0

𝐵0 meson requirements

reconstructed decay-time 𝑡 > 0.2 ps

Tab. 9.2: Cuts to select 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates. The transverse momentum is denoted as 𝑝T, for
the impact parameter the shortcut IP is used and ℎ denotes a kaon or pion.

𝐽/𝜓/𝜇 requirements 𝐾∗0/(𝐾, 𝜋) requirements

DLL𝜇𝜋 > 0 DLL𝐾𝜋 > 0 for kaons
track 𝜒2/ndof < 4 track 𝜒2/ndof < 4

𝑝T(𝜇+) > 500MeV/c || 𝑝T(𝜇−) > 500MeV/c 𝑝T(𝐾∗0) > 1000MeV/c
vertex 𝜒2/ndof< 16 of 𝐽/𝜓 vertex 𝜒2/ndof< 16 of 𝐾∗0

|𝑚𝐽/𝜓 − 𝑚PDG| < 80MeV/c2 |𝑚𝐾∗0 − 𝑚PDG| < 70MeV/c2

9.2.1 Preparation of the 𝘽𝟬 → 𝙅/𝟁𝙆 ∗𝟬 samples

The decay 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 is reconstructed using the muonic decay 𝐽/𝜓 → 𝜇+𝜇− and the
domninant 𝐾∗0 → 𝐾+𝜋− decay. The cuts applied in the stripping are listed in Tab. 9.1.
Again, to achieve better compatibility between 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 and the signal decay 𝐵0 →
𝐷∓𝜋±, the same trigger requirements as for the signal mode are applied, although the
signal efficiency is only about 66%. After the trigger requirements, the 𝐾∗0 and the 𝐽/𝜓
meson are requried to fulfill the cuts shown in Tab. 9.2. Additionally only 𝐵0 candidates
with an invariant mass within the range [5100, 5450]MeV/c2, a transverse momentum
larger than 1GeV/c, the minimal 𝜒2 of the impact parameter w.r.t. the PV smaller than 25
and 𝜒2/ndof of the decay vertex smaller than ten are selected. Last the 𝜒2/ndof of the kinematic
decay chain fit is required to be smaller than five and the number of PVs in the event has
to be one or in case an event has more than one PV the impact parameter 𝜒2 has to be
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Fig. 9.2: Fit to the invariant mass of the 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates with a constraint on the known
𝐽/𝜓 mass. The data is represented by the black points, the black solid line shows the full
PDF, the blue dashed line shows the signal componente and the background component is
represented by the dotted yellow line.

Tab. 9.3: Fitted Yields of the 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 component and the combinatorial background.

Parameter Yield

𝑁𝜋
𝐵0→𝐷𝜋 351 507 ± 662
𝑁𝜋

bkg 88 630 ± 419

larger than 50. In case of multiple 𝐵0 candidates the one with the smallest 𝜒2/ndof of the
kinematic decay chain fit is chosen.

To extract sWeights [70] a fit to the invariant𝐵0 mass, stemming from the kinematic decay
chain fit with a constraint on the known 𝐽/𝜓 mass is performed. The signal model consists
of a sum of two double-sided Hypatia functions with a shared mean value, the background
is parametrised using an exponential function. The first Hypatia function describes mainly
𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates without photon radiation in the final state, while the second
Hypatia shows a large tail towards smaller invariant masses. The tail parameters 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑛𝑖 of
both Hypatia functions are determined on simulated events. Moreover the fraction between
both signal components and the parameter 𝜆 of the Hypatia describing the 𝐵0 candidates
with harder photon radiation are taken from fits to simulated samples. All remaining
parameters are floating. The fit that is performed in the range [5200, 5350]MeV/c2 is
shown in Fig. 9.2 and the resulting yields are given in Tab. 9.3.

The last preparation step for the data sample is to weight certain sWeighted distributions
of 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates to match the corresponding distributions of the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±
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9.2 Same side tagging calibration

candidates. The observables which are weighted are chosen because they are known to
influence the tagging responses most: These observables are the transverse momentum 𝑝T,
the pseudo-rapidity 𝜂′ and the azimuthal angle 𝜙 of the 𝐵0 candidate as well as the number
of tracks and the number of PVs in the event. Additionally, an observable containing the
composition of the used trigger lines is weighted. For this observables the categories 1, 2
and 3 contain candidates which are exclusively triggered TOS by one of the Hlt2Topo
lines. Category 4 contains candidates triggered TOS exclusively by the overlap of two- and
three-body Hlt2Topo lines, candidates triggered exclusively TOS by the overlap of the
two- and four-body Hlt2Topo lines are classified in category 5 and candidates triggered
exclusively TOS by the overlap of the three- and four-body Hlt2Topo lines are in category
6. The last category (7) contains candidates which are triggered by all three used HLT2
lines.
Instead of weighting the six-dimensional parameter space using a six-dimensional

histogram a BDT based approach is chosen. In this approach, the parameter space is split
into several large regions, which are separated using binary decision trees. These trees
maximise a symmetrised 𝜒2

𝜒2 = ∑
𝑖

(𝑁𝑖,source − 𝑁𝑖,target)
2

𝑁𝑖,source + 𝑁𝑖,target
(9.4)

where 𝑁𝑖,source are the number of candidates in the 𝑖th bin of the distribution which should
beweighted and𝑁𝑖,target are the number of candidates in the 𝑖-th bin of the target distribution.
For all leaves of a decision tree a prediction 𝑝 is calculated following

𝑝 = log
𝑁𝑖,target

𝑁𝑖,source
, (9.5)

what is used to calculate the weights as

𝑤 =
{

𝑤, if event from target distribution
𝑤𝑒𝑝, if event from source distribution .

(9.6)

These steps are then repeated for each decision tree. In this case the BDT is built out of 40
trees with a maximum depth of three. Each leave has to contain a minimum number of
200 candidates and the boosting method is Gradient boosting [92]. The distributions of
the original and weighted 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 and 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates is shown in Fig. 9.3.

9.2.2 Retraining of the SS pion tagger

For the retraining of the SS pion tagger the tagging particles first have to fulfill a set of
selection cuts, which are partly applied only to the tagging track and partly to the system
of the tagging track and the 𝐵 candidate. These cuts have two aims: First separating pions
form other charged tracks in the event and second selecting particles which are in the same
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Fig. 9.3: Left, top to bottom: Normalised sWeighted distributions of the transverse momentum
𝑝T, azimuthal angle 𝜙 and number of tracks per event. Right, top to bottom: Normalised
sWeighted distributions of the pseudo-rapidit 𝜂′, logarithm of number of tracks per event
and distribution of trigger decisions.
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9.2 Same side tagging calibration

Tab. 9.4: Selection cuts for the SS pion algorithm. The first set of cuts is applied only top the
tagging-particle track, while the second set is applied to the “tagging-particle track+𝐵 ”
system.

Variable Cut

transverse momentum 𝑝T > 0.4GeV/c
IP/𝜎IP < 4

track ghost probability 𝑔prob < 0.5
DLL𝑝𝜋 < 5
DLL𝐾𝜋 < 5

track 𝜒2/ndof < 5
IPPU/𝜎IPPU > 3

transverse momentum 𝑝T > 3GeV/c
𝛥𝑄 = 𝑚𝐵+𝜋 − 𝑚𝐵 − 𝑚𝜋 < 1.2GeV/c2

𝛥𝜂′ < 1.2
𝛥𝜙 < 1.1

vertex 𝜒2 < 100

region of phase space as the 𝐵 candidate. For each tagging-particle candidate passing the
requirements shown in Tab. 9.4, the 𝐵 meson gets a preliminary tag decision assigned,
corresponding to the charge of the tagging particle (𝜋+ → 𝑑 = +1, 𝜋− → 𝑑 = −1). The
quantities 𝛥𝜂′ and 𝛥𝜙 describe the difference of pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle
between the signal and tagging-particle track. To further assure that the tagging-particle
is also produced at the PV with which the 𝐵 candidate has the smallest 𝜒2

IP, the impact
parameter significance with the next “best” PV in the event (denoted as pile-up vertex) is
used. The corresponding quantities are IP/𝜎IP and IPPU/𝜎IPPU, respectively.
Subsequently, a BDT is trained to determine the mistag and to select the best tagging-

particle candidate in events with more than one tagging-particle candidate passing the
selection in Tab. 9.4. In the training, all candidates with the correct correlation between the
preliminary tag and the 𝐵 flavour are considered as signal, all with the wrong correlation
are considered to be background. A correct or wrong correlation for the SS pion algorithm
means

Correct tag: 𝐵0𝜋+ or 𝐵0𝜋− ,

Wrong tag: 𝐵0𝜋− or 𝐵0𝜋+ ,

where only 𝐵 candidates with a decay-time smaller than 2.2 ps are used in the BDT training
to reduce the number of oscillated 𝐵 candidates. The BDT further consists of 3000 trees
with a maximum depth of two. Each tree uses up to five of the input variables scanned
at 30 points to find the optimal cut point. As boost algorithm AdaBoost [72] is chosen
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

Tab. 9.5: List of input variables used in the training of the BDT for the SS pion tagger. The quantity
ProbNNK is the probability for a particle to be a kaon, calculated by an artificial neural
network using information from the LHCb PID system. The momentum of a particle is
denoted as 𝑝.

tagging-particle inputs

log (𝑝T)
log (𝑝)

log (IP/𝜎IP)
log (𝑔prob)

log (track𝜒2/ndof)
log (ProbNNK)

tagging-particle + 𝐵0 inputs

𝛥𝑄
𝛥𝑅

log (𝛥𝜂′)
log (𝛥𝜙)
log (𝑝T)

event properties PVndof

with a boost factor of 𝛽 = 0.005. A list of the input variables is given in Tab. 9.5. Most
of these variables were already used in the selection, PVndof is the number of degrees of
freedom in the fit to determine the position of the PV and 𝛥𝑅 = √𝛥𝜙2 + 𝛥𝜂′2. Moreover
a logarithmic transformation is applied to some of the input variables to improve the
performance of the BDT. As one can see in Fig. 9.4 the distributions of the signal and
background samples are quite similar. This small, but significant difference is propagated
to the distribution of the BDT response as shown in Fig. 9.5. For events with more than
one tagging particle, the best one is identified as the particle with the largest BDT output.
Due to the flavour oscillations, a time-dependent analysis is necessary to transform

the BDT response into a mistag. For this, an unbinded maximum-likelhihood fit to the
decay-time 𝑡, the tag decisions 𝑑 and the mixing state 𝜉 is performed. The mixing state
takes values of +1 when the 𝐵-meson flavour at decay is the same as the tag decision
and −1 otherwise. As the fit is performed to the sWeighted decay-time distribution the
describing PDF consists only of a signal-component

ℳ(𝑡; 𝑑, 𝜉) = 𝒩 𝑎(𝑡)𝑒−𝑡′/𝜏 ((1 − 𝑑𝛥𝜔) + 𝜉 (1 − 2𝜔) cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡′)) ⊗ ℛ(𝑡 − 𝑡′) , (9.7)

where 𝒩 is a normalisation factor and 𝜔 and 𝛥𝜔 are the mistag and mistag difference for ini-
tial𝐵0- and𝐵0 mesons, respectively. ℛ(𝑡−𝑡′) describes an average decay-time resolution of
50 fs. The lifetime is constrained by means of a Gaussian function to be 𝜏 = 1.518 ± 0.004
what allows to float the parameters of the cubic-splines describing the decay-time ac-
ceptance 𝑎(𝑡). These cubic-splines have five knots placed at [0.2, 0.25, 2.0, 13.8, 14.5] ps
(more details in Sec. 10.1.2). At first, the fit is performed in bins of the BDT response to
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Fig. 9.4: Distributions of the input variables used in the BDT training. The black points represent
the right charge correlation while the blue points correspond to the wrong ones.
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Fig. 9.5: Output of the SS pion BDT (𝛼SS𝜋
BDT). The blue distribution represents the right charge

correlated tracks while the red distribution corresponds to the wrong charge correlated
tracks.

Tab. 9.6: Final transformation parameters for the BDT responst of the SS pion tagger.

𝑏0 𝑏1 𝑏2 𝑏3

0.469 ± 0.003 −0.066 ± 0.012 −0.022 ± 0.048 −0.026 ± 0.056

determine pairs of the average BDT response and mistag. These pairs are then used to
determine the functional form of the transformation. A 3rd order polynomial of the form

𝜔 (𝛼SS𝜋
BDT) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 × 𝛼SS𝜋

BDT + 𝑏2 × 𝛼SS𝜋
BDT

2 + 𝑏3 × 𝛼SS𝜋
BDT

3 (9.8)

is found to describe the relation well. However, to determine the final transformation
parameters, an unbinned fit, where the mistag is parametrised directly in the PDF, is
performed. Figure (9.6) shows the projected mixing asymmetry from the decay-time fit,
defined as

𝐴(𝑡) =
𝑁unmix(𝑡) − 𝑁mix(𝑡)
𝑁unmix(𝑡) + 𝑁mix(𝑡)

∝ (1 − 2𝜔) cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) (9.9)

where 𝑁unmix(𝑡) and 𝑁mix(𝑡) are the number of unmixed and mixed 𝐵0 candidates for a
decay-time 𝑡, respectively. The resulting transformation parameters are given in Tab. 9.6,
while Fig. 9.7 shows the corresponding 3rd order polynomial. Using this transformation,
for each 𝐵0 candidate the final mistag 𝜂 is calculated. In case the computed mistag 𝜂′ is
larger than 0.5, the tag decision is inverted and the final mistag is calculated as 𝜂 = 1 − 𝜂′.
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Fig. 9.6: Mixing asymmetry for 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates tagged by the SS pion tagger. The curve
overlaid is the fit projection of the decay-time fit.
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Fig. 9.7: Polynomial curve of 𝜔 versus 𝛼SS𝜋
BDT on the first two thirds of the 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 data sample.

The fit from the binned approach is shown in orange, the curve of the nominal unbinned
method is shown in grey . The parameter values in the plot correspond to the orange
curve/binned approach.
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

9.2.3 Retraining of the SS proton tagger

The procedure for tuning the SS proton tagger BDT and transforming the BDT response is
very similar to the one described in Sec. 9.2.2 for the SS pion tagger.

Besides pions, protons, which have a correlation with the initial flavour of the 𝐵 meson,
may also be formed in the hadronisation process. These tagging-proton candidates must
first meet a set of requirements for the proton track itself and the system of the tagging-
proton candidate and the 𝐵 meson. These cuts are listed in Tab. 9.7. The correlation
between the charge of the proton and the 𝐵 meson flavour is as follows for the SS proton
tagger:

Correct tag: 𝐵0𝑝 or 𝐵0𝑝 ,

Wrong tag: 𝐵0𝑝 or 𝐵0𝑝 .

Based on the charge of the selected particles, a preliminary tag is assigned to the 𝐵
candidates (𝑝 → 𝑑 = −1, 𝑝 → 𝑑 = +1).

Here it is important to note that the correlation is the exact opposite to the one of the SS
pion tagger. As a consequence, a misidentification of pions and protons would lead to a
degraded performance of both taggers and the requirement on DLL𝑝𝜋 is chosen exactly
the opposite for both algorithms. Furthermore, this requirement reduces the correlation
between both taggers as the sets of selected tagging particles are completely disjoint.
In the same way as for the SS pion tagger, proton candidates with the correct charge

correlation with the flavor of the initial 𝐵 meson are assumed to be signal while proton
candidates with the incorrect charge correlation are considered as background for the
BDT training. The input variables for the BDT are listed in Tab. 9.8, most of them again
already used for the selection. As in Sec. 9.2.2, the distributions of the input variables
are very similar for the data sets considered as signal and background. Again, only 𝐵
candidates with a decay-time below 2.2 ps are used for the BDT training and some of the
input variables are logarithmically transformed to improve the performance. All further
configurations of the BDT are same as described in Sec. 9.2.2, in Fig. 9.8 the BDT response
is shown. The separation power of the BDT is again small but significant. In addition, the
test and training samples show some small differences, which probably are a result of a

Tab. 9.7: Selection cuts for the SS proton algorithm. The first set of cuts is applied only on the
tagging-particle track, while the second set is applied to the “tagging-particle track+𝐵 ”
system. The quantity 𝛥𝑄 is defined as 𝛥𝑄 = 𝑚𝐵+𝑝 − 𝑚𝐵 − 𝑚𝑝.

Variable 𝑝T IP/𝜎IP 𝑔prob DLL𝑝𝜋 IPPU/𝜎IPPU
Cut > 0.4GeV/c < 4 < 0.5 > 5 > 3

Variable 𝑝T 𝛥𝑄 𝛥𝜂′ 𝛥𝜙 vertex 𝜒2

Cut > 3GeV/c < 1.2GeV/c2 < 1.2 < 1.1 < 100
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9.2 Same side tagging calibration

Tab. 9.8: List of input variables used in the training of the BDT for the SS proton tagger. The
momentum of a particle is denoted as 𝑝.

tagging particle inputs

log (𝑝T)
log (𝑝)

log (IP/𝜎IP)
log (DLL𝑝𝜋)

tagging particle + 𝐵0 inputs
𝛥𝑄
𝛥𝑅

log (𝛥𝜂′)

event properties PVndof
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Fig. 9.8: Output of the SS proton BDT (𝛼SS𝑝
BDT). The blue distribution represents the right charge

correlated tracks while the red distribution corresponds to the wrong charge correlated
tracks.
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Tab. 9.9: Final transformation parameters for the BDT response of the SS proton tagger.

𝑏0 𝑏1 𝑏2 𝑏3

0.479 ± 0.004 −0.097 ± 0.016 0.009 ± 0.043 −0.215 ± 0.064
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Fig. 9.9: Mixing asymmetry for 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates tagged by the SS proton tagger. The
curve overlaid is the fit projection of the decay-time fit.

slight overtraining. However, possible effects arising due to this effect are corrected when
transforming and calibrating the BDT response. As for the SS pion algorithm, in case of
multiple tagging-proton candidates per event the tag decision and the mistag are defined
by the candidate with the largest BDT output.

To determine the relation between the mistag and the BDT output, a time-dependent
mixing analysis is performed. This means, an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the
distribution of the decay-time 𝑡, the tag decision 𝑑 and the mixing state 𝜉 is done. Since
the sWeigthed distributions are used for the fit again, only the signal component must be
described with the PDF from Eq. (9.7). Firstly the functional relation between the mistag
and 𝛼SS𝑝

BDT is determined with a binned fit in the BDT output 𝛼SS𝑝
BDT. A 3rd order polynomial

as described in Eq. (9.8) describes the data well. An unbinned fit, in which the mistag
is parametrised directly in the PDF, finally provides the final transformation parameters,
which can be found in Tab. 9.9. Figure 9.9 shows the time-dependent mixing asymmetry
for the SS proton tagger, the transformation functions of the binned and unbinned approach
are presented in Fig. 9.10.

Subsequently, the mistag 𝜂 is determined using the parameterisation from Tab. 9.9 If
the calculated mistag 𝜂′ is greater than 0.5, the tag decision is inverted and the mistag is
calculated as 𝜂 = 1 − 𝜂′.
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Fig. 9.10: Polynomial curve of 𝜔 versus 𝛼SS𝑝
BDT on the first two thirds of the 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 data

sample. The fit from the binned approach is shown in orange, the curved of the nominal
unbinned method is shown in grey. The parameter values in the plot correspond to the
orange curve/binned approach.

Tab. 9.10: GOF metrics for two different calibration models for the SS taggers.

GOF metric Score (4 parameters) Score (6 parameters)

𝜒2 3.3214 −2.0864
𝐺2 2.5524 −2.6624
𝐶𝑅 3.1819 −2.7763
𝑆 1.5426 −2.3908

9.2.4 Calibration of the SS tagger combination

After training the taggers of the same side in Sec. 9.2.2 and Sec. 9.2.3 they need to be
combined. This is achieved using the formalism from Sec. 6.4.3, yielding one global SS
tagger with a tag decision 𝑑SS and a mistag 𝜂SS.
This global SS combination then must be calibrated. In order to do this, the adopted

model is a GLM with a 1st order polynomial as basis function and the modified logistic
function from Eq. (6.31) as link function. The number of free parameters in the model
is 4 and is selected to achieve several satisfactory goodness-of-fit (GOF) metrics. The
comparisons of GOF metrics are shown in Table Tab. 9.10. All presented metrix are
expected to be normally distributed, i.e. to follow Gaussian distributions with a mean of
zero and a width of one. This means, that the given values, can be interpreted directly as
the deviation in terms of standard deviations from the perfectly calibrated case. Since the
deviance 𝐺2 and the le Cessie-van Houwelingen-Copas-Hosmer metric (𝑆) seem to prefer
the more simple model, while the Pearson 𝜒2 and the Cressie-Read (𝐶𝑅) metric prefer the
more complicated model, both are assumed to fit the data equally well and the more simple
one is chosen (all metrics are described in Ref. [93]). The Calibration is then performed
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

Tab. 9.11: SS calibration parameters obtained on the last third of the 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 data sample.

𝑝0 𝑝1 𝛥𝑝0 𝛥𝑝1

−0.091 ± 0.059 −0.027 ± 0.065 0.034 ± 0.084 0.032 ± 0.094
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Fig. 9.11: Calibration retreived for the SS tagger combination. The black histogram is the distri-
butions of the mistag probabilities in arbitrary units. The green areas correspond to the
68% and 95% confidence level regions of the calibration functions.

using the sWeights [70] together with the weights from Sec. 9.2.1, giving the calibration
parameters shown in Tab. 9.11. A graphical representation can be found in Fig. 9.11.

The portability of the SS tagger combination is tested on simulated 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± and
𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 candidates. This is done using the simulated truth information such that
the calibration can be performed in the same way as on a charged decay mode, after
equalising the number of initial 𝐵0- and 𝐵0 mesons to separate tagging asymmetries
from asymmetries in the prodcution of 𝐵 mesons or to 𝐶𝑃 violation. Both, the individual
calibration parameters and a “full” comparison from a 𝜒2 test including the correlations
between the parameters, show good agreement (e.g. 0.09𝜎 for the full test). Despite this
good agreement, the parameters in the 𝐶𝑃-fit on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± are left free. On the one hand,
this is motivated by the higher accuracy of the calibration parameters on the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

data sample. On the other hand this strategy matches the approach for the OS tagger
combination, where the portability is not given (Sec. 9.3). In addition, this approach does
not require any systematic uncertainty accounting for the portability of the calibration
parameters.
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Fig. 9.12: Invariant mass distributions of the 𝐷0𝜋+ mass. The fit projection of Fit B is overlaid.

Tab. 9.12: Fitted yields of the 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ control channel from Fit B.

Parameter Yield

𝑁𝐵+→𝐷0𝜋+ 319 974 ± 612
𝑁bkg 85 687 ± 377

9.3 Opposite side tagging calibration

As mentioned before, the work in this section was done by a collaborator and therefore the
explanations will be less detailed than in most other parts of this thesis.

As control channel for the OS tagger combination (namely the OSmuon, OS electron, OS
kaon, OS vertex charge and OS charm) the charged decay mode 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ is used. As
this decay mode is kinematically similar to the signal decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±, the same trigger
requirements can be applied with a high signal efficiency. The 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ candidates are
further selected by simple rectangular cuts on track quality variables, PID variables, the
decay-time of the 𝐵 candidate and the invariant mass of the 𝐷0. Then a fit to the invariant
𝐵+ mass is performed to extract sWeights using the same strategy as in Ch. 8. The invariant
mass distribution overlaid with the fit projection from Fit B is shown in Fig. 9.12 while
Tab. 9.12 shows the resulting signal and background yields. Furthermore, the 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+

candidates are weighted in the distributions of transverse momentum, pseudo-rapidity and
decay-time of the 𝐵 candidate, the number of tracks and PVs in the event and a distribution
of trigger decisions to match the distributions of the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates.

The calibration model is a GLM with a natural spline function as basis function and the
modified logistic function from Eq. (6.31) as link function. The number of free parameters
in the calibration model is 10 and is again chosen such that the goodness-of-fit metrics
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9 Flavour tagging calibration

Tab. 9.13: GOF metrics for two different calibration models for the OS taggers.

GOF metric Score (8 parameters) Score (10 parameters)

𝜒2 4.1312 −2.197
𝐺2 −3.8699 0.7199
𝐶𝑅 2.9273 −1.6896
𝑆 −4.2701 1.8470

Tab. 9.14: OS calibration parameters obtained on the 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ data sample.

𝑝0 𝑝1 𝑝2 𝑝3 𝑝4

−0.136 ± 0.019 −0.006 ± 0.022 −0.0107 ± 0.0083 −0.45 ± 0.10 −0.85 ± 0.46

𝛥𝑝0 𝛥𝑝1 𝛥𝑝2 𝛥𝑝3 𝛥𝑝4

−0.129 ± 0.038 0.042 ± 0.045 −0.020 ± 0.017 0.42 ± 0.21 1.91 ± 0.92

used in Sec. 9.2.4 provide sufficiently satisfactory results. The comparison with the next
simpler model with 8 parameters shown in Tab. 9.13 indicates that a simpler model is not
describing the data well. The Calibration is performed using the sWeights together with the
weights calculated before such that the 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ distributions match the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

ones, giving the calibration parameters shown in Tab. 9.14. A graphical representation can
be found in Fig. 9.13.

The portability of the calibration is checked on simulated candidates. The calibration is
determined using the simulated true initial flavours on both decay channels after equalising
the number of initial 𝐵0 (𝐵+) and 𝐵0 (𝐵−) mesons. The parameters 𝑝0 and 𝑝1 show
deviations of more than 2.5𝜎, while the full comparison taking into account the correlations
between the parameters shows a discrepancy of 2.0𝜎. Although one could presume this
overall discrepancy is sufficiently small, a study on simulated events presented in Sec. 10.2
shows that applying the calibration determined on 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ causes a bias for the
𝐶𝑃-parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . Presumably, some residual discrepancies remain despite the
weighting of the 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ candidates. For this reason, the portability is not considered
to be given and the calibration is determined directly in the 𝐶𝑃 fit on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±.
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Fig. 9.13: Calibration retreived by the for the OS tagger combination. The black histogram is the
distributions of the mistag probabilities in arbitrary units. The shaded areas correspond
to the 68% and 95% confidence level regions of the calibration functions.
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10 Decay-time fit

In this chapter the decay-time fit on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± to extract the 𝐶𝑃 observables 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 is presented. Section 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 describe the parameterisation of the decay
time resolution and acceptance before the extraction of the 𝐶𝑃 parameters is presented
in Sec. 10.1.3. The validation of the fit is detailed in Sec. 10.2. After comparing the
resulting values of nuisance parameters with reference values, the link function used for the
calibration function of the OS and SS taggers is validated (Sec. 10.2.1). At last, the fit to
extract the 𝐶𝑃 parameters is repeated on different sub samples of the data set (Sec. 10.2.2)
and the entire strategy is also tested on simulated events (Sec. 10.2.3).

10.1 Fit to data

In the following, the decay-time fit to extract 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 and its components are presented.
The fit is performed on the decay-time range from 0.4 to 12 ps. The lower limit was chosen
in order to obtain a good description of the decay-time distribution at low decay-times
without losing sensitivity to the parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . The upper limit was set to a value
such that the statistics is already too small so that an enlarged range would no longer add
sensitivity to the 𝐶𝑃 parameters.

10.1.1 Decay time resolution

Since the work in this section was done by a collaborator, the contents are described only
briefly.

The decay-time resolution is determined on a sample of fake 𝐵0 candidates, formed from
a prompt𝐷± candidate and another track originating from the PV. These fake 𝐵0 candidates
are expected to have a decay time of zero and therefore the sample also is referred to as
prompt sample. The candidates are selected with the same selection as presented in Sec. 7.2,
except for the cut on the BDT output. Additionally, the fake 𝐵0 candidates are required to
have an 𝜒2

IP with the PV less than nine and the number of PVs in the event must be one to
exclude wrong PV associations. Subsequently, sWeights [70] are determined by a fit to
the invariant mass of the 𝐷± meson in order to examine only signal distributions in the
following. Since the time resolution depends on the transverse momentum of the bachelor
particle, this needs to be corrected in the sample of fake 𝐵0 candidates. Therefore, the
prompt sample is weighted by the ratio of the distributions of the logarithmic transverse
momenta of the bachelor candidate in the signal 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± and the prompt sample.
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Fig. 10.1: Distribution of the decay-time resolution for one representative bin in per-candidate
decay-time error for fake 𝐵0 candidates (left) and measured resolution versus average per-
candidate decay-time error, determined from fits to the decay time in bins of decay-time
error (right).

To resolve the decay-time resolution, fits are then performed to the decay-time distri-
bution of the prompt sample in 20 bins of the decay-time error. Since this sample does
not contain real 𝐵0 candidates, the decay-time resolution can be derived from the width of
the decay-time distribution. The binning is chosen such that the sum of sWeights in each
bin is equal. The fit model consists of three components: a delta function convolved with
a Gaussian function to describe true prompt 𝐷± +track candidates, a pair of exponential
functions convolved with the same Gaussian function to describe candidates from 𝑏 hadrons
and a wide Gaussian function to describe backgrounds due to wrongly associated PVs.
The fit is shown for one representative bin in Fig. 10.1. A measured resolution ⟨𝜎⟩𝑖 per
bin is obtained from this fit, which can be related to the corresponding average decay-time
error ⟨𝛿⟩𝑖. Following, a 𝜒2 fit to the (⟨𝛿⟩𝑖 , ⟨𝜎⟩𝑖) pairs of the form

⟨𝜎⟩𝑖 = ⟨𝜎⟩ + 𝑝1 × (⟨𝛿⟩𝑖 − ⟨𝛿⟩) + 𝑝2 × (⟨𝛿⟩𝑖 − ⟨𝛿⟩)
2 (10.1)

is performed, where ⟨𝛿⟩ is the average per-event decay-time error of the whole unbinned
sample. This 𝜒2 fit is shown in Fig. 10.1. It provides an average decay time resolution
⟨𝜎⟩ and a trend, from which a global average resolution of 𝜎(⟨𝛿⟩) = (54.91 ± 0.38) fs is
determined.

10.1.2 Decay-time dependent efficiency

Due to e.g. some selection criteria and trigger requirements, as well as inefficiencies in
the VELO reconstruction, the detector efficiency is not constant over the 𝐵0 decay-time.
This efficiency, referred to as acceptance 𝑎(𝑡), decreases very quickly towards zero for low
decay times, reaches a plateau for intermediate decay times, and slightly drops again at
high decay times.
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Fig. 10.2: Graphical representation of the acceptance for 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± decays. The dotted vertical
lines represent the knot positions, the dashed lines show the underlying cubic polynomials,
where the same colour is chosen for the associated knot and polynomial.

For this analysis, two models were developed in parallel, which give almost identical
results for the 𝐶𝑃 parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . The model used in the final decay-time fit was
developed by a collaborator and has an additional degree of freedom, while the model
described below is used as a crosscheck and for estimating systematic uncertainties. In both
models, the acceptance is parametrised by splines, which are implemented analytically in
the decay-time fit as described in Ref. [94]. These splines consist of cubic polynomials
defined piecewise in decay-time.
The final acceptance parameterisation is characterised by the limits of the ranges on

which the cubic polynomials are defined (also denoted as knots) and associated coefficients.
It is optimised in order to find the ideal knot positions giving a good description of the
decay-time while minimising the number of knots. This is done on simulated 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

events by performing a maximum-likelihood fit to the decay-time with the PDF defined as

𝒜(𝑡) ∝ 𝑎(𝑡) ∫ 𝑑𝑡′ℛ(𝑡 − 𝑡′) 𝑒 𝑡′/𝜏 (10.2)

where the resolution ℛ(𝑡 − 𝑡′) with the true and reconstructed decay times 𝑡 and 𝑡′ is taken
from Sec. 10.1.1 and the lifetime 𝜏 is fixed to the value used in the generation. It is further
checked if the obtained model also describes the sWeighted decay-time distribution in the
𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± sample. Instead of fixing the lifetime on data, it is constraint by means of a
Gaussian function to the world average 𝜏 = (1.518 ± 0.004) ps [18]. A good description
was found using seven knots at [0.4, 0.45, 0.8, 1.3, 2.5, 6.0, 12.0] ps, where the coefficient
at 2.5 ps is set to one to fix the overall normalisation. Figure 10.2 shows a graphical
representation of the used parameterisation with the coefficients obtained on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

data, the numerical values of the coefficients are given in Tab. 10.1.
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10 Decay-time fit

Tab. 10.1: Spline coefficients 𝑣𝑖 as obtained for the decay-time distribution on 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±. The
coefficient 𝑣5 is set to one to fix the overall normalisation.

Parameter Value

𝑣1 0.187 ± 0.004
𝑣2 0.306 ± 0.005
𝑣3 0.557 ± 0.005
𝑣4 0.870 ± 0.010
𝑣5 1.0
𝑣6 0.880 ± 0.023
𝑣7 0.759 ± 0.023

10.1.3 Extraction of 𝘾𝙋 observables

The 𝐶𝑃 parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are determined through a multi-dimensional unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit to the sWeighted (background-subtracted) distributions of the
𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates. The PDF to describe the decay time 𝑡, the tags 𝑑 = (𝑑OS, 𝑑SS) and
the final state 𝐹 taking the values 𝑓 and 𝑓 given the mistags 𝜂 = (𝜂OS, 𝜂SS) is defined by

𝒫 (𝑡, 𝐹 , 𝑑|𝜂) ∝ 𝑎(𝑡) (𝑃 (𝑡′, 𝐹 , 𝑑|𝜂) ⊗ 𝑅(𝑡′ − 𝑡)) (10.3)

where 𝑃 (𝑡′, 𝐹 , 𝑑|𝜂) describes the true decay time, 𝑅(𝑡′−𝑡) is the resolution from Sec. 10.1.1
and 𝑎(𝑡) parametrises the acceptance described in Sec. 10.1.2. Furthermore, the function
𝑃 (𝑡′, 𝐹 , 𝑑|𝜂) corresponds to the decay rates from Eqs. (4.32) to (4.35) taking into account
the corrections from Eq. (9.1). Besides, production and detection asymmetry must be
described. These are defined as

𝐴P = 𝜎(𝐵0) − 𝜎(𝐵0)
𝜎(𝐵0) + 𝜎(𝐵0)

and 𝐴D =
𝜀( 𝑓) − 𝜀( 𝑓)
𝜀( 𝑓) + 𝜀( 𝑓)

(10.4)

where 𝜀 is the decay-time integrated reconstruction and selection efficiency for the final
states 𝑓 and 𝑓 and 𝜎 is the production cross-section for 𝐵0 and 𝐵0 mesons. Both asym-
metries were determined to be at the percent level in independent measurements at the
LHC [95]. As both are further known to be decay-time independent they can be described
by modifying the expressions for the 𝐶𝑃 coefficients from Eq. (9.1) further to

(𝛥− − 𝛥+) 𝑆𝑓 → (𝛥− − 𝐴P 𝛥+) (1 + 𝐴D)𝑆𝑓 ,

(𝛥− − 𝛥+) 𝐶𝑓 → (𝛥− − 𝐴P 𝛥+) (1 + 𝐴D)𝐶𝑓 .
(10.5)

The same expressions also apply to 𝑆𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 with the substitution 𝐴D → −𝐴D.
As explained in Sec. 9.1, the parameters 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 are fixed to 1 and −1, due to the

expected small value of 𝑟 (see Sec. 4.2). Moreover, since possible tagging efficiency
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Fig. 10.3: Background-subtracted decay-time distribution of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates. The solid
curve is the projection of the PDF, the black points represent the data. The lower
histogram shows the distributions of pulls, i.e. the difference of the binned data and the
fitted PDF divided by the data uncertainty in each bin.

asymmetries are measured in simulation to be compatible with zero, they are fixed to this
value for the OS and SS taggers. Possible systematic effects due to one of both assumptions
are taken into account in Ch. 11. Furthermore, the the 𝐵0 lifetime and the oscillation
frequency are constrained by means of a Gaussian function to 𝜏 = (1.518 ± 0.004) ps [18]
and 𝛥𝑚 = (0.5050 ± 0.0023) ps−1 [96]. Hence, the completely floating parameters in the
fit are the 𝐶𝑃 parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , the production and detection asymmetry, the calibration
parameters of the OS and SS taggers and the acceptance parameters. The fitted values for
the parameters 𝑆𝑓, 𝑆𝑓 , 𝛥𝑚, 𝛥𝛤, 𝐴P and 𝐴D are shown in Tab. 10.2. Figure 10.3 shows the
projection of the PDF onto the decay-time distribution. For the 𝐶𝑃 parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 ,
it is important to note that the given uncertainties are not purely statistical, but also include
the systematic contributions from 𝛥𝑚 and 𝜏 via the applied constraints. Repeating the fit
with 𝛥𝑚 and 𝜏 fixed to the central values of the constraints, the central values for 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 stay unchanged, but the uncertainties decrease to 0.020.
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10 Decay-time fit

Tab. 10.2: Fit results for 𝑆𝑓, 𝑆𝑓 , 𝛥𝑚, 𝛥𝛤, 𝐴P and 𝐴D from the nominal decay-time fit in 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±.
The uncertainties on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are not purely statistical, but contain the systematic
contributions from the constraints on 𝛥𝑚 and 𝜏.

Parameter Value

𝑆𝑓 0.058 ± 0.021
𝑆𝑓 0.038 ± 0.021
𝛥𝑚 (0.5054 ± 0.0022) ps−1

𝜏 (1.5180 ± 0.0040) ps
𝐴P −0.0064 ± 0.0028
𝐴D 0.0086 ± 0.0019

In Fig. 10.4, the signal yield asymmetries given by

𝐴𝑓
𝐶𝑃(𝑡)=

𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) − 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+)
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) + 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+)

∝−𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) + 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ,

𝐴𝑓
𝐶𝑃(𝑡)=

𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−) − 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−) + 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)

∝−𝑆𝑓 sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) + 𝐶𝑓 cos(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ,

(10.6)

when neglecting the asymmetries from the flavour tagging and in the detection and pro-
duction are shown. Obviously, for these asymmetries values for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 different from
zero would show a shifted oscillation with respect to the cosine oscillation, which stems
from the 𝐵0-𝐵0 mixing. However, such shift would only be a necessary but not sufficient
condition for 𝐶𝑃 violation as pointed out in Eq. (3.52): in the case that 𝐶𝑃 violation oc-
curs in the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± the shift must be different for the asymmetries 𝐴𝑓

𝐶𝑃(𝑡) and
𝐴𝑓

𝐶𝑃(𝑡). Unfortunately, the values for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are small, so that these asymmetries are
mainly dominated by the cosine term and therefore even a shift is barely visible. A better
alternative, not suffering from this discrepancies in magnitude between 𝑆𝑓 /𝑆𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 /𝐶𝑓 ,
are the signal yield asymmetries between candidates tagged as 𝐵0 and 𝐵0 split according
to the favoured (F) 𝑏 → 𝑐 [𝑢𝑑] and the suppressed (S) 𝑏 → 𝑢 [𝑐𝑑] transitions. Neglecting
again asymmetries in the flavour tagging and in the detection and production these can be
expressed as

𝐴F(𝑡) =
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) − 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) + 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)

∝ −(𝑆𝑓 + 𝑆𝑓 ) sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) ,

𝐴S(𝑡) =
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) − 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)
𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) + 𝛤(𝐵0 → 𝐷+𝜋−)

∝ (𝑆𝑓 + 𝑆𝑓 ) sin(𝛥𝑚𝑡) .

(10.7)

Apparently, the cosine terms in the numerator vanishes, so that in case of no𝐶𝑃 violation, i.e.
𝑆𝑓 = 𝑆𝑓 , the asymmetries vanish. However, as shown in Fig. 10.4 an oscillation indicating
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Fig. 10.4: Distributions of the decay-time dependent signal yield asymmetry for the 𝐷−𝜋+ (top
left) and the 𝐷+𝜋− (top right) finalstate and of the decay-time dependent signal yield
asymmetry for the favoured (bottom left) and the suppressed (bottom right) transitions
as defined in Eq. (10.7). The blue solid curve is the projection of the fitted PDF from the
nominal fit, the red dotted curve in the lower plots shows the projection of a second fit
under the assumption of no 𝐶𝑃 violation.

𝐶𝑃 violation can be seen. Yet, neglecting the contributing experimental asymmetries
in Eq. (10.7) oversimplified the expressions, as indicated by an alternative fit under the
asumption of no 𝐶𝑃 violation: the resulting fit projection is not flat, but also shows an
oscillating structure from contributions of the asymmetries in the numerator on the one
hand and from sine and cosine contributions arising in the denominator of 𝐴F(𝑡) and 𝐴S(𝑡)
on the other hand. The difference between these two fits yields a significance of 2.7𝜎 for
𝐶𝑃 violation according to Wilk’s theorem [97].

Using the results of the fitted calibration parameters (the results themselves are dis-
cussed in Sec. 10.2) and the fitted tagging efficiencies of 𝜀OS

tag = (43.24 ± 0.07) % and
𝜀SS
tag = (93.05 ± 0.04) %, the tagging performances in the sample can be computed as
shown in Eq. (6.22). The average dilution as defined in Eq. (6.23) is (9.53 ± 0.03) % and
(2.789 ± 0.009) % for the OS and SS taggers, respectively. This leads to an overall average
dilution of (6.55 ± 0.02) %. Including the untagged candidates, which were removed in
Ch. 8, the total effective tagging efficiency is calculated to be (5.59 ± 0.01) %.
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10 Decay-time fit

Tab. 10.3: Calibration parameters obtained in the decay-time fit in 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±. The deviations
are calculated with respect to the calibration parameters derived from the control modes
𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ (Tab. 9.14) and 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 (Tab. 9.11).

OS SS

Parameter Value Deviation Value Deviation

𝑝0 −0.152 ± 0.021 −0.56 −0.041 ± 0.021 0.80
𝑝1 −0.035 ± 0.024 −0.89 −0.012 ± 0.022 0.22
𝑝2 −0.007 ± 0.009 −0.33 - -
𝑝3 −0.32 ± 0.11 0.90 - -
𝑝4 −0.47 ± 0.49 0.57 - -

𝛥𝑝0 −0.079 ± 0.049 0.81 −0.085 ± 0.044 −1.25
𝛥𝑝1 0.140 ± 0.036 1.72 0.042 ± 0.033 0.11
𝛥𝑝2 −0.024 ± 0.013 −0.19 - -
𝛥𝑝3 −0.26 ± 0.16 −2.66 - -
𝛥𝑝4 −0.52 ± 0.71 −2.11 - -

10.2 Fit validation

To validate the decay-time fit, first the fitted nuisance parameters like the production
and detection asymmetry and the flavour tagging calibration parameters are compared
to reference values. The results of 𝐴P = (−0.64 ± 0.28) % and 𝐴D = (0.86 ± 0.19) %
are well in agreement with the values from an independent LHCb measurement [95],
which e.g. range from (−1.43 ± 0.86) % to (−0.56 ± 0.30) % for measurements of the
production asymmetry at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8TeV in the decay channels
𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 and 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷−
𝑠 𝜋+. The obtained calibration parameters are compared to

those computed on the control channels 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ and 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0 for the OS and SS,
respectively. In Tab. 10.3, the parameters from the decay-time fit in 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± are listed
and the deviation of each parameter to the calibrations given in Tab. 9.11 and Tab. 9.14
are calculated. The largest deviation can be found for 𝛥𝑝OS

3 and 𝛥𝑝OS
4 being larger than

two standard deviations. Additionally, taking into account the correlations between the
parameters an overall discrepancy is calculated yielding 0.91𝜎 for the OS and 0.29𝜎 for the
SS taggers demonstrating that the results of flavour tagging calibrations are quite similar
despite the not given portability.

In a second step, the two-dimensional contour plots for the 𝐶𝑃 parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓
and for the detection and production asymmetries are checked. As shown in Fig. 10.5 both
do not show any unexpected behaviour, indicating that the corresponding uncertainties are
well understood.
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Fig. 10.5: Contour plot for (𝑆𝑓, 𝑆𝑓 ) (left) and (𝐴P, 𝐴D) (right) showing the one, two and three sigma
contours. The uncertainties include the full statistical uncertaintiy and the systematic
uncertainty due to the constraints on 𝛥𝑚 and 𝜏.

10.2.1 Validation of link function for mistags

As mentioned before, the handling of candidates with a mistag close to 0.5 is important,
both in case of a calibration with parameters constrained by means of a Gaussian function
and completely floating calibration parameters, to guarantee a stable and unbiased decay-
time fit. Therefore, the two scenarios presented additionally to the nominal scenario in
Sec. 6.4.3 are tested using pseudoexperiments.

In each study presented below, 1000 pseudoexperiments are generated according to the
PDF from Eq. (10.3). To simplify the used model and reduce the number of parameters,
the flavour tagging calibration functions are reduced to linear models as basis functions
(see Eq. (6.27)) and the identity as link function. The calibration parameters used for the
generation are obtained from a linear calibration with the identity as link function on the
control channels 𝐵+ → 𝐷0𝜋+ and 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾∗0. It should be noted that the calibration
for the OS taggers is shifting the estimated mistags to higher values, i.e. 𝑝OS

1 > 1, while
the calibration for the SS taggers shows the opposite, i.e. 𝑝SS

1 < 1, behaviour. Furthermore,
the calibration function is implemented such that the mistag probability 𝜔 is not defined
outside the range [0, 0.5], i.e. if the mistag probability exceeds 0.5, the tag-decision is
set to 𝑑 = 0 and the corresponding mistag to 𝜔 = 0.5. For all studies presented in the
following, the pull distributions of the floating parameters are checked, where the pull
is defined as the fitted value minus the value used in the generation of the simulated
sample divided by the uncertainty on the fitted value. The pull distributions obtained
from each set of pseudoexperiments are then fitted with a Gaussian function in order
to determine the mean and width. A deviation of more than one standard deviation of
the mean value from zero indicates a possible bias, while a deviation of more than three
standard deviations is interpreted as a clear bias. These generated samples are then fitted
with different approaches:

• In the first approach,the tag decision is flipped in case the mistag probability 𝜔′

exceeds 0.5 and the mistag probability is calculated as 𝜔 = 1 − 𝜔′. In the fit, the
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calibration parameters are constrained by means of a Gaussian function. This leads
to biased calibration parameters for the OS algorithm. To understand if a possible
bias on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 is just “absorbed” by the calibration parameters, the same samples
are also fitted with the calibration parameters fixed. In this case, the 𝐶𝑃 parameters
show a small deviation of 2𝜎 and 1.3𝜎 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively.

• To further understand if this small deviation is just a fluctuation or a real bias, two
possible sources of the bias are investigated: in a first study the tagging asymmetry
parameters 𝛥𝑝OS

𝑖 are artificially increased i.e. the parameters are increased in both
steps during generation and fitting. In a second study the tagging asymmetry pa-
rameters 𝛥𝑝OS

𝑖 are reduced to their nominal values but instead the parameter 𝑝OS
1 is

increased. In the fit, the tag decision is flipped in both studies if the mistag probability
𝜔′ exceeds 0.5 and the mistag probability is calculated as 𝜔 = 1 − 𝜔′. To ensure
that a possible bias is not “absorbed” by the calibration parameters, the calibration
parameters are fixed in the fit . The resulting pull distributions for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are
shown in Fig. 10.6. One can see that in case of the increased flavour tagging asym-
metry parameters, the 𝐶𝑃 parameters are clearly biased by more than ten standard
deviations, while the result is unbiased in case of the enlarged 𝑝OS

1 parameter.
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<latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit>

Sf
<latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit>

Sf
<latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">AAACT3icZZBPT9tAEMXXKVCgQEN77MUil16wbKAqRwRS1VNFCyGRcBSNN+Owyv7T7hiIrHyQfppe22OP/SS9VbWDLyZzevN7T6PRy6wUnuL4T9B5sba+8XJza/vVzu7e6+7+mxtvCsexz400bpiBRyk09kmQxKF1CCqTOMhmF7U/uEfnhdHXNLc4UjDVIhccqELj7vHVuExn6HSYRB8spaYK17caeLikYf60xdGxpcVi3O3FUbyccFUkjeixZi7H+8FaOjG8UKiJS/D+9tTSqARHgktcbKeFRwt8BlO8laAnnkP1aTlFo5DcvB0oKD8dlULbglDzlleC8n6ushWogO7a0ItCC3psw9xo8hbrox5JgdA1Ka+FQh9+wYfwm1Ggn1wP2i/dT8JBeFVtFXeo8YEbVaUmZerUBHMoJC1KXj1W95Y8b2lV3BxFSRwlX096Z+dNg5vsHTtg71nCPrIz9pldsj7j7Dv7wX6yX8Hv4G/wr9NEO0Ej3rLWdLb+A8KHtgs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">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</latexit>

Sf
<latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">AAACT3icZZBPT9tAEMXXKVCgQEN77MUil16wbKAqRwRS1VNFCyGRcBSNN+Owyv7T7hiIrHyQfppe22OP/SS9VbWDLyZzevN7T6PRy6wUnuL4T9B5sba+8XJza/vVzu7e6+7+mxtvCsexz400bpiBRyk09kmQxKF1CCqTOMhmF7U/uEfnhdHXNLc4UjDVIhccqELj7vHVuExn6HSYRB8spaYK17caeLikYf60xdGxpcVi3O3FUbyccFUkjeixZi7H+8FaOjG8UKiJS/D+9tTSqARHgktcbKeFRwt8BlO8laAnnkP1aTlFo5DcvB0oKD8dlULbglDzlleC8n6ushWogO7a0ItCC3psw9xo8hbrox5JgdA1Ka+FQh9+wYfwm1Ggn1wP2i/dT8JBeFVtFXeo8YEbVaUmZerUBHMoJC1KXj1W95Y8b2lV3BxFSRwlX096Z+dNg5vsHTtg71nCPrIz9pldsj7j7Dv7wX6yX8Hv4G/wr9NEO0Ej3rLWdLb+A8KHtgs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q56zSrIDfheu68qCeKOsF8at6VM=">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</latexit>
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Sf
<latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TNHM0/UDNnpBa9LCtVet2Q7A6WM=">AAACH3icZZA7TwJBFIVnFRXxBVraEGmsyK4xkZJoYqwMyjMBQu4Od3HCPDYzsyLZ8BtstfTX2Blb/o3Lo1k51ZnvnLkzuX7ImbGuO3e2tjM7u3vZ/dzB4dHxSb5w2jIq0hSbVHGlOz4Y5Exi0zLLsRNqBOFzbPvju0XefkVtmJINOw2xL2AkWcAo2AQ164M4mA3yJbfsLlXcNN7alMhatUHByfSGikYCpaUcjOlWQtuPQVtGOc5yvchgCHQMI+xykENDIXk5HqESaPU0XYhsUOnHTIaRRUlTWQzCmKnwN6AA+5KGhkWS2bc0DJS0JsTFUINWAJMLEjeYQFN8xEnxWQmQq9SANMv0nmko1pNTwjVKnFAlktYw7mkxxAAibmcxTT622Jv3f0ubpnVV9tyy93Rdqt6uN5gl5+SCXBKP3JAqeSA10iSUMPJOPsin8+V8Oz/O76q65azvnJGUnPkflgimHg==</latexit>
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Fig. 10.6: Pull distributions of 𝑆𝑓 (left) and 𝑆𝑓 (right) when generating pseudoexperiments with
artificially enlarged mistag asymmetry calibration parameters and a flip of the tag decision
if 𝜔′ > 0.5 (top) and with the artificially enlarged parameter 𝑝OS

1 and a flip of the tag
decision if 𝜔′ > 0.5 (bottom).
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10 Decay-time fit

• In a last study, the pseudoexeriments are generated with artificially increased tagging
asymmetry parameters. But instead of flipping the tag decision, it is set to 𝑑 = 0when
the mistag probability exceeds 0.5. In order to achieve a stable fit the distribution of
estimated mistags 𝜂 for the OS and SS is reduced beforehand to

𝜂 <
0.5 − (𝑝0 + 𝛿𝑝0) + (𝑝1 + 𝛿𝑝1 ⟨𝜂⟩

𝑝1 + 𝛿𝑝1
, (10.8)

where 𝛿𝑝𝑖 are the uncertainties of the calibration parameters. This assures that the
mistag probabilities do not exceed 0.5. This strategy yields unbiased results for 𝑆𝑓
and 𝑆𝑓 .

From this studies, it can be concluded that the flip of the tag decision can bias the
measurement of 𝐶𝑃 parameters. However, the size of the bias depends on the specific
values of the calibration parameters and this needs to be studied for each specific set of
values. On the other hand, reducing the allowed range of estimated mistags prevents a bias
on the measurement of 𝐶𝑃 parameters, but depending on the cut that needs to be applied,
this could reduce the statistical sensitivity of the analysis. Therefore, the modified link
function as used in the nominal approach currently provides the best unbiased appraoch as
will be shown in Sec. 10.2.3.

10.2.2 Cross checks on sub samples

The stability of the fit is checked by also performing the fit in different sub samples of the
full data set. The data set is split in several ways, namely by data taking conditions, used
tagging algorithms or kinematic properties of the 𝐵0 meson and properties of the event.
When splitting according to data taking conditions, the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± sample is divided

by the year of data taking and magnetic polarity. For each sub sample, the sWeights are
determined with a dedicated mass fit according to the procedure from Ch. 8. A comparison
of the fitted values for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 between the four sub samples is shown in Fig. 10.7. The
obtained results for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 show good agreement and the average result from the fits in
the sub samples is well compatible with the result of the nominal fit.
When using two classes of tagging algorithms, the full sample is divided into three

independent samples. The first sub sample contains candidates tagged exclusively by the
OS algorithms while the second sample consists of candidates which are only tagged by the
SS algorithms. The third class contains candidates which are tagged by both, OS taggers
and SS taggers. Again, the results for all sub samples show good agreement (see Fig. 10.8).
Furthermore, this agreement gives additional confidence that the strategy of floating the
calibration parameters in the decay-time fit provides a stable result for the 𝐶𝑃 parameters
𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 .
Finally, the data set is split in four bins in the transverse momentum of the 𝐵0 mesons,

three bins in the number of reconstructed PVs and tracks in the event and in four bins in the
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Fig. 10.7: Comparison between the fitted values of 𝑆𝑓 (left) and 𝑆𝑓 (right) in sub samples split by
year of data taking (top) and magnet polarity (bottom). The blue points are the results of
the fits in the sub samples, the red dashed area represents the result of the nominal fit
and the black line is the average of the results obtained in the sub samples.
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Fig. 10.8: Comparison between the fitted values of 𝑆𝑓 (left) and 𝑆𝑓 (right) when considering
candidates exclusively tagged by the OS, SS or both classes of tagging algorithms. The
blue points are the results of the fits in the sub samples, the red dashed area represents
the result of the nominal fit and the black line is the average of the results obtained in the
sub samples.
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10 Decay-time fit

difference in pseudo-rapidity between the 𝐷± meson and the bachelor particle. The reason
for these splits is that the flavour tagging calibrations partly depend on these observables,
and therefore could cause a bias in the corresponding splits. Moreover, the difference in
pseudo-rapidity is also sensitive to possible misalignments in the detector, which could
influence the measurement of 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . However, all results show compatible results and
no trends are observed.

10.2.3 Decay-time fits to simulated events

To validate the fit using simulated events, these are bootstrapped, i.e. the simulated data
sample is resampled 𝑛 times, whereby it is allowed that single events can be taken more
than once, e.g. a bootstrapped sample can contain the same event multiple times. This is
statistically valid because individual events are not correlated with each other. Each gener-
ated sample then contains as many candidates as signal candidates in the full 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

data sample used in Sec. 10.1.3 in order to obtain the same statistical uncertainties.
After generation, the samples are fitted with the same strategy as the nominal fit to extract

the 𝐶𝑃 observables. The constrained parameters 𝜏 and 𝛥𝑚 are treated as follows: for each fit,
a value is generated randomly from the respective Gaussian function with which 𝜏 and 𝛥𝑚
are constrained. This new value is then used in the fit as the mean value of the constraints.
This allows the correct fluctuation for both parameters and prevents an underestimation of
the fitted uncertainties. For the nominal constraint, the generation values of the simulated
sample are used as the mean value, while for the width, the same value as on data is used.
This means that the lifetime is constrained to 𝜏 = (1.519 ± 0.004) ps and the oscillation
frequency to 𝛥𝑚 = (0.5100 ± 0.0023) ps−1.

For all settings described below, the distributions of residuals are studied for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 ,
whereby the residual is defined as the fitted value minus the value used in the generation
of the simulated sample. This residual distributions are fitted with a Gaussian function in
order to determine the mean and width. A mean value deviating from zero hints to a biased
result, while the width of the distribution allows to determine the expected uncertainty of
the parameter. Performing such a study with 1000 bootstrapped samples with the nominal
strategy yields a mean of 0.0064 ± 0.0007 for 𝑆𝑓 and −0.0024 ± 0.0007 for 𝑆𝑓 . This
corresponds to a deviation of roughly one third of the statistical uncertainty for 𝑆𝑓 and
about 10% of the statistical uncertainty for 𝑆𝑓 as shown in Fig. 10.9. Furthermore, the
following configurations are also investigated with 1000 bootstrapped samples each:
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Fig. 10.9: Distribution of residuals for 𝑆𝑓 (left) and 𝑆𝑓 (right) using the nominal fit strategy with
floating calibration.

• Using the true generated flavour of the 𝐵 candidate instead of the tag decision
and mistag estimate provided by the real tagging algorithms leads to an unbiased
distribution of residuals for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 .

• A cheated tagger is implemented for simulated data. Instead of using the perfect
tagging as in the first appraoch, the truth information for each candidate is resampled
depending on the mistag probability. This way, the mistag is used as a conditional
observable as is done in the nominal fit, but still the truth information from the
simulation is exploited. This appraoch also gives unbiased results for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 .

• The retraining of the SS tagging algorithms is performed on simulated samples in
the same way as described in Sec. 9.2. Afterwards, the calibration for the OS and
SS algorithms is obtained from 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± using the true generated flavour as
done for the portability checks in Sec. 9.2 and Sec. 9.3. Performing the fits to the
bootstrapped simulation samples of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±, no bias on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 is observed.

• The retraining and calibration of the tagging algorithms is performed on simulated
samples in the same way as described in Sec. 9.2 and Sec. 9.3. This calibration is
applied in the fits to the bootstrapped simulation samples of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±, what leads
to a bias on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 of the size of the statistical uncertainty of both parameters.

• Instead of fixing the calibration parameters obtained on simulated samples, they
are constrained by means of Gaussian functions in the decay-time fits to the boot-
strapped simulation samples of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±. These constraints are implented by
multidimensional Gaussian functions taking into account the correlations on the
simulated control samples. This approach reduces the bias on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 to a value
of the order of half the statistical uncertainty of both parameters.

This confirms that leaving the flavour tagging calibration parameters free in the 𝐶𝑃-fit is
the best choice. However, since the source of this potential, but anyway small bias cannot
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10 Decay-time fit

be narrowed down further than coming from the flavour tagging calibration, it is included
as systematic uncertainty. To confirm the size of the bias, a second study was performed
by a collaborator yielding as mean values of the distribution of residuals 0.0071 ± 0.0006
and −0.0013 ± 0.0006 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively. Finally, the average value from both
studies, i.e. 0.0068 ± 0.0005 for 𝑆𝑓 and −0.0018 ± 0.0005 for 𝑆𝑓 is assumed as systematic
uncertainty (see Ch. 11).
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11 Systematic uncertainties

The maximum-likelihood fits to the invariant mass and decay-time of the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±

candidates are designed to describe the data and take uncertainties on all parameters
correctly into account. However, not all effects possibly influencing the result can be
accounted for directly in the fit and therefore systematic uncertainties need to be calculated:
Parameters are constrained by means of Gaussian functions in various steps of the analysis
and the influence of these constraints on the resulting uncertainties is estimated in Sec. 11.1.
Further ensembles of pseudoexperiments are used to test the systematic effects of certain
assumptions such as 𝛥𝛤 = 0 as described in Sec. 11.2. Systematic effects related to the
mass model and the associated determination of the sWeights are discussed in Sec. 11.3.
Furthermore, the potential fit biases observed in the fits to simulated events in Sec. 10.2.3
are assigned as systematic uncertainties.

It is further important to mention that all work in this chapter related to the mass fit was
done by a collaborator. This includes parts of the estimated uncertainties in Sec. 11.1 and
the estimations presented in Sec. 11.3.
A summary of all systematic uncertainties is given in Tab. 11.1; all are assumed to be

symmetric for both 𝐶𝑃 parameters. The total uncertainty of 0.0111 and 0.0073 on 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 , respectively, is calculated from the sum of the squared individual contributions, i.e.
the individual contributions are assumed to be uncorrelated. The correlation between the
systematic uncertainties on the 𝐶𝑃 parameters is −41%.

11.1 Systematic uncertainties from Gaussian
constraints

Gaussian constraints have been used in two different steps of the analysis. On the one hand,
such onstraints on the 𝐵0 oscillation frequency 𝛥𝑚 and the 𝐵0 lifetime 𝜏 are used in the
decay-time fit to account for the limited knowledge of those parameters. On the other hand,
the uncertainties on the efficiencies of the DLL𝐾𝜋 cuts in Ch. 8 are propagated through
constraints by means of Gaussian functions in the mass fit. This second uncertainty was
calculated by a collaborator and hence the procedure is described briefly.

In order to investigate the composition of the uncertainties of 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 in the decay-time
fit, the constrained parameters are set to the central value of the Gaussian constraint to
obtain the purely statistical uncertainty. These purely statistical uncertainties are 0.0198
and 0.0199 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively, with a correlation of 60%. From the difference of
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11 Systematic uncertainties

Tab. 11.1: Systematic uncertainties on the 𝐶𝑃 parameters 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 listed by decreasing order for
𝑆𝑓. The “fit biases” are the residuals of the fits to bootstrapped simulated candidates
described in Sec. 10.2.3. The total uncertainty is calculated from the sum of the squared
individual contributions. The correlation between the uncertainties on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 is
−41%.

Source 𝑆𝑓 𝑆𝑓

uncertainty on 𝛥𝑚 0.0073 0.0061
fit biases 0.0068 0.0018
background subtraction 0.0042 0.0023
flavour-tagging models 0.0011 0.0015
flavour-tagging efficiency asymmetries 0.0012 0.0015
decay-time resolution 0.0012 0.0008
DLL𝐾𝜋 efficiencies 0.0008 0.0008
acceptance model 0.0007 0.0007
assumption on 𝛥𝛤 0.0007 0.0007
assumption on 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 0.0006 0.0006

total 0.0111 0.0073

statistical uncertainties 0.0198 0.0199

the squared uncertainties with and without constraint, the systematic uncertainty on the
corresponding parameter is then obtained. For 𝛥𝑚 this results in a fully anti-correlated
systematic uncertainty of 0.0073 and 0.0061 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively. The systematic
uncertainty for the 𝐵0 lifetime 𝜏 is found to be negligible.

The efficiency of the requirement on DLL𝐾𝜋 depends on the binning of several observ-
ables used in the determinaton of DLL𝐾𝜋. This effect is refleceted in the uncertainties of
the efficiency which are further propagated to the mass fit by Gaussian constraints. The
mass fit is repeated with the DLL𝐾𝜋 requirement efficiencies fixed to the mean value of the
Gaussian constraint. The resulting sWeights are then used in an alternative decay-time fit
to extract the 𝐶𝑃 parameters. The difference in quadrature between the result for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓
of the nominal fit and this alternative fit yields 0.0008 for both 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , which is used as
systematic uncertainty.

11.2 Estimations with pseudoexperiments

Systematic uncertainties are determined using ensembles of pseudoexperiments by gen-
erating data samples of the same size as the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± signal yield. In this generation,
all parameters are set to the values found in the nominal decay-time fit with exception of
𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . In order to prevent observer bias, the analysis was performed blind for these
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11.2 Estimations with pseudoexperiments
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Fig. 11.1: Distribution of residuals for𝑆𝑓 (left) and𝑆𝑓 (right) to determine the systematic uncertainty
due to the flavour tagging calibration model.

parameters and therefore the values used in the generation of the simulated events are
adopted for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . For each pseudoexperiment, the PDF from Eq. (10.3) is modified
with alternate models in the generation, corresponding to the various assumptions, which
are made in the analysis and are then fitted with the nominal model. Each study consists of
1000 pseudoexperiments for which the distribution of residuals of 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are studied.
Like in Sec. 10.2.3, this residual distributions are fitted with Gaussian functions, where the
deviation from zero of the mean value of this function is taken as systematic uncertainty;
if the mean value is compatible within one standard deviation with zero, the error on the
mean is taken as systematic uncertainty. In this way, uncertainties are determined for
the flavour-tagging calibration model, the assumption on the flavour-tagging efficiency
asymmetries, the acceptance model, the decay-time resolution and the assumptions on 𝛥𝛤
and 𝐶𝑓.

Flavour tagging calibration model

For the SS taggers, the nominal model with a first-order polynomial is used in the generation
while the model for the OS taggers is reduced by one degree compared to the nominal one.
In the fit, the polynomials of the calibration models are then increased by one degree of
freedom for both types of tagging algorithms, compared to what is used during generation.
Figure 11.1 shows the distribution of residuals. The systematic uncertainty is 0.0011 and
0.0015 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively.

Fixed flavour tagging efficiency asymmetries

Pseudoexperiments are generated with the flavour tagging efficiency asymmetries set to
the values obtained on simulated events decreased by their uncertainty, namely −0.14%
and −0.13% for the OS and SS taggers, respectively. The samples are then fitted with the
efficiency asymmetries fixed to zero. The distributions of residuals for the 𝐶𝑃 parameters
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Fig. 11.2: Distribution of residuals for𝑆𝑓 (left) and𝑆𝑓 (right) to determine the systematic uncertainty
due to the flavour tagging efficiency asymmetry.

shown in Fig. 11.2 results in systematic uncertainties of 0.0012 and 0.0015 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 ,
respectively.

Decay-time resolution

Two different sets of samples are generated to determine the systematic uncertainty due
to the decay-time resolution: the first with an average resolution of 20 fs higher than the
nominal resolution of 54.91 fs, the second with an average resolution of 20 fs lower than
the nominal one. In both cases the nominal resolution is used in the fit. The residual
distributions of both studies are shown in Fig. 11.3. The larger uncertainty resulting from
the two studies for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 is then chosen as systematic uncertainty. The result is 0.0012
and 0.0008 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively.

Acceptance model

The samples of the pseudoexperiments are generated with the acceptance model presented
in Sec. 10.1.2. The model used in the fit has knots which are located at the following decay
times: [0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.3, 2.6, 3.0, 4.0, 10.0, 12.0] ps. The tenth coefficient 𝑣10 at
10 ps is set to one to fix the overall normalisation, and the eleventh coefficient is determined
by a linear extrapolation of the two preceding coefficients (as stated in Sec. 10.1.2, this
second model was developed by a collaborator). The distributions of residuals for 𝑆𝑓 and
𝑆𝑓 are shown in Fig. 11.4. Since the mean values of the fitted distributions are compatible
with zero, a systematic uncertainty of the uncertainty of the mean values of 0.0007 follows
for both 𝐶𝑃 parameters.

Assumption on 𝞓𝞒

The value of 𝛥𝛤 is set to the world average increased by its uncertainty in the generation,
namely 0.0079 ps−1 [24]. Since the hyperbolic sine from Eqs. (3.30) to (3.33) does not
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Fig. 11.3: Distribution of residuals for𝑆𝑓 (left) and𝑆𝑓 (right) to determine the systematic uncertainty
due to the decay-time resolution. In the top (bottom) row, the resolution being 20 fs
higher (lower) than the nominal model is used.
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Fig. 11.4: Distribution of residuals for𝑆𝑓 (left) and𝑆𝑓 (right) to determine the systematic uncertainty
due to the acceptance model.
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Fig. 11.5: Distribution of residuals for𝑆𝑓 (left) and𝑆𝑓 (right) to determine the systematic uncertainty
due to the assumption on 𝛥𝛤.
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Fig. 11.6: Distribution of residuals for𝑆𝑓 (left) and𝑆𝑓 (right) to determine the systematic uncertainty
due to the assumption on 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 .

vanish with 𝛥𝛤 ≠ 0, the values for 𝐴𝛥𝛤
𝑓 and 𝐴𝛥𝛤

𝑓
need to be defined. The same values as

used in the generation of simulated events are used, namely −0.0103 and −0.0155. Then,
the samples are fitted with the nominal strategy providing the residuals shown in Fig. 11.5.
As systematic uncertainty follows 0.0007 for both, 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 .

Assumption on 𝘾𝙛

Due to the small value of 𝑟 (see Sec. 4.2) the values of 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 were fixed to 1 and −1
in the nominal fit as described in Sec. 10.1.3. To estimate the systematic uncertainty, in
the generation, the values for 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 are calculated from the average measurements
by Belle and BaBar for the parameter 𝑟 increased by one statistical uncertainty, namely
𝐶𝑓 = 0.993 [47, 48]. In the fit, 𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 are then set to 1 and −1 as in the nominal strategy.
The distribution of residuals for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 is shown in Fig. 11.6 and yields 0.0006 as a
systematic uncertainty on both parameters.
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11.3 Mass model

11.3 Mass model

Since the model to describe the invariant mass is the essential ingredient for the calculation
of the sWeights, which are used in all subsequent steps of the analysis to statistically subtract
background candidates, systematic effects from the parameterisation of the invariant mass
can also influence the measurement of 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 . In order to do this, the fit of the invariant
mass as a tool to subtract the background is simply “replaced” by a narrow mass range
of [5250, 5330]MeV/c2, i.e. no sWeights are calculated. This is possible due to the high
purity in the signal range. The decay-time fit is then performed on a data sample containing
both, signal and backgrounds which are distributed under the signal peak in the invariant
mass distribution. The agreement between the nominal result and the result obtained
without sWeights is 0.2𝜎 and 1.3𝜎 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively. Due to this good agreement,
despite the extreme test without any background suppression in the signal range, no further
systematic uncertainty is assigned.

Further, a systematic uncertainty due to the fit strategy, i.e. the restriction of the invariant-
mass range in Fit B, is estimated. For this purpose, Fit B is also performed in the wide range
of the invariant mass, which leads to a larger background contamination in the subsequently
used data sample. With the sWeights extracted from this fit, the decay-time fit is performed
again. The result shows a deviation of 2.3𝜎 and 1.8𝜎 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively. The
difference between these newly obtained values and the nominal results for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓
parameters is taken as systematic uncertainty, namely 0.0042 and 0.0023.

Last, the strategy of splitting the data sample in order to control the 𝐵+ → 𝐷−𝐾+ com-
ponent is verified, by tightening the cut on the DLL𝐾𝜋, which defines the pion sample and
repeating Fit A and B only for this sample in the narrow signal region [5220, 5600]MeV/c2.
This test yields a good agreement of 0.4𝜎 and 1.6𝜎 for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , respectively, and therefore
no additional systematic uncertainty is assigned. This is further supported by the fact that
a systematic uncertainty due to the requirement on the DLL𝐾𝜋 is already calculated in
Sec. 11.1 and hence two separate systematic uncertainties would be taken into account for
the same experimental effect.
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12 Results

The 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are determined in the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± decay on the full LHCb
Run I data set at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV and measured to be

𝑆𝑓 = 0.058 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.011 (syst.) ,
𝑆𝑓 = 0.038 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.) ,

(12.1)

where the statistical and systematic correlations are 60% and −41%, respectively. These
values are in agreement with, and more precise than, previous measurements from the
Belle and BaBar collaborations [98, 99]. According to Wilk’s theorem [97], they result in
a significance of 2.7𝜎 for 𝐶𝑃 violation. This result, even if it is not yet an evidence for 𝐶𝑃
violation, yields a larger significance for 𝐶𝑃 violation than the previous measurement from
the Belle collaboration [98].

Furthermore, the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries can be expressed using a parametrisation introduced
by the BaBar collaboration [99] and adopted by HFLAV [24] with

𝑎 = − 2𝑟
1 + 𝑟2 sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾) cos(𝛿) ,

𝑐 = − 2𝑟
1 + 𝑟2 cos(2𝛽 + 𝛾) sin(𝛿) .

(12.2)

In this parametrisation only the parameter 𝑐 is affected by the so-called tag-side interference,
an experimental effect due to the coherent 𝐵0𝐵0 production at Belle and BaBar [100].
From a comparison with Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37) the transformation rules

𝑎 = −1
2 (𝑆𝑓 + 𝑆𝑓 ) and 𝑐 = 1

2 (𝑆𝑓 − 𝑆𝑓 ) (12.3)

follow. Hence, the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries can be expressed as

𝑎 = −0.048 ± 0.018 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.) ,
𝑐 = 0.010 ± 0.009 (stat.) ± 0.008 (syst.) ,

(12.4)

where the statistical correlation is zero and the systematic correlation is −46%.
The values for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 are further interpreted in terms of the angles 𝛽 and 𝛾, as well

as the amplitude ratio 𝑟 and the strong phase 𝛿 (see Eq. (4.36) and (4.37)). This is done
using a frequentistic approach as described in Ref. [101], where the PDFs 𝑓𝑖 containing
the experimental observables 𝐴𝑖 are combined into one likelihood function

ℒ(�⃗�) = ∏
𝑖

𝑓𝑖 (𝐴obs
𝑖 |�⃗�) , (12.5)
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12 Results

where 𝐴obs
𝑖 are the experimentally measured parameters and �⃗� is the set of parameters to

be extracted. For all inputs, Gaussian distributions are assumed according to

𝑓𝑖 (𝐴obs
𝑖 |�⃗�) ∝ exp(−1

2 (𝐴𝑖(�⃗�) − 𝐴obs
𝑖 )

𝑇
𝑉 −1

𝑖 (𝐴𝑖(�⃗�) − 𝐴obs
𝑖 )) , (12.6)

where 𝑉𝑖 is the experimentally determined covariance matrix with the statistical and
systematic uncertainties and the corresponding correlations. The best fit point is given as
the minimum of a 𝜒2-function, defined as 𝜒2(�⃗�) = −2 lnℒ(�⃗�). The confidence level (CL)
for a given parameter value, hereinafter 𝛾0, is calculated using a test statistic defined as
𝛥𝜒2 = 𝜒2(�⃗�′

min(𝛾0)) − 𝜒2(�⃗�min), where 𝜒2(�⃗�min) is the global minimum and 𝜒2(�⃗�′
min(𝛾0))

is the new minumum with the parameter value 𝛾0.
The 𝑝-value or 1 − CL is calculated by a procedure using pseudoexperiments: for each

value 𝛾0, the test statistic 𝛥𝜒2 is calculated and a set of pseudoexperiments 𝐴𝑗 is generated
according to Eq. (12.6). In this generation, the parameters �⃗� are set to the values of the new
minimum �⃗�′. For each pseudoexperiment, a new test statistic is then calculated by replacing
𝐴obs with 𝐴𝑗, which is again minimised with respect to �⃗�; once with the parameter 𝛾 free,
once with 𝛾 set to 𝛾0. The 1 − CL value is defined as the fraction of pseudoexperiments in
which 𝛥𝜒2 < 𝛥𝜒2′

. More details about this method can also be found in Ref. [102].
By adding external measurements for 𝑟, confidence intervals for the quantity sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)

and the strong phase 𝛿 can be derived. The ratio 𝑟 is determined from the branching fraction
of 𝐵0 → 𝐷+

𝑠 𝜋− under the assumption of SU(3) symmetry with the same equations one
finds in Refs [47, 48]

𝑟 = tan(𝜃𝑐)
𝑓𝐷+

𝑓𝐷+
𝑠

√√√

⎷

ℬ(𝐵0 → 𝐷+
𝑠 𝜋−)

ℬ(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+)
(12.7)

where tan(𝜃𝑐) = 0.231 01 ± 0.000 32 is the tangent of the Cabibbo angle from Ref. [32].
Furthermore, for the branching fractions ℬ(𝐵0 → 𝐷+

𝑠 𝜋−) = (2.16 ± 0.26) × 10−5 and
ℬ(𝐵0 → 𝐷−𝜋+) = (2.52 ± 0.13) × 10−3 the values reported in Ref. [18] are used. The
ratio of decay constants 𝑓𝐷+/𝑓𝐷+

𝑠
= 1.173 ± 0.003 is taken from Refs. [103–105]. This

results in 𝑟 = 0.0182 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0036, where the second uncertainty is due to possible
nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects, which are assumed to be 20% of the value of 𝑟.
By also adding the known value of 𝛽 = (22.2 ± 0.7)° taken from Ref. [24], additional
confidence intervals for 𝛾 can be determined.

The resulting confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 12.1 and 12.2. The numerical values
are

|sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| ∈ [0.77, 1.0] ,
𝛾 ∈ [5, 86]∘ ∪ [185, 266]∘ ,

𝛿 ∈ [−41, 41]∘ ∪ [140, 220]∘ ,
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Fig. 12.1: Distribution of 1 − CL for |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)|.
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Fig. 12.2: Distribution of 1 − CL for 𝛾 (left) and confidence regions for 𝛾 vs. 𝛿 (right). The regions
hold the 39% and 87% CL, the points denote the obtained maxima.
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Fig. 12.3: Distribution of 1 − CL for 𝛾 (left) and |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| (right) for assumptions of 0%, 20%
and 100% for the SU(3) breaking uncertainty of 𝑟.

all at the 68% CL. The 1 − CL interval for |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| is in agreement with, and more
precise than, the previous measurements from the Belle and BaBar collaborations [98, 99],
also the distribution of the 1 −CL shows the expected shape. The result for 𝛾 is compatible
with all direct and indirect determinations presented in Sec. 4.1.3. However, the uncertainty
is still quite large, so that on the one hand the precision of the measurement needs to be
improved to make a conclusive statement about the agreement and on the other hand the
contribution of this measurement to a combination of tree-level determinations of the angle
𝛾 is very small [33]. The obtained value for 𝛿 is compatible with the measured value in
the time-dependent measurement of 𝐶𝑃 violation using 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷∓
𝑠 𝐾± decays [106], which

are related to 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± via the SU(3) symmetry [107]. The distributions of 1 − CL for
𝛾 and 𝛿 show the four-fold (two-fold) ambiguity for the range [0, 360]∘ ([0, 180]∘), which
was discussed in Sec. 4.2. The uncertainties on 𝑟 and 𝛽 have a negligible impact on the
confidence intervals.
As especially the assumption on SU(3) symmetry is highly unknown, the intervals are

also determined for assumptions of 0%, 20% and 100% for the SU(3) breaking uncertainty
of 𝑟. These are representatively presented for 𝛾 and |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| in Fig. 12.3, which shows
that also assuming a larger uncertainty on the SU(3) symmetry yields reasonable confidence
intervals.
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With the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [4, 5], the SM was finally completed.
However, it still fails to explain phenomena such as dark matter and dark energy or the
observable matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe, what clearly shows that there
must be physics beyond the SM. While direct searches are limited by the available collision
energies at accelerators, indirect searches are sensitive to NP effects, which exceed this
energy threshold through higher-order contributions.

The measurement of the CKM angle 𝛾 is therefore interesting for different reasons. On
the one hand, measurements in tree-level processes, which are not affected by higher-order
contributions, can be compared with determinations using loop processes. On the other
hand, the measurements of 𝛾 are an important part to probe the unitarity of the CKMmatrix.
The LHCb experiment, which is designed to measure processes containing 𝑏 and 𝑐 hadrons,
showed an outstanding performance, recording high-quality data during the first LHC run
period from 2010 to 2012. This is reflected in similar measurements of 𝐶𝑃 violation like in
the golden mode 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆 [31], where after two years of data taking already a similar
precision was achieved compared to the previous measurements performed by the Belle
and BaBar collaborations [108, 109].

One possibility to determine 𝛾 in a tree-level process is the time-dependent 𝐶𝑃 violation
measurement in the decay 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋±. The analysis presented in this thesis was performed
on a data set of proton-proton collisions recorded by the LHCb detector at centre-of-mass
energies of 7 and 8TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1. The data
sample contains 479 000 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates tagged by the combination of the OS or
SS flavour-tagging algorithms. An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the decay-time,
tags and finalstates yields the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries

𝑆𝑓 = 0.058 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.011 (syst.) ,
𝑆𝑓 = 0.038 ± 0.020 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.) ,

with a correlation of the statistical and systematic uncertainties of 60% and −41%, re-
spectively. This result is more precise and in agreement with previous determinations by
the Belle and BaBar collaborations [98, 99]. Furthermore, even it is not yet a statistical
evidence, the obtained values for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 yield a significance of 2.7𝜎 for 𝐶𝑃 violation
according to Wilk’s theorem [97].

To better compare this result with future measurements of the Belle II collaboration and
the averaged values from the HFLAV collaboration, it is also transformed into a notation
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that is less affected by the tag-side interference, an experimental effect arising due to
the coherent 𝐵0𝐵0 production at the 𝐵 factories Belle (II) and BaBar [100]. After such
transformation the measured 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries are

𝑎 = −0.048 ± 0.018 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.) ,
𝑐 = 0.010 ± 0.009 (stat.) ± 0.008 (syst.) ,

where the statistical correlation is zero and the systematic correlation is −46%.
Using the values for 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 , confidence intervals are extracted for the CKM angle 𝛾,

the CKM quantity sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾) and the strong phase difference 𝛿. This is done by adding
external input for the CKM angle 𝛽 [24] and for the ratio 𝑟 [32, 103–105], which is
determined from the branching fraction of 𝐵0 → 𝐷+

𝑠 𝜋− assuming SU(3) symmetry. The
obtained confidence intervals are

𝛾 ∈ [5, 86]∘ ∪ [185, 266]∘ ,
|sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| ∈ [0.77, 1.0] ,

𝛿 ∈ [−41, 41]∘ ∪ [140, 220]∘ .

The result for 𝛾 is in agreement with all previous direct and indirect determinations, though
the large uncertainties do not allow a conclusive statement yet. The confidence interval
for |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| is more precise and in agreement with the previous determinations by
the 𝐵 factories [98, 99]. The determined value for 𝛿 can be compared to the result from
the similar measurement in 𝐵0

𝑠 → 𝐷∓
𝑠 𝐾± decays yielding (358+13

−14)
∘ [106], also showing

good agreement.
Furthermore, the analysed number of tagged signal candidates exceeds the respective

number of signal candidates in the statistically largest time-dependent 𝐶𝑃 analysis at LHCb
using 𝐵0 → 𝐽/𝜓𝐾0

𝑆 decays so far by about one order of magnitude. This successful measure-
ment therefore shows that the recorded data is well understood and intrinsic asymmetries
caused by e.g. the experimental setup are under control, so that this kind of analyses can
be performed with the large number of signal candidates in the further run periods of the
LHC. However, the systematic uncertainties of the 𝐶𝑃 violation measurement in the decay
mode 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± are currently almost half as large as the statistical uncertainties. The
leading systematic uncertainties are due to the uncertainty on 𝐵0-oscillation frequency,
potential fit biases on simulated events and the background subtraction. The systematic
uncertainty due to uncertainty on 𝛥𝑚 could be reduced in two ways: either the precision
of the determination in the decay mode 𝐵0 → 𝐷(∗)−𝜇+𝜈𝜇 [96] is improved using the data
set recorded during Run II of the LHC, or the large number of 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± candidates
is used directly to determine 𝛥𝑚 and the 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries simultaneously. The two other
uncertainties will need to be revisited: while the potential fit biases on simulated events
will need to be investigated in greater depth to understand the exact source of this effect,
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the uncertainty due to the background subtraction should be reduced with more data being
available by examining the shapes of the contributing background components.
The largest competitor for LHCb in the sector of 𝐵 mesons will probably be the Belle

II experiment, aiming to start data taking in 2019. With an improved detector and a
higher instantaneous luminosity compared to the previous Belle experiment, in total of
50 ab−1 [110] should be recorded, corresponding to 50 times the amount collected by the
predecessor. To achieve the best sensitivity on CKM parameters like the angle 𝛾, a joint
effort of both collaborations will result in the best possible precision.
Currently, the confidence intervals for the CKM parameters 𝛾 and |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| are

dominated by the uncertainties on 𝑆𝑓 and 𝑆𝑓 and the uncertainties on the external inputs 𝛽
and 𝑟 are negligible. However, assuming the same detector performance as achieved in
Run I and only scaling the 𝐵0 → 𝐷∓𝜋± yield, the expected statistical sensitivity for the
𝐶𝑃 asymmetries will drop to values of e.g. 0.005 for 50 fb−1. Yet, the estimation of the
precision on 𝛾 and |sin(2𝛽 + 𝛾)| is more challenging, since the precision of the external
value of 𝑟 will become the dominant source of systematic uncertainty. As the dominant
uncertainty on 𝑟 already comes from the calculations of nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking
effects, theoretical advancements are needed there.
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